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applies to the transporter as person interested in the goods and therefore
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The State Tax Officer (WC) (Ker) 92(2)
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for detention. Polycab India Vs. State of Kerala (Ker) 94
* Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in transit
- Natural justice - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - The respondent having
issued show-cause notice calling upon the petitioner to file objections, cannot
turn around and take a decision that the petitioner has no locus standi either
to file objections or to putforth dispute on behalf of the consignor/consignee
or the owner of the conveyance - The order impugned is against the principles
of natural justice which is the fundamental parameter required to be observed
by the quasi- judicial authority. Bright Road Logistics Vs. CTO (Kar)95
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- Deficiency in the lorry receipt - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - Carrying
the lorry receipt is not a requirement prescribed under rule 138A(1) of the
rules - Detention was without authority of law. F.S. Enterprise Vs. State of
Gujarat (Guj) 96
* Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in transit
- Service of Notice - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - Notice for imposition
of penalty requires to be served upon the person on whom the penalty is to
be imposed. Bansal Earthmovers Vs. AC State GST (Cal)  97
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* Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in transit
- E-way bill - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - E-way bill procedure during
1-2-2018 to 31-3-2018 was not applicable - Ignorance of the judgment of
a superior Court on the similar issue cannot be expected rather the AA needs
to be careful in future. Gaurav Agro Kendra Vs. State of U.P. (All)98
* Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in transit
- Multiple number of invoices mentioned in the e-way bill - Section 129 of
CGST Act, 2017 - The goods along with vehicle shall be released to the
petitioner on executing simple bond. Stove Kraft Vs. Assistant STO (Ker)99
* Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in transit
- Return defaulter - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - The reason for detention
was stated to be that the consignee was a return defaulter for the last five
months - Detention notice quashed. Unitac Energy Solutions (I) Pvt. Ltd.
Vs. Assistant State Tax Officer (Ker) 100
* Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in transit
- Non-filing of returns - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - Non-filing of returns
cannot be a ground for detaining the goods in terms of Section 129 similarly,
the said ground cannot form the basis of notice proposing confiscation of the
goods. Relcon Foundations Vs. Assistant STO (Ker) 101
* Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in transit
- Indemnity bond - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - The interim order of
the court dated 4-10-2018 is very clear - It only directs for furnishing security
of indemnity bond of the value of the tax and penalty and therefore the Assistant
Commissioner can not demand security or indemnity bond of any higher value.
R.K. International Vs. Union of India (All) 103
* Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in transit
- Confiscation - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - No proceedings for
confiscation of the goods as contemplated under section 130 can be proceeded
until disposal of the statutory appeal. Smeara Enterprises Vs. State Tax
Officer (Ker) 104
* Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in transit
- Invoices did not bear continuous numbers - Doubt/Suspicion - Section 129
of CGST Act, 2017 - The entertainment of doubt by the authority cannot be
a justification for detaining the goods when transportation accompanied tax
invoices as also e-way bills. Devices Distributors Vs. ASTO (Ker)105
* Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in transit
- Stock transfer - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - There was no occasion
for the respondent to collect tax and penalty from the petitioner on the pretext
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that there is illegality in the transport of goods as it would merely amount to
stock transfer and there is no element of sale of goods or services in it. Same
Deutzfahr India Vs. State of Telangana (Tel) 108
* Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in transit
- Service of Notice - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - Service of notice
on the driver or a fixation of the copy of the order on the truck in question
is none of the methods prescribed under Section 169 GST Act. Ranchi
Carrying Corporation Vs. State Of U.P. (All) 109
* Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in transit
- Natural justice - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - The judgment and order
has been passed without hearing to the petitioner, as such, the same is in
violation of principles of natural justice - The matter is remanded back to the
Appellate Authority. Swastik Traders Vs. State of U.P. (All) 113
* Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in transit
- Enchashment of bank Guarantee - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017  - The
High Court opined that the interest of justice on equitable basis can be achieved
by issuing a direction to the respondents not to encash the bank Guarantee
furnished by the appellant, if ultimately the adjudication goes against them and
if penalty is imposed in such proceedings, until the expiry of 14 days from the
date of service of order on such adjudication. VE Commercial Vehcles Ltd.
Vs. Union of India (Ker) 118
* E-way bill - Address - The address shown in the invoice is different from
the address shown in the E Way bill etc. is only a clerical mistake and is not
a serious mistake which should justify the detention and penalty proceedings.
M.R. Traders Vs. Assistant STO (Ker) 88
* E-way bill - Alternate route - There cannot be a mechanical detention
of a consignment solely because the driver of the vehicle had opted for a different
route, other than what is normally taken by other transporters of goods covered
by similar e-Way bills. Kannangayathu Metals Vs. ASTO (Ker) 87(1)
* E-way bill - E-way bill is invalid only if Part-B of E-way bill is not filled
or a considerable time to update the Part-A of e-way bill has gone by - When
consignment of goods is accompanied with an invoice or any other specify
document and also an e-way bill, proceeding u/s 129 of the GST Act may
not be initiated - Therefore, imposition of tax/ penalty by the respondent is
harsh and unsustainable. Bhushan Power Vs. ACST&E (AA-HP) 90
* E-way bill - Human error - If a human error which can be seen on naked
eye is detected, such human error cannot be capitalised for penalisation. Rai
Prexim India Vs. State of Kerala (Ker) 86
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* E-way bill - Procedural lapse - Penalty for certain offences - Section
122 and 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - Due to breakdown of goods carrying
vehicle the goods were transhipped to another vehicle - Therefore, appellant
should have updated the part-B of EWB before resuming his journey  liable
to pay miner penalty. Om Dutt Vs. ACST&E (AA-HP) 80
* E-way bill - Procedural lapse - Penalty for certain offences - Section
122 and 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - Due to breakdown of goods carrying
vehicle the goods were transhipped to another vehicle - Therefore, appellant
should have updated the part-B of EWB before resuming his journey  liable
to pay miner penalty. Integrated Constructive Solutions Vs. ACST&E-
cum-Proper Officer (AA-HP) 81
* E-way bill - The mistake in entering distance in E-way bill is a typographic
error and may be treated as a minor one. Godrej Consumer Products Ltd.,
Solan Vs. ACST&E-cum-Proper Officer (AA-HP) 85
* E-way bill - There is no material placed on record by the 1st respondent
to show that any attempt was made by the petitioner to deliver the goods at
a different place - Wrong destination is not a ground to detain the vehicle
carrying the goods or levy tax or penalty. Commercial Steel Company Vs.
The Assistant Commissioner of State Tax (Tel) 87(2)
* E-way bill - Typographical error in distance - The High Court in view
of Circular No.64/38/2018-GST, dated 14-9-2018 directed the respondents
to release the goods. Sabitha Riyaz Vs. Union of India (Ker) 82
* E-way bill - Validation - Detention of goods - Amended Rule 138 as
notified in the gazette dated 7-3-2018 enables a consignor of goods to validate
his E-WAY BILL and which was done by the petitioner before the order of
detention passed under Section 129.  Ram Charitra Ram Harihar Prasad
Vs. State of Bihar (Patna) 79
* Goods cannot be detained merely for infraction of Rule 138(2) of
the State SGST Rules - The first reason on which the goods are detained,
viz, that the goods were not accompanied by the document provided for under
Rule 138(2) State SGST Rules is unsustainable. Age Industries (P) Ltd. Vs.
Asst. State Tax Officer (Ker) 78
* Service of order -  Penalty order was served on the driver of the truck
while the penalty order is directed against the owner of the goods - The
Appellate Authority may condone the delay and proceed to decide the appeal
as expeditiously as possible. Patel Hardware Vs. Commissioner, State
G.S.T. (All) 102

✯✯
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Practical Issues and Approach Towards
E-Way Bill and its Remedies

Ameet Dave
Tax Consultant

We have learned about provisions of section 68
Rule 138 and penalty sections 129 / 130 in many
seminars and webinars, since 2018 form inception of
section 129/130, many cases are before interception officers and rest after
settlement are in appeal. It is necessary to understand scope and jurisdiction
of Tax and penalty u/s 129/130 of the GST Act. First We will take, how
to handle / encounter interception process and further after finalization of
demand how to approach in appeal. This subject is based on practical part
and needs to be understand with provisions of the law. Here I am sharing
few situations where penalties are imposed and then the High Court of few
States have quashed the tax and penalty imposed u/s 129/130 of the Act.

Precautions and procedures are to be adopted while dealing
interception of vehicle and goods u/s 129/130 of the GST act:
1. The professional should always observe, time of interception and time

of issuing notice in the subject matter. If there is large gap or notice is
issued ignoring the time limit given in circular No. 41 dated 13-4-2018,
then objection should be raised immediately.

2. Time of interception and time of detention is very important. Because
during that time, E-way bill can be generated and submitted or part B
can be rectified before detention.

3. The notices should necessarily be replied with all relevant evidences and
documents.

4. It should always be observed that, notice should contain specific
deficiency, if specific deficiency is/are not found in the notice, vehicle
and goods can not be detained further.

5. Having specific deficiency in MOV 02, the officer while issuing order
after detaining vehicle can not penalize supplier on any other deficiency
which was not mentioned earlier in the notice.

(16)
Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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6. After having specific deficiency in the notice, the professional should try
to see circular 64 dated 14-10-2018, under which few deficiencies are
defined as not very serious mistakes and are not liable for tax and
penalty.

Disclaimer : Here I am sharing few situations, where penalty have been
imposed and further after proper arguments it has been quashed. The
situations are well supported by case laws decided by the Hon. High courts
and Appellate Authorities of respective states. I have provided synopsis of
the cases, but it is humbly suggested to read complete judgment before
making any opinion.

Que. 1 : Whether classification, valuation & quantity issues can
be challenged u/s 129 of the GST Act ?

Ans.: According to the provisions under GST for levy of penalty, the
valuation and classification can be dealt by jurisdictional adjudicating
officer and not by the officer appointed u/s 68 to intercept and inspect
goods and documents with regard to violation in E-way bill provisions.
The following case laws are relied for the subject mentioned above.

Classification, valuation, quantity of goods in transit.
Classification and under valuation can not be decided by detaining

officer.
[1] Asharaf Ali K.H. Vs. Asst. State Tax Officer & Others (2021) 66
TLD 73 (Ker)

Violation of provisions of Sec. 129 of GST Act - the goods and the
vehicle are detained on account of alleged mis-classification of goods - the
Kerala High Court held that the mis-classification of goods can not warrant
detention of goods u/s 129 of GST Act. If the department feels that there
is mis-classification of goods, then it is for them to forward a copy of the
report to the assessing officer of petitioner, who can consider the said report
at the time of finalising assessment of petitioner. But, detention of goods is
not justified for the said reason.
Final Outcome- Petition allowed.
Relevant Provision -Sec. 129 of GST Act, 2017.
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[2] Sameer Mat Industries Vs. State of Kerala (2021) 66 TLD 74
(Ker)

The court held that issue of mis-classification and under - valuation has
to be gone in to by the respective assessing officers and not by the detaining
officer. In such circumstances, the court was not inclined to permit further
detention of goods, and ordered for release of the same on execution of a
simple bond. The detaining officer shall inform assessing officer who would
be entitled to take appropriate proceedings at the time of asst. The assessing
officer of the petitioners would also be intimated about this.

❑

For valuation/HSN Section 129 can not be applied.
[3] Alfa Group Vs. STO (2021) 66 TLD 75 (Ker)

The challenge in this petition is to order of detention by which the goods
belonging to petitioner were detained on the ground that the value quoted
in the invoice was low as compared to MRP of the goods. There is further
averment that HSN Code of the goods were mentioned wrongly. It is
submitted by the counsel for the petitioner that the detention of goods u/s
129 or 130 is not justified on these grounds.

On consideration of facts and circumstances of the case, the Kerala
High court found that the none of these reasons justify detention of goods.
There is no provision under GST Act which mandated that the goods
shall not be sold below MRP. Further, there is nothing in the detention
order which shows that the due to wrong HSN Code of the goods there
was any difference in rate of Tax. The scheme of GST Act is such as to
facilitate free movement of goods, after self assessment by the assessee.
Therefore the respondent can not resort to an arbitrary and statutorily
unwarranted detention of goods. Such action on the part of the
department’s officers can erode public confidence in the system of tax
administration in our country and, as a consequence, the country’s
economy itself. Under such circumstances, the High court quashed im-
pugned detention order and directed the respondents to forthwith release
goods belonging to petitioner on the petitioner producing copy of this
judgment.

❑

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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Under valuation can not be reason to detain vehicle with goods.
[4] KP Sugandh Ltd. Vs. State of Chhattisgarh & Others (2020) 64
TLD 411 (CG)

In spite of in charge of the vehicle producing necessary invoice and E-
way bill for the goods being transported, the respondent authorities seized
the vehicle and goods on the ground of Under valuation of goods compared
to their MRP. Though the details in the invoice as well as in the E-way bill
matched the products found in the vehicle at the time of inspection except
valuation of the goods. The CG High court held that Under valuation
of goods in the invoice can not be the ground of detention of goods
and vehicle u/s 129 of GST Act. Though the state authorities can initiate
appropriate proceedings against the manufacturer sells his products to its
customers or dealer at a price lower than MRP, it can not be ground for
detention and seizure of the goods and the vehicle u/s 129 of GST Act.
[5] Asianet Digital Network P. Ltd. Vs. ASTO (2021) 66 TLD 76
(Ker)

The value mismatch in delivery challans and E-way bill. The petitioner
issued two DC one was carrying value for 200 set top boxes and another
having 600 set top with NIL value. The petitioner has disclosed full value
of 800 set top boxes in E-way bill.

The Kerala HC held that the Department insisting for payment of tax
and penalty for all set top boxes can not be sustained. The petitioner has
correctly shown quantity and value of 200 boxes and value of only 600 Set
top boxes is not shown correctly in another delivery challan. Therefore
subject to further adjudication of issue before STO, the petitioner can provide
Bank Guarantee and personal bond u/s 129(1)(a) for only 600 boxes.

❑

For quantity/non payment of tax can not be detained.
[6] Insha Trading Company Vs. State of Gujarat & Others (2021)
66 TLD 77 (Guj)

Violation of provisions of Sec. 129 of GST Act - the petitioner
supplied brass electrical parts from Jamnagar (Guj) to Delhi. The driver of
the vehicle was duly carrying invoice, E-way Bill and lorry receipt. The vehicle
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is intercepted by third respondent on 14-1-2019. The driver produced the
documents relating to goods. However, the vehicle is detained on the ground
that genuineness of goods (its quantity, etc.) and the documents produced
requires further verification. The third respondent issued an order dt. 14-1-
2019 in MOV-01 recording the statement of driver, and an order in MOV-
02 for physical verification of vehicle, goods and the documents, and on the
same date by order passed u/s 129(1) of GST Act, the vehicle and goods
are detained for verification, on the ground that on perusal of details in bilty,
the goods prima facie are disproportionate. Then, by order dt. 29-1-2019,
passed in MOV-09, the petitioner is called upon to pay tax and penalty as
computed therein. Thereafter, a notice in MOV-10 is issued, and by
impugned order dt. 8-4-2019 passed u/s 130 the goods and conveyance
are ordered to be confiscated.

The Gujarat High Court observed that the reasons for issuing notice
u/s 130 for confiscation of goods and vehicle are that upon preliminary online
verification of dealer, 42 E-way Bills have been generated by him in Dec.,
18, wherein IGST of Rs. 3,64,30,800/- has been shown, and it appears
that dealers have not paid the same, or the purchases are not genuine.
The High Court held that if that be so, then nothing prevents the
respondents from taking appropriate action against petitioner under
relevant provisions of GST Act. However, when the vehicle in question
was carrying the goods which were duly accompanied by proper
documents, and when no discrepancy is found in connection there-
with, then there is no reason for third respondent to confiscate the
goods and vehicle. The impugned order of confiscation passed u/s 130
can not be sustained.
Final Outcome- Petition allowed.

❑

Que. 2 : What if Part B is not filled and goods contained in the
vehicle are goods sent for quality approval on Delivery challan?
Ans.: Since goods carried in the vehicle are not taxable supply (has
no tax impact), should not be detained.

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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Goods moved for quality appraisal. (not for sale)
[7] Age Industries P. Ltd. Vs. Asst. State Tax Officer (2021) 66 TLD
78 (Ker)
The court held that, there is no taxable supply when goods are
transported on delivery challan so long as the authenticity of the
delivery challan is not doubted, and therefore, such goods can not
be detained merely for infraction of rule 138(2).

❑

Goods moved for repair (not for sale)
[8] Neva Plantation (P.) Ltd. Vs. ACSTE, February 12, 2020 (2020)
65 TLD 154 (AA-GST-HP) Appellate Authority - GST, Himachal
Pradesh

GST : Where assessee, engaged in supplying of tax free goods, sent
machine used for production of said products for repair without issuing
proper e-way bill and, thus, adjudicating authority directed assessee to
deposit payment of tax and penalty, in view of facts that machine was
not sent for sale but only for repair, instant appeal was to be accepted
and adjudicating authority to be directed to refund amount of penalty.

Que. 3: Whether Part B is required to be filled from consignor’s
place to the place of Transporter ?
Ans.: No, it is not required within same district having distance up to
50 Km.. But if district is changed, it is suggested to fill Part B. (you
can fill the number of vehicle in which goods are approaching to
transporter).

Notification No. 12/2018 CGST dt. 7-3-2018
Part B is not required to be filled from consignor’s place to transport-
ers place within 50 kms.
[9] VSL Alloys (India) P. Ltd. Vs. State of UP & Others (2018) 60
TLD 124 (All)

The High court held that, according to notification 12/2018 dated 7-
3-2018 (amended rule 138 of CGST Act), when goods are moving from
consignor’s place to the transporters place within 50 Kms. Part B is
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not required to be filled. Penalty was quashed and truck with goods
released.

It is also held that - as all documents were accompanied the goods and
details were mentioned, then merely non - mentioning of vehicle No. in Part
B can not be the ground for seizure of goods.

Same held in following cases :-
[10] Rivigo Services Ltd. Vs. State of UP (2018) 60 TLD 190 (All)

The above judgment followed in the following case
[11] S.B.G.C. Logistics Vs. State of UP (2018) 60 TLD 187 (All)

Que. 4: Can E-way be produced or rectified before detention of
vehicle and goods ?
Ans. : Yes, it can be done. Because there is a difference in
“Interception” and “Detention”. The proper officer intercept vehicle
finds a mistake or violation of provision in E-way bill and having
satisfied with the violation used to Detain vehicle (Takes a possession
of vehicle and goods). Therefore, if supplier can provide E-way bill
or update Part B before order of detention, penalty can not be levied
in accordance with the cases cited here under;

E-way bill produced prior to the seizure / detention penalty can not
be invoked
[12] Bhumika Enterprises Vs. State of UP (2018) 60 TLD 129

(All)
It is specifically mentioned in the order that, if E-way bill is generated

before detention or seizure, the seizure can not be conducted. In other words
if seizure can not be done in such circumstances then Tax penalty also can
not be proposed or imposed. Further in;
[13] Ashok Enterprises Vs. State of UP and 3 Others Order

Dated 9-5-2018
E-way bill generated much before detention or seizure of goods. Tax

& penalty was quashed by the Hon. High Court.

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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[14] Modern Traders Vs. State of UP 2018 -TIOL-48-HC-ALL-
GST

The High court held that - as E-way bill was produced on the same
day of interception of goods along with documents indicating payment of
IGST but before seizure order is passed, no jurisdiction for passing
orders of seizure of goods / vehicle and tax demand / penalty - order
quashed, respondent directed to immediately release goods and
vehicle.
[15] Ram Charitra Ram Harihar Prasad Vs. State of Bihar
August 6, 2019 (2021) 66 TLD 79 (Patna)

GST : Where Competent Authority having found that E-way Bill had
expired, initiated proceedings for detention of goods and vehicle, since
assessee had generated a fresh E-way Bill before order of detention was
passed under section 129 and Competent Authority had recorded in
proceedings that E-way Bill had been generated, proceedings ought to
have been brought to a close.
[16] Om Dutt Vs. ACSTE-Cum-Proper Officer February 14, 2020
(2021) 66 TLD 80 (AA-GST-HP) Appellate Authority - GST, Himachal
Pradesh

GST : Where in course of transportation, due to break down of goods
carrying vehicle, goods were transshipped to another vehicle, however, E-
way bill of consignment which was produced before proper officer at time
of checking pertained to previous vehicle and, therefore, an order was passed
under section 129(3) levying penalty equal to one hundred per cent of tax
payable on goods, in view of fact that assessee had subsequently updated E-
way bill and number of second vehicle was updated in part-B of E-
way bill and, moreover, there was no evidence on record to prove that
assessee changed vehicle to evade tax, impugned order was to be set
aside and, assessee was to be directed to pay a penalty of Rs. Ten
Thousand only for procedure lapse committed by it.

❑
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Part B filled prior to detention order in MOV 06:
[17] 2020-VIL-26-GSTAA
Before Addl. Commissioner of State Tax (Appeals)-Cum-Appellate
Authority, Haryana, Panchkula
Appeal No. GSTA/0046/2018-2019
Date: 21-11-2019
M/s. The Nalagarh Truck Operators Union
Vs.
AETO (Enf.), Panchkula
For the Appellant : Sh. Chetan Jain, Advocate
For the State : Sh. Ajay Saini Excise & Taxation Officer,
Sh. Poonam, Respondent ETO

ORDER
GST - Interception, Detention, E-way bill – appeal against impo-

sition of penalty on the ground that the goods in question were being
transported without filling up the part-B of the E-way Bill – issue of
order of detention in FORM GST MOV-06 – HELD - the Proper Officer
has not followed the procedure laid down by the Government vide
circular no. 41/15/2018-GST dated 13-4-2018 as the Proper Officer not
issued detention memo in FORM MOV-06 when the conveyance was
intercepted - the appellant has generated the Part-B of E-way bill prior
to issuance of detention memo i.e. MOV-06 - once E-way bill was
generated after interception of the goods, but before seizure order is
passed, then the goods cannot be seized and penalty cannot be levied
- The documents produced at the time of checking of the goods under dispute
do not indicate that any attempt was made to evade tax, hence, no
mala fides intention are proved or established - the impugned order
imposing tax and penalty under Section 129(3) of the CGST Act is
set aside - penalty of Rs.5000/- is imposed under section 125 of the
CGST Act for not mentioning the proper details in the E-way Bill
- The impugned order is set aside and appeal is accepted.

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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That Reliance is place on the recent Judgment of M/s Modern Traders
Vs. State of UP and ors, Writ Tax No.763 of 2018, Order dated 9-5-
2018 - 2018-VIL-623-ALH (Annexed herewith an Annexure A-6) wherein
the Hon’ble Allahabad High Court following its own order in the case of
Axpress Logistics India Pvt. Ltd. Vs. Union of India and 3 others
reported in 2018-VIL-593-ALH, held that once E-way bill was generated
after interception of the goods, but before seizure order is passed, then the
goods cannot be seized i.e. Once the E-way bill is produced and other
documents clearly indicates that the goods are belongs to the
registered dealer and the IGST has been charged there remains no
justification in detaining and seizing the goods and asking the
penalty.

❑

Part B updated
[18] Integrated Constructive Solutions Vs. ACST&E-cum-Proper
Officer (2021) 66 TLD 81 (GST Appellate Authority, Himachal
Pradesh)

E-way Bill – Shifting to Goods by other vehicle due to breakdown
penalty despite vehicle Number not updating is unsustainable.

It appears that there is no dispute regarding quantity of goods and further
all concerns documents were placed before the proper officer. It is a fact
that the E-way Bill for the material in question was generated at 05:52 pm
on 1-11-2018 and further updated on 5-11-2018 at 06:38 pm in which all
relevant detail were entered. Due to break down of material carrying vehicle
the material were transshipped to another vehicle. The E-waybill of the
consignment which was produced before the proper officer pertains to the
previous vehicle. The only mistake the E-way Bill part-B was that the number
of the vehicle in which the material was transshipped had not been entered
at the time of inspection of the vehicle. The appellant updated the E-way
Bill and the number of the second vehicle was updated in the part-B of the
E-way Bill at 11:52 am dated 6-11-2018. Despite the updation of the part-
B of EWB the learned Respondent detained the vehicle and imposed tax/
penalty to the tune of Rs. 16,28,23,728. The appellant has declared the
consignment on 1-11-2018 at 05:52 p.m. and further updated on 5-11-2018
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at 06:38 pm. which makes it clear that there was no intention to evade tax.
The learned Respondent also failed to prove that the appellant changed the
vehicle to evade tax. In my opinion the proper officer has acted in haste and
levied tax/penalty without giving proper opportunity of being heard as
mentioned in section 129(4) reads as under - “No tax, interest or penalty
shall be determined under sub-section (3) without giving the person
concerned on opportunity of being heard.”The learned respondent
has imposed penalty in a mechanical manner and has ignored the
corrected and updated E-way Bill as produced by the appellant within
two hours of the detaining of the vehicle. Therefore, the tax/penalty
under section 129(3) of the CGST/HPGST Act, 2017 imposed is
unsustainable.
Note : The judgment speaks about downloading of E-way bill prior to the
detention, in other word if some mistake happens in Part B of E-way bill
which is already downloaded prior to the detention but if corrected before
the seizure / detention should also be entertained and no penalty in such case
be proposed or imposed.

Que. 5 : Whether penalty can be imposed for mismatch in
distance?
Ans.: No, it can not be, in accordance with the following judgments
mentioned here under, it has been treated as typographical error and
more over penalty cannot be levied in the light of circular 64 issued
on 14-9-2018.

Distance Mismatch
[19] Sabitha Riyaz Vs. Union of India Dated 31-10-2018 (2021)
66 TLD 82 (Ker)

The circular mentioned here above has been considered by the Hon.
High Court of Kerala in the case of Sabitha Riyaz Vs. Union of India
(2021) 66 TLD 82 (Ker) 31-10-2018, the court have specifically considered
the mistake in registering distance in Kms and also have admitted that, it is
typographical error and further directed concerned officer to consider
Circular No. 64/38/2018-GST dated 14-9-2018 issued by GST Commis-
sioner and have decided to release goods without tax and penalty.

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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Followed in following judgments :
[20] Daily Express Vs. Asst. STO (2021) 66 TLD 83(1) (Ker)

Held that since the issue involved in instant case was squarely covered
in favour of petitioner by a judgement of Kerala High Court rendered in case
of Sabitha Riyaz Vs. Union of India (2021) 66 TLD 82 (Ker) Where
in the competent Authority was directed to consider assessee’s request for
release of detained goods in terms of Circular No. 64/38/2018-GST dated
14-9-2018, writ petition to be disposed by applying ratio of said Judgment.
[21] Godrej Consumer Products Ltd. Dist. Solan (HP) Vs. ACST
& E-cum proper officer, Circle Baddi-II (2021) 66 TLD 85 (AA-GST-
HP) Appellate Authority - GST, Himachal Pradesh

GST : Where due to a typographic error while generating E-way bill,
petitioner mentioned approx distance between Puducherry to Himachal
Pradesh as 20 Kilometers instead of 2000 Kilometers, as a result of which,
a validity of one day had been calculated by E-way bill portal instead of
twenty days and on expiry of E-way bill on very next day and interception
of consignment before reaching destination, no violation of Rule 138
could be alleged to levy penalty.

❑

Distance mismatch/E-way bill expired due to less distance shown
[22] Godrej Consumer Products Ltd. Dist. Solan (HP) Vs. ACST
& E-cum proper officer, Circle Baddi-II (2021) 66 TLD 85 (AA-GST-
HP) Appellate Authority - GST, Himachal Pradesh

The petitioner by mistake has entered distance 20 Km instead of 2000
Km. the E-way bill got expired in one day, it is a typographical error.
The court has appreciated the mistake and by following circular 64 dated
14/9/2018, relief has been granted and further penalty u/s 125 Rs. 500/-
+ 500/- = 1000/- has been imposed according to directions of circular
dated 14-9-2018.

The court has followed case of Sabitha Riyaz Vs. Union of India
(2021) 66 TLD 82 (Ker) in the case.

❑
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Que. 6: Can difference in destination or wrong destination be
penalized?
Ans.: The High court in this case has decided, that this a “Human
error” which can be seen with naked eyes, can not be detained or
penalty can not be imposed.

Human error which can be seen with naked eye :
[23] Rai Prexim India P. Ltd. Vs. State of Kerala & Others (2021)
66 TLD 86 (Ker)

The high court in this case directs to see errors which can be seen by
naked eyes can not be penalized. The petitioner due to mistake has entered
wrong destination in E-way bill but all other entries including value of the
goods entered correctly. The petitioner further has by another E-way bill has
corrected the destination but by human error value was entered short. The
court directs that If IGST has been paid, only by taking bond goods may
be released, and if IGST not paid goods may be released on Bond and Bank
Guarantee.

❑

Destination issue : opted for different route to reach destination
[24] Kannangayathu Metals Vs. Assistant State Tax Officer
November 8, 2019 (2021) 66 TLD 87(1) (Ker)

Section 129 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 read
with rule 138 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017 /
Section 129 of the Kerala State Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 read
with rule 138 of the Kerala Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017 - Detention,
seizure and release of goods and conveyances in transit - Competent
Authority had detained goods of assessee under transport and also vehicle
at a place Vazhayila on ground that e-Way Bill in respect of consignment
showed that it was to cover a transportation from Pazhoor-Peppathi to
Vettoor road-Kaniyapuram, whereas Vazhayila was not on that route -
Assessee filed writ petition contending that there was no mandate under
section 129 for detaining goods that were covered by a valid E-
Way Bill merely because driver of vehicle took an alternate route to
reach same destination - Whether there could be a mechanical

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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detention of a consignment solely because driver of vehicle had opted
for a different route other than what was normally taken by other
transporters of goods covered by similar e-Way Bills - Held, no -
Whether since in instant case there was no attempt at transportation
contrary to e-Way Bill, Competent Authority was to be directed to
forthwith release goods and conveyance to assessee - Held, yes [Para
3] [In favour of assessee]

❑

Presumption and assumption is/are not allowed in law and more over
wrong destination also does not fall under penalty u/s 129:
[25] Commercial Steel Company Vs. ACTO (2021) 66 TLD 87(2)

(Tel)
The consignment was going from Vidyanagar (Kar) with all requisite

documents to Balanagar (Near Hyderabad) through vehicle No. KA 35 C
0141. The vehicle is detained at Jeedimatla alleging “Wrong destination”
and directing payment of 18% tax and penalty equal to tax to totaling Rs.
416447/- by estimating value at Rs. 1114579/- as against actual value of Rs.
352920/-. The amount of tax and penalty paid by the petitioner, because
on the said date there was a marriage ceremony in his family. Thereafter,
petition is filed against the action of the respondents.

The Telegana HC held that admittedly the reason for such detention
“Wrong destination”, but under GST Act, there is no such ground to
detain vehicle. It is stated that Tax and penalty were levied because it was
presumed that there was possibility of local sales at Jeedimatla. The HC held
that a mere possibility can not clothe the 1st respondent to take
impugned action. There is no material placed on record by 1st
respondent to show that any attempt was made by petitioner to sell
the goods in local Market. Thus the impugned action of respondent is
collecting amount of Rs. 416447/- from petitioner towards tax and penalty
under threat of detention of vehicle for an absurd reason (wrong destina-
tion), when the vehicle in question carried all the proper documents
evidencing that it was an inter state sales transaction, is clearly arbitrary and
violative of article 14, 265 and 300A of the constitution.
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The 1st respondent is directed to refund the amount deposited
by petitioner with interest @ 6% p.a. from 13-12-19 till the date of
payment within three weeks.

❑

Mismatch in Destination Address is not a Serious Mistake (Technical
Error)
[26] M.R. Traders, Kottayam Vs. Asst. State Tax Officer (INT),

SGST Deptt. & Others (2021) 66 TLD 88
Shri Alexander Thomas, J.W.P. (C) No. : 2713 of 2020
31st January, 2020

Violation of provisions of Sec. 129 of GST Act - the petitioner is
engaged in business of Timber and Timber products and is having office at
Erattupetta (Kottayam) and branch at Kizhissery (Malappuram). The
petitioner purchased Timber Logs from Karnataka. In E-way bill, address
was of Kottayam office, while goods were being unloaded at Kizhissery. On
that ground 1st respondent issued Notice u/s 129(3) of GST Act for seizure
of consignment and for imposing extra tax and penalty for release of goods
and vehicle. The petitioner submitted that they had recently started Kizhissery
branch and the goods were meant for said branch only. But, details of new
branch was shown as ‘processing’ in GST site. However, while generating
E-way bill petitioner was under assumption that Kizhissery address would
automatically appear on E-way bill, but the system picked-up address of
Erattupetta office, because address of new branch at Kizhissery was not
updated in GST site.

Considering the submissions of the parties, the Kerala High Court
directed to release the vehicle and the goods on furnishing of bank guarantee
for the amount shown in notice. Thereafter, 1st respondent will take up the
matter for finalization of adjudication proceedings, and shall take into
consideration the vital contention urged by petitioner that the so called error
in E-way bill, etc. is only a clerical mistake and is not a serious mistake
which should justify detention and penalty proceedings.

Final Outcome- Writ petitions stand disposed of.
Relevant Provision -Section 129 of GST Act, 2017.

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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Que. 7 : Whether oficer is suppose to see “Intend to evade tax”
while imposing penalty ?
Ans.: Yes, it must be seen. The following High court judgments are
endorsing the theory of “Intend to evade tax”. Although it has been
debated in the beginning that section does not contain such, but in my
fair opinion “Intend to evade tax” is the basic ingredient to levy penalty,
without proving such penalty can not be imposed or recovered. The
following judgments are an example that, High courts has taken
cognizance of “Intention to evade tax”. Hence following orders should
be used to quash penalty, if all other requisite documents and E-way
bills are accompanied with vehicle/Goods.

Intend to evade tax under GST :
[27] Satyendra Goods Transport (2018) 61 TLD 30 (All)

In this case, the Hon. High court held that “the assertion that IGST had
already paid, has also not been denied by the opposite parties nor that both
the consignor and consignee are registered dealers. Moreover, the requisite
details have been mentioned in invoice etc., the same would be verified at
the point of destination. The Hon High court had held that there was no
intention to evade tax”. Accordingly, the Hon High court quashed the order
of levying penalty.
[28] Ramdev Trading Co. (2021) 66 TLD 89 (All)

The Hon. Allahabad High Court in the instant case observed that at the
stage of seizure detaining authority has not formed any opinion as to intention
to evade tax. The only allegation made in the seizure order is non availability
of declaration and mis-description of goods. There is no allegation as to
intention to evade tax. While in the penalty order, it is recorded that the
petetioner had intention to evade tax. Under these circumstances, The Hon,
High court had held that the observation made in the penalty order is only
an afterthought, The same cannot be relied upon to justify the imposition of
penalty.
[29] R.K. Motors (2019) 63 TLD 22 (Mad)

In this case, the Hon. Madras High court had held that “it is also not
in dispute that the goods are covered by appropriate documents. The tax
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payable was paid by supplier. Even if by mistake a wrong instruction had
been given to the driver of the vehicle, still it would not really matter. The
only question that the respondent ought to have posed whether there is
any attempt to evasion.

Under these circumstances, The Hon. High court has held that when
the writ petitioner is registered dealer, when the tax in respect of the goods
have already been remitted and when transportation of goods is duly covered
by proper documentation, then respondent ought to have take sympathetic
view of the laps committed by the driver of the vehicle. The detention order
and the penalty order suffer from vice of gross unreasonableness and
dis-opportunity. When power id conferred on a statutory authority, it
should be exercised on wheelers. They cannot be sold without proper
registration. Therefore, the writ petitioner could not have evaded his
statutory obligations in any manner.” Under these circumstances, The Hon.
High court allowed petition and quashed the penalty order.

❑

Break down of vehicle and intend to evade tax :
[30] Om Dutt Vs. ACSTE-cum-proper officer February 14,
2020 (2021) 66 TLD 80 (AA-GST-HP) Appellate Authority - GST,
Himachal Pradesh

GST : Where in course of transportation, due to break down of goods
carrying vehicle, goods were transshipped to another vehicle, however, E-
way bill of consignment which was produced before proper officer at time
of checking pertained to previous vehicle and, therefore, an order was passed
under section 129(3) levying penalty equal to one hundred per cent of tax
payable on goods, in view of fact that assessee had subsequently updated E-
way bill and number of second vehicle was updated in part-B of E-
way bill and, moreover, there was no evidence on record to prove that
assessee changed vehicle to evade tax, impugned order was to be set
aside and, assessee was to be directed to pay a penalty of Rs. Ten
Thousand only for procedure lapse committed by it.

❑

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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E-way bill expired / intend to evade tax is must:
[31] Bhushan Power & Steel Ltd. Vs. ACST & E (proper officer)
circle mall road February 11, 2020 (2021) 66 TLD 90 (AA-GST-HP)
Appellate Authority - GST, Himachal Pradesh

GST : Where Assistant Commissioner raised additional amount of tax
and imposed penalty on ground that e-way bill issued to assessee for
movement of goods had expired, in view of fact that Rule 138(10) mentions
that validity of e-way bill may be extended within 8 hours from time of its
expiry, but, in instant case vehicle was practically apprehended in almost 08
to 09 hours of expiry of e-way bill, prima facie it appeared that assessee had
not been given reasonable opportunity to update Part-A of e-way bill and,
moreover, it also apparent that Part-B of e-way bill was duly filled
which put to rest any doubt about intention of assessee to evade tax,
impugned order passed by authority below was to be set aside.

Que. 8 : If the tax has been paid at the time of Import, goods
not accompanied by E-way bill. Is it violation of provision for
the purpose to levy penalty ?
Ans.: As decided by the Hon. HC of Gujarat, if tax has been remitted
at the time of Import, then not having E-way bill is not a violation of
provision to apply penalty under GST.

Tax has been paid at the time of import :
[32] Synergy Fertichem (P.) Ltd. Vs. State of Gujarat February
19, 2020 (2021) 66 TLD 91 (Guj)
GST : Where Competent Authority detained goods of assessee in transit and
vehicle on ground that goods were not accompanied by E-way Bill, said
authority was to be directed to release goods forthwith as tax had already
been paid on goods at time of import.

Que. 9 : whether confiscation can be done without establishing
evasion or considering objections placed on record?
Ans.: The respondent must consider / incorporate objections raised
in the submission and after due verification and establishment of
Evasion can proceed for confiscation. Simply on presumptions and
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ignoring procedure such confiscation may be quashed.

Genuineness of the Documents & Illegal Confiscation U/s 130
[33] Shree Enterprises Vs. CTO, Shivmogga (2021) 66 TLD
92(1) (Kar)

The respondent intercepted vehicle carrying 230 bags of Arecanut sold
to petitioner, by charging GST, despite submission of invoice and E-way bill,
the respondent suspected genuineness of the said documents, and after
issuing penalty notice passed a confiscation order without considering
objection filed by the petitioner and without passing any penalty order.

The Karnataka High court held in that, it is not in dispute that objections
were filed by the petitioner to the notice issued to him U/S 129(1)(b) of GST
Act. Therefore it is incumbent upon the respondent to consider the said
objections and pass a speaking order, but the respondent proceeded to pass
order of confiscation of goods and vehicle. It is not mere wrong mention
of provisions of law in passing the impugned order by the prescribed
procedure is disturbed. without providing any opportunity, to directly pass
confiscation order can not be construed as any mistake, defect or omission
within the ambit of section 160 of GST Act. It is fundamental flow which
goes to the root of the matter and the said lacuna can not be cured by referring
to sec. 160.

Considering the totality of the circumstances of the case, the
high court quashed the impugned order of confiscation and restored
the notice issued by respondent u/s 129(1)(b). The respondent shall
consider the objections/ reply filed by the petitioner and pass appropriate
order in accordance with the law after quantifying the tax and penalty. The
goods and the vehicle shall be released to petitioner on payment of said
penalty.

❑

Lack of jurisdiction for confiscation :
[34] C. Mohmed Tahir Vs. DC (ST) (2020) 36 GSTJ 123 (Tel)

The respondent issued notice of confiscation u/s 68(3) of the Act. The
court found no jurisdiction to issue such notice on the basis of classification
of goods. The court directed questioned whether matter falls under

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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sec. 129 or 130? Whether circular No. 41 issued on 13-4-2018 is
applicable ? Whether tax and penalty can be imposed besides
confiscation ? Should be examined at the first instance by the
respondent.

In view of above, High court considered it appropriate to permit the
petitioner to file reply to the notice within one week, and direct the first
respondent to pass order thereupon at the earliest.

Que. 10 : Can Bank Guarantee can be encashed before
prescribed time of appeal or date of adjudication ?
Ans.: No it can not be, the provision permits aggrieved person to raise
his objections through appeal therefore in simple logic according to the
following judgment by the HC it can not be.

Bank guarantee can not be encashed before appeal period of 3
months.
[35] Naushad Allakkat (Prop. of M/s. High Line Traders,
Malappuram) Vs. STO WC, Manjeri (2021) 66 TLD 92(2) (Ker)

The seized goods got released by the petitioner on submission of Bank
Guarantee. However, the petitioner apprehends that before an appeal filed
against the impugned order of penalty within prescribed time of three months,
the respondent may invoke Bank Guarantee. Therefore this petition has been
filed.

The Kerala High court held that, in terms of sec. 107 of GST Act., read
with its rule 108 for filing of appeal the petitioner has three months time.
Therefore, it would be inequitable for the respondent to invoke bank
guarantee before the limitation period of three months prescribed for filing
of appeal. The High court directed that respondent will not invoke
bank guarantee till the limitation period of filing appeal expires.

❑

Not to encash bank guarantee from detention to final adjudication (14
days).
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[36] VE Commercial Vehcles Ltd. Vs. Union of India (2021) 66
TLD 118 (Ker)

Direction to the department to not to encash bank Guarantee
furnished by appellant, if ultimately adjudication goes against them
and if penalty is imposed in such proceedings, until the expiry of 14
days from the date of service of order on such adjudication.

Appellant sought for an interim relief in writ petition to direct respon-
dents not to encash Bank Guarantee furnished by petitioner at the time of
release of the intercepted goods. The writ petition was preferred against
order of Single Judge which was passed by observing that, appellant can
work out their remedies under law against any order which may be passed
and will be entitled to obtain orders from the appropriate forum. The learned
Judge further observed that, putting any restrainment on encashment of bank
Guarantee may result in deviating the conditions under which the release was
already ordered.

Held: It was noticed by Hon’ble Court that writ petition was filed at
a stage after release of the goods on the appellant furnishing the bank
Guarantee with respect to the security deposit demanded. As observed by
learned Single Judge, release of goods was effected on the basis of bank
Guarantee furnished, in compliance with the requirement under Section 129
of the CGST Act. The interim relief sought for in the writ petition is to restrain
encashment of the Bank Guarantee. If it is granted, it will amount to an order
in anticipation that adjudication will culminate in imposition of penalty. If such
an anticipatory restrainment is put on the respondents, as observed by learned
Single Judge, that will be in a manner defeating the interest of respondents
who ordered release of goods by securing probable amount which may be
due after adjudication, in accordance with the provisions contained in Section
129 of the Act. Therefore, Court did not find not find any illegality, error
or impropriety in the judgment of the learned Single Judge. Hon’ble Court
directed that interest of justice on equitable basis can be achieved by issuing
a direction to respondents not to encash bank Guarantee furnished by
appellant, if ultimately adjudication goes against them and if penalty is
imposed in such proceedings, until the expiry of 14 days from the date of
service of order on such adjudication.

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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Que. 11 : Is it necessary for the officer to mention specific
deficiency in the notice ? Whether procedure for issuing notice
is required to be followed strictly ?
Ans.: Yes, it is. Because without having established and specific
deficiency penalty u/s 129 cannot be imposed. The following HC case
is quite relevant and clear about the subject matter.

Mistake in vehicle No./specific contravention was not disclosed in the
notice. (Procedure is not followed)
[37] G. Murugan Vs. Govt. of India (2021) 66 TLD 93 (Mad)

The vehicle was intercepted by officer of Commercial Dept., who
recorded a statement of the driver in form MOV 01 in col 10 thereof, it is
admitted by the driver that there is a mistake in vehicle number. Thereafter
Form MOV 02 was issued ordering physical verification / inspection of the
conveyance, goods and documents. The order issued in MOV 06 revealed
that none of the relevant fields have been ticked and almost all fields have
been left blank. It was thus entirely unclear as to what statutory provisions
or rules was contravened by the petitioner, The Govt counsel also enable
to enlighten the court about the contraventions.

The Madras High court held that detention of the conveyance and
goods is extreme step which seriously prejudice an assessee. Therefore
it is incumbent upon the statutory authority to mention the contra-
vention in the field provided in the impugned order for such purpose.
This has not been done. Though sec 107 of GST Act provides for appeal
or revision that may be filed by any person aggrieved by any decision order
passed by an adjudicating officer, but, the court was not inclined, in the
circumstances of the present case to relegate the petitioner to statutory
remedy of appeal. Thus the order of detention is quashed, and the vehicle
is ordered to released forthwith on receipt of a copy of this order.

Que. 12 : Whether on the basis of assumption and not having
established reason, can vehicle and goods can be detained on
Bill to Ship to Model ?
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Ans.: No, notice can not be issued and further penalty can not be
imposed based on assumption or presumption. The consignor has
rebut the objections raised in the notice further respondent could not
establish his presumption of evasion of tax. Such penalty can not be
sustained.

In another case HC has directed to follow principle of Natural Justice
and not to apply presumption in penalty proceedings.

Bill to ship to transactions :
[38] M/s. Polycab India Ltd. Vs. State of Kerala (2021) 66 TLD
94 (Ker)

Sale was from vendor in Gujrat to purchaser in Uttarakhand, and
delivery was to be effected in Trivendrum (Ker). The E-way bill clearly
covered the transaction from Guj to Trivendrum, and the invoice was on Bill
to Ship to model. Nevertheless, the goods were detained on the ground
that there was a possibility of evasion of payment of IGST in Ker. and further
that the consignee of the goods in Ker. was indicated as an unregistered
dealer at the time of detention of the goods. It is the submission of counsel
for the petitioner that the reasons shown in the notice and detention order
can not justify detention of goods u/s 129 of GST Act, as the said reasons
are wholly extraneous to the requirements of the said section. The
E-way bill clearly covered the transaction from Guj. to Trivendrum,
and the invoice on “Bill to Ship to” Model. As regard registration details
of consignee, it was stated that at the time of detention, it was assumed
that the consignee was an unregistered dealer, immediately thereafter,
the details of registration the consignee was made available to the
respondent.

The Kerala High court held that, there was no jurisdiction for detention
of the goods in terms of section 129. This is more so because the reasons
stated in the detention order are wholly irrelevant for the purpose of
section 129. The High court directed the respondent to release the goods
and vehicle and the respondent, thereafter, respondent may forward the files
to the adjudicating authority for adjudication u/s 130.

❑
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Que. 13 : Sometimes officers detain vehicle saying or rather
under presumption existence of dealer being questioned and
based on presumption penalty is imposed. Whether such prac-
tice is allowed in GST ?
Ans.: No, on the basis of assumption or presumption officer can not
declare non existence of any supplier or buyer, specially when all the
relevant evidence are produced before the officer. It is against the
principle of Natural justice to impose penalty on presumption. The
following HC has quashed penalty for not applying principle of Natural
justice and proceeded on presumption.

Non Existent Dealer (Presumption) : Natural Justice
[39] Bright Road Logistics Vs. Commercial Tax Officer (Enforce-
ment-9), South Zone, Bangalore (Kar) (2021) 66 TLD 95 (Kar)

The goods were transported from Tamil Nadu to New Delhi. The driver
of the vehicle furnished lorry receipt, E-way bill, and tax invoice. The
respondent after examining the same arrived at the conclusion that the said
goods are not originated from Tamil Nadu, and hence a show cause notice
is issued u/s 129(1)(b) of GST Act. On the premises that the consignor
is non existent. The provisional reply was filed to the said show cause
notice., and further opportunity of hearing was sought. However, the
respondent passed impugned order u/s 129(1)(b), holding that the petitioner
has no “Locus standi” to dispute or raise issue on behalf of the consignor
/ consignee or person incharge of the vehicle. Hence this petition.

The Kerala High court held that the impugned order can not be held
to be justifiable. Having issued show cause notice, the respondent can not
take decision that petitioner has no Locus standi to file objection or
to put forth dispute on behalf of the consignor/ consignee or owner of the
vehicle. The impugned order is against the principles of Natural
Justice. The impugned order is quashed, proceedings are restored to file
of the respondent with a direction to provide reasonable opportunity of
hearing to the petitioner and decide the matter accordance with law.

❑
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Presumption and assumption is are not allowed in law and more over
wrong destination also does not fall under penalty u/s 129:
[40] Commercial Steel Company Vs. ACTO (Tel) (2021) 66 TLD
87(2) (Tel)

The consignment was going from Vidyanagar (Kar) with all requisite
documents to Balanagar (Near Hyderabad) through vehicle No. KA 35 C
0141. The vehicle is detained at Jeedimatla alleging “Wrong destination” and
directing payment of 18% tax and penalty equal to tax totalling Rs. 416447/
- by estimating value at Rs. 1114579/- as against actual value of Rs. 352920/
-. The amount of tax and penalty paid by the petitioner, because on the said
date there was a marriage ceremony in his family. Thereafter, petition is filed
against the action of the respondents.

The Telegana HC held that admittedly the reason for such detention
“Wrong destination”, but under GST Act, there is no such ground to
detain vehicle. It is stated that Tax and penalty were levied because it was
presumed that there was possibility of local sales at Jeedimatla. The HC
held that a mere possibility can not clothe the 1st respondent to take
impugned action. There is no material placed on record by 1st
respondent to show that any attempt was made by petitioner to sell
the goods in local Market. Thus the impugned action of respondent is
collecting amount of Rs. 416447/- from petitioner towards tax and penalty
under threat of detention of vehicle for an absurd reason (wrong destina-
tion), when the vehicle in question carried all the proper documents
evidencing that it was an inter state sales transaction, is clearly arbitrary and
violative of article 14,265 and 300A of the constitution.

The 1st respondent is directed to refund the amount deposited by
petitioner with interest @ 6% p.a. from 13-12-2019 till the date of payment
within three weeks.

Que. 14 : Whether additional deficiency can be raised at the
time of penalty ?
Can notice be issued with general deficiency?
Whether Circulars issued by GST Council or CBIC be followed
strictly?
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Whether mismatch of goods with REG 06 be issue to proceed
with penalty?
Ans.: The above question contains 4 questions. The HC has covered
all 4 points in single order. More over it is directive order and also
conveyed and under stood that, no additional deficiency can be raised,
objection raised are if general and has no justification will not stand
for penalty. Circulars are binding in nature for proper officer. It is further
to understand that what is covered under the scope of section 129
to proceed for penalty. HC has answered all the questions in single
order.

(a) Objections raised in section 129(1) should be justified.
(b) No additional objection is allowed to raise at the time of penalty

at court.
(c) Circular 64 dated 14-9-2018 to be considered.
(d) Mismatch in goods mentioned in reg 06 has no reason to detain.
[41] F.S. Enterprises Vs. State of Gujarat (2021) 66 TLD 96 (Guj)

The driver of the vehicle has produced bill, E-way bill and bilty with
reference to Goods carried in vehicle. The bilty was found without
computerized number and no contact number was found on the same.
According to MOV 01 no discrepancy was found in E-way bill and
invoice as prescribed in Rule 138 A, the conveyance with goods should
have been released in accordance with the instructions in 2(b) of circular
64 dated 14-9-2018. The order is passed contrary to the instructions
of circular issued by CBIC.

Subsequently, the respondent came with affidavit in reply that, items
found in the vehicles are not matching with the goods mentioned in REG 06,
more over contention of the driver that goods are transported from Sihore
to Aurangabad. The High court following the judgement of Hon’ble Supreme
Court of India Mohinder Singh Gill Vs. Chief election Comm. AIR
1978 SC 851, It is not permissible to justify impugned order on the
ground which are not reflected in the order made u/s 129(1). Even
otherwise the High court did not find the said additional grounds valid for
detention of the goods and the vehicle.
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Que. 15 : Whether an officer of a transit state can detain vehicle
for any violation of the provision under GST ?
Ans.: The HC has clearly said that the officer from transit state (where
goods are not delivered) should endorsed it to destination state. The
action can not be taken by officer of transit state. More over HC found
that procedures are not followed seriously. They are dealt very
casually, issue of Evasion of tax looks to be after thought, it should
have been at the very beginning. More over mis description of goods
is also not a jurisdiction of penalty.

[42] Ramdev Trading Company & Another Vs. State of U.P. &
Others Bharati Sapru & Saumitra Dayal Singh, JJ. Writ Tax No. 779
of 2017 30th October, 2017 (2021) 66 TLD 89 (All) in the high court
of Allahabad

Penalty u/s 122 of U.P. GST Act - the vehicle carrying goods from
Rajasthan to Assam and passing through U.P. was intercepted at Gorakhpur
(UP) and penalty is imposed for want of transit declaration and mis-
description of goods - writ petition filed against the levy of penalty – the
Allahabad High Court observed that at the stage of seizure the detaining
authority had not applied his mind, nor formed any opinion as to
intention to evade tax. The only allegation made in the seizure order is
about non-availability of transit declaration and mis-description of goods.
There is no allegation as to intention to evade tax. Even in penalty notice
there is no such allegation. While, in the penalty order, it is recorded that
the petitioner had intention to evade tax by unloading the goods in the State
of U.P. The petitioner was not found to have unloaded the goods in U.P.
nor such allegation was made against petitioner at any prior stage nor he was
called upon to furnish any reply in this regard nor there is any evidence in
this regard. The observation in penalty order is only an afterthought, and the
same can not be relied upon to justify levy of penalty. In absence of any
allegation about evasion of tax at the stage of detention or even at the stage
of issue of notice, it is difficult to sustain the penalty.

Regarding mis-description of goods, in view of the established fact that
the goods (whatsoever their correct description be) had originated from
outside the State and were being transported outside the State, using the State
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of U.P. as a transit State, and the goods appear to have been seized near
the exit point in State of U.P. the proper officer should have made an
endorsement to that effect and should have allowed the goods to pass through
the State of U.P.

Writ Petition - writ petition filed against levy of penalty u/s 122 of U.P.
GST Act. Revenue took preliminary objection of alternate remedy. On behalf
of petitioner it is contended that seizure and penalty orders are wholly without
jurisdiction and therefore, the bar of alternate remedy may not apply. It is
also submitted that no appellate authority has yet been constituted under U.P.
GST Act. On behalf of Revenue it is submitted that a new Rule 109A has
been notified on 24-11-2017. The Allahabad High Court held that when the
goods were seized on 3-11-2017 and when the penalty was imposed on
8-11-2017 the appellate authority was not notified. Therefore, the bar of
alternate remedy of appeal is not enforced in the facts of the case.
Final Outcome- Petition allowed.
Relevant Provision - U.P. GST Act, 2017.
Decision Referred/Discussed -
Murliwala Agrotech Ltd. Vs. CTT, U.P. (2005) NTN (28) 198.
S.G. Express Vs. CTT, U.P. (2011) 37 VST 35 (All).

Que. 16 : Whether Circulars are binding in nature ?
To whom notice should be served ?
Should officer follow, Principle of natural justice, Mens rea,
Opportunity of being heard, Rebuttable presumption, Burden of
proof while concluding to impose penalty under GST ?
Ans.: These are very basic procedures to be adopted by proper officer
before concluding to levy penalty in any case. The basic thing, the
proper officers are not serving notice / orders to the aggrieved party,
instead, they deliver it to anybody and discharge their duty. The HC
in this case has elaborated all the necessary procedures to be adopted.
The HC further is giving stress to follow guideline/ Circulars and basic
principles set by Hon. Courts of India. We know that these are usually
ignored by the proper officer, but courts are very vigilant and
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observant, The court has directed on each issue being questioned
above. Hence forth orders of Hon. Supreme Court, HC are binding
on local Appellate officers. Therefore any order ignored by such
ingredients can not said to be good order. We therefore keeping in
mind all the lapses in the procedure found in the order should raise
in appeal and to the subsequent courts. I may fair opinion justice
definitely will be done to such submission.

Circulars are of binding nature of the officers.
Notice should be served to aggrieved person.
Principle of natural justice, mens rea, opportunity of being heard.
Rebuttable presumption & burden of proof to be decided by the
proper officer.
[43] Bansal Earthmovers (P.) Ltd. Vs. Assistant Commissioner of
State Goods and Service Tax (2021) 66 TLD 97 (Cal)

Circular No 41/15/2018 Dated 13 April 2018 and Form MOV-07 is
in consonance with Section 129 since they are not complying with mandatory
provision of giving notice to person who is owner of goods and upon whom
imposition of penalty is to be made.

Facts: Vehicle had left premises of petitioner at 4.15 p.m. and waybill
was generated at 5.10 p.m. In the meantime, vehicle had been intercepted
at Phool Bari and because of lack of waybill vehicle was detained by relevant
authorities. It is to be noted that statement (Form GST MOV – 01) of driver
of vehicle was recorded at 5.00 p.m. on March 23, 2019 and vehicle was
inspected on same day at 5.00 p.m. (Form GST MOV – 02). Subsequently,
an order of detention under Section 129(1) of the WBGST Act, 2017 read
with CGST Act, 2017 was passed on March 25, 2019 on the ground that
no e-waybill was tendered for goods that were in movement.
Contention of the Petitioner: Following were the contention of Petitioner:
a) That the goods were not detained by the proper officer.
b) The E-way bill had been generated prior to the date, that is,

March 25, 2019, when the order for detention was passed.
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c) The fact that the petitioner did not possess the E-way bill at the time
of interception was not entirely its fault but also as a result of the
malfunctioning of the server of the respondent department.

e) As all other documents such as the invoice, challan and insurance policy
were with the goods, there was no question of any mens rea for evading
tax- It was contended that since documents such as invoice, challan and
insurance policy were with goods and therefore, there was no mens
rea what so ever for evasion of tax. (Dilip N. Shroff Vs. Jt. CIT [2007]
161 Taxman 218 [Coram: S.B. Sinha and P.K. Balasubramanyan, JJ.] ;
Ferring Pharmaceuticals (P.) Ltd. Vs. Asstt. CTO [2006] 147 STC
252 (Cal.) [Coram: Asok Kumar Ganguly and Maharaj Sinha, JJ.]
and Zarghamuddin Ansari (Anwar) Vs. Commercial Tax Of-
ficer [2001] 38 STA 129 (Cal.) (DB)

f) The penalty that has been imposed was done so in contravention of
clause (3) and clause (4) of section 129 of the WBGST Act, 2017,
that is, proper notice of the imposition of penalty was not provided to
the petitioner- It was submitted that notice of hearing of the penalty to
be imposed has to be given to the petitioner and not to the driver of
the vehicle who was not the employee of the petitioner. He further
submitted that compliance of the principles of natural justice is inbuilt
in section 129 of the WBGST Act, 2017 and is a sine qua non for any
imposition of penalty.

Observation-
Notice has to be served on the person aggrieved- Section 129(4)

specifically states that no tax, interest or penalty shall be determined under
Section 129(3) without giving person concerned an opportunity of being
heard.

Hon’ble Court clearly held that notice for imposition of penalty requires
to be served upon the person on whom the penalty is to be imposed.
Furthermore, an opportunity of hearing has to be granted. In the event, such
hearing is not granted, the same would definitely amount to violation of
principles of natural justice. Audi alteram partem – no person should be
judged without a fair hearing – is the minimum necessity that is required to
be followed as per the above provision.
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Hon’ble Court was of the view that when respondent authorities had
in their possession documents such as invoice and challan that showed as
to who was the owner of the goods, it was incumbent upon them to serve
a copy of the notice upon the owner of the goods. Service simplicities on
the driver of the conveyance who was not even an employee of the owner
of the goods cannot be construed to be good service under sub-sections
(3) and (4) of section 129.

Issuance of Circular cannot override provisions of Law- With reference
to the argument advanced by Mr. Ghosh with regard to the Circular and the
FORM GST MOV-07 wherein the service of the imposition of notice is
required to be made upon either the driver or the person-in-charge, Hon’ble
Court was of the view that neither Circular nor Form is in consonance with
Section 129. It is trite law that the Circular issued by the Central Board of
Indirect Tax and Customs is only binding upon the authorities and not upon
assessee. Therefore, Circular and Form are not complying with
mandatory provision of giving notice to the person who is the owner
of the goods and upon whom the imposition of penalty is to be
made. Referred Case- A.S. Motors (P.) Ltd. Vs. Union of India [2013]
10 SCC 114.
Held: Hon’ble Court held that in present case, there was more than a
technical infringement of statutory provision as no hearing whatsoever was
granted to the petitioner. Having not been granted an opportunity of hearing,
petitioner was unable to put his case before the concerned authority.
Surprisingly, notice in FORM GST MOV-07 was served upon the driver
but order passed in FORM GST MOV-09 was served upon the driver
and the petitioner-company. The authorities did not consider it necessary
to put on notice the person upon whom the penalty was being imposed. As
pointed out earlier, sub-section (3) and (4) of section 129 of the WBGST
Act, 2017 specifically requires order of penalty to be passed after
proper service and opportunity of hearing to be given upon the person
on whom such penalty is to be imposed. Ergo, the requirement under
section 129 (3) and section 129(4) has clearly not been complied with.

Since there has been a clear violation of principles of natural
justice, and therefore, the impugned order was quashed and set aside
and proper officer was directed to issue a fresh notice upon petitioner, and
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thereafter, grant an opportunity of hearing and pass a reasoned order. It was
further made clear that as matter has been remitted to concerned officer for
a reasoned decision, Hon’ble Court did not go into aspect of mens rea. The
arguments with relation to requirement of mens rea under section 129
of the WBGST Act, 2017 and the burden of proof and/ or rebuttal
of the presumption of guilt were left open to be decided by concerned
officer.

❑

[44] GST: Service of notice on truck driver or fixation of copy
of order on truck is none of the methods prescribed u/s 169 of the
CGST Act, says (2021) 66 TLD 109 (All) Allahabad High Court [read
order] December 9, 2020 12:45 pm by : Taxscan team

The Allahabad High Court while setting aside the orders passed by the
authority held that service of notice on truck driver or fixation of copy of
the order on truck is none of the methods prescribed under section 169 of
the CGST Act. The petitioner, Ranchi Carrying Corporation stated that none
of the notices as are required to be served under Section 129 of the GST
Act have been served upon the petitioner, as such the proceedings initiated
and concluded against the petitioner are ex-parte proceedings. It was
submitted that on the basis of instructions, the order was served on the driver
of the truck in question and secondly the order MOV-06 and MOV-07 was
also served on the driver of the truck and with regard to the order MOV-
09, the same was neither served on the driver nor on the owner and was
served through a fixation on the truck in question. The Counsel for the
petitioner argues that Section 169 of the GST Act provides for the manner
of service of notice in certain circumstances which was not complied with
by the authority. The single-judge bench of Justice Pankaj Bhatia held that
at no point in time, the petitioner was granted an opportunity of submitting
his reply, and the grounds taken by the petitioner before the Appellate
Authority were not considered recording them to be an afterthought. Thus,
on a plain reading, a failure of natural justice has been occasioned to the
petitioner. Therefore the court set aside both the orders with a liberty to the
respondents to conclude proceedings against the petitioner, in accordance
with the law.

❑
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Matter remanded back to Appellate Authority as principle of natural
justice not followed
[45] Swastik Traders Vs. State of U.P. (2021) 66 TLD 113 (All)

Facts:- The Assistant Commissioner, State Tax, Mobile Squad Unit,
Faizabad not BEING satisfied with explanation made by petitioner and goods
as well as vehicle were seized under Section 129 (1) of the UPGST Act
vide Seizure Memo No.14 dated 19-12-2017 merely on the ground that Tax
Invoice discloses the sale of Aluminium Section only whereas Aluminium
Section and Aluminium Composite Sheets were found in the vehicle in
question. Apart from seizing the goods and vehicle, Mobile Squad Officer
issued a show cause notice being No.014 dated 19-12-2017 under Section
129 (3) of UPGST Act proposing to levy demand tax @ 18% on the total
valuation of goods of Rs. 6,66,665/- i.e. amounting to Rs. 1,20,000/- and
equivalent amount of penalty of Rs. 1,20,000/- (cumulatively Rs. 2,40,000/
-) which was deposited by the petitioner by the Demand Draft. The petitioner
was not satisfied with the levy of demand of tax and penalty to the tune of
Rs. 2,40,000/- as the relevant documents were duly produced at the time
of interception of the vehicle by the Mobile Squad Officer. As such, the
petitioner preferred First Appeal before the Additional Commissioner,
Grade-II (Appeals) Ist, Commercial Tax, Ayodhya. By order dated 12-3-
2019 served on 18-4-2019, the appeal was dismissed and the order dated
19-12-2017 passed under Section 129 (3) of the UPGST Act was upheld.

Held: It was observed by the Hon’ble Court that from perusal of
record, position which emerges was that judgment and order dated 12-3-
2019 had been passed without hearing to petitioner, as such, same was in
violation of principles of natural justice. The writ petition was allowed
and impugned order dated 12.03.2019 passed by opposite party was set
aside. The matter was remanded back to Appellate Authority.

Que.17 : Can appellate officer ignore judgment of superior
courts on identical issues ?
Ans.: No it can not be, The orders of superior courts are binding in
nature, especially of the same jurisdiction. It is always humble duty of
the Appellate officer to follow orders from Jurisdictional HC. The HC
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in below mentioned case has passed remarks on such ignorance.
Note : The below mentioned case belongs to period prior to

applicability of E-way bill i.e before 1-4-2018, hence the same can
not be applied after E-way bill notified and made applicable from 1-
4-2018. The reference drawn out of the case is, Appellate officer can
not ignore decisions and directions of jurisdictional HC.

Judgement of jurisdictional high court needs to be followed by
appellate authority
Procedure of E-way bill was not known to the appellant.
[46] Gaurav Agro Kendra Vs. State of U.P. (2021) 66 TLD 98
(All)

Facts- Assessing authority passed the order dated 15-2-2018 not only
for assessment of G.S.T. but with imposition of penalty. The main contention
raised by petitioner was that notification to apply E-Way bill was not made
known to the assessee. Mandate to apply mechanism of E-way bill was
earlier circulated by the Government in the year 2017 but than it was kept
in abeyance. The notification to apply E-way bill mechanism was revised
subsequently but was not notified to the assessee. In absence of information
of application of E-way bill mechanism, the petitioner made the transaction,
as per the procedure then existing with required declaration. The document
in that regard were not considered by the Assessing Authority as well as by
the Appellate Authority as compliance of E-way bill system was not made
by the petitioner though it was not notified by the Government. The order
for assessment and penalty was challenged in appeal for the aforesaid
reasons.

Held: Impugned orders have been challenged even in reference to the
judgment dated 5-4-2018 passed in Harley Foods Products (P.) Ltd. Vs.
State of U.P. [2018] 99 taxmann.com 24. It is also in light of subsequent
judgment dated 19-11-2018 passed in Writ Tax No. 617 of 2018 (L.G.
Electronics India (P.) Ltd. Vs. State of U.P.), it was held that E-way bill
procedure during 1-2-2018 to 31-3-2018 was not applicable. In light of the
aforesaid, the impugned orders cannot sustain. The appellate authority
was expected to consider the issue in the light of the judgment in the
case of Harley Foods Products (P.) Ltd. (supra). Ignorance of the
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judgment of a superior Court on the similar issue cannot be expected
rather the appellate authority needs to be careful in future.

The impugned orders were accordingly set aside with remand to
Assessing Authority to examine matter afresh in light of law propounded. It
would be without applying E-way bill mechanism.

Que. 18 : Mistake in part B, can penalty be imposed on such
mistake?
Ans.: As it has been mentioned and answered in one of the above
questions, if Part B has been uploaded or corrected before detention,
penalty can not be imposed. In another situation, if in Part B vehicle
number is mistaken in one or two digits / characters, this sort of mistake
would not be penalized in light of the Circular No. 64/38/2018-GST
dated 14-9-2018. Only penalty Rs. 500/- under section 125 can be
imposed under CGST Act.

Que. 19 : Whether spelling mistake, error in PIN code, Error
in address, error in document number, Error in HSN Code and
error in vehicle number will attract penalty u/s 129 of the Act?
Ans.: With restrictions and conditions CBIC has issued circular No.
64/38/2018-GST dated 14-9-2018 after circular 41 dated 13-4-
2018, 49 dated 21-6-2018 as removal of difficulties. The circular
suggest to avoid penalty u/s 129 and further suggest to levy penalty
u/s 125 with restrictions and conditions defined in the circular.

Que. 20 : Whether more than one invoice can be uploaded in
single E-way bill ?
Ans.: No, each E-way bill should carry single consignment with single
invoice. But if by mistake E-way bill contains more than one invoice,
It should not be penalized u/s 129 as because it covers all requirements
of section 68. The following judgment of Ker. HC has seen the matter
very sympathetically and further order to release goods on executing
Bond only. So no penalty was imposed.

Note : The following order is in favor of supplier, but one should not
make a practice of it.
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[47] Stove Kraft Pvt. Ltd., Kochi Vs. Asst. State Tax Officer &
Other W.P. (C) No. : 3957 of 2019 11th February, 2019 (2021) 66 TLD
99

Non-compliance of E-way Bill provisions - Section 129 of GST Act,
2017 - the goods and vehicle detained on the ground that in the E-way bill
the petitioner had shown three invoices, while separate E-way bills were to
be generated for each invoice. The Kerala High Court held that though there
may be practical difficulty for the Department in tracking the invoices, when
multiple invoices are mentioned in one single E-way bill. But, it is not a case
where E-way bill does not mention all the invoices. In these circumstances,
the Court directed that the goods along with the vehicle shall be released
to the petitioner on executing a simple bond.
Final Outcome- Petition disposed of.
Relevant Provision -Sec. 129 of GST Act, 2017.
JUDGMENT

Petitioner is a dealer. The goods and vehicle have been detained; in the
E-way bill generated, petitioner has shown three invoices. Noting that
separate E-way bill will have to be generated to each of the invoices, goods
have been detained. It is to be noted that, it is not a case where E-way bill
does not mention all the invoices. There may be practical difficulty for the
Department in tracking the invoices, when multiple number of invoices are
mentioned in the E-way bill generated. Anyhow, I am of the view that goods
and vehicle shall be released to the petitioner on executing a bond. Though
the learned Government Pleader submits that the petitioner’s case will be
considered by the respondent by tomorrow. Taking note of the nature of the
issue, I am of the view that the goods along with vehicle shall be released
to the petitioner on executing simple bond.

The writ petition is disposed of.

Que. 21 : How single invoice with multi consignment/ vehicle can
be transported ?
Ans.: “Goods and Service tax E-way bill system” has enabled
facility of “Multi vehicle” on portal from 11-6-2018 to over come
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issued faced by consignor and transporter to issue multi E-way bills
for single invoice. The system has explained the utility of “Multi vehicle”
under E-way bill provisions. The system has explained how to use the
utility provided on portal “Step by step”.

Que. 22 : Whether goods and vehicle can be detained for the
reason, consignee is unregistered ?
Ans.: The respondent can not detain vehicle and also further can not
impose penalty u/s 129 under the Act. The reason shown “Consignee
unregistered” is not sufficient to be proceed with penalty u/s 129 of
the Act. The HC Kerala has specifically quashed the reason shown
in the notice to charge penalty.

[48] GST: Goods can’t be detained merely on the basis that
Consignee mentioned as Unregistered Person in E-Way Bill, says
Kerala HC September 7, 2020 6:08 pm| By : Mariya Paliwala

The Kerala High Court held that goods can not be detained merely on
the basis that the consignee was mentioned as an Unregistered Person in E-
Way Bill. The petitioner, ABCO Traders has approached the Court aggrieved
by the order of detention that was issued to it detaining a consignment of
lubricant oil that was being transported at its instance. The objection of the
respondent authority was that the consignee was shown as an unregistered
person in the e-way bill that accompanied the transportation of the goods.
It was also pointed out that the petitioner had collected CGST and SGST
in the delivery challan that was used for the stock transfer of the goods
thereby giving rise to suspicion with regard to the nature of the transaction
itself. The issue raised in this case was whether detention of goods
merely because the consignee is mentioned as an unregistered person
in the e-way bill is justified in law. The single judge bench of Justice
A.K.Jayasankaran Nambiar stated that, the reasons shown for detaining
the consignment are not sufficient to attract the provisions of Section
129 of the GST Act. “The detention in the instant case cannot,
therefore, be seen as justified. I therefore allow the writ petition by
directing the 1st respondent to immediately release the goods and the vehicle
covered by a detention notice,” the court said.

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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Que. 23 : Is it necessary to mention Tax amount separately in
E-way Bill ?
Ans. : Not mentioning tax amount in e-way bill by transporter is not
in contravention of GST law as no separate field in form is provided.
The following judgment of Hon. HC is also in favour of registered
person.

[49] M.S. Steel and Pipes Vs. Assistant State Tax Officer - (2020)
65 TLD 339 (Ker)

The department had detained the goods in transit of the petitioner who
is a transporter on the grounds of existence of discrepancy in the e-way bill
accompanied during transportation of the goods. As per the department,
there was no mention of the tax amounts separately in the e-way bill that
accompanied the goods. Further, the department was of the view that the
e-way bill is a document akin to a tax invoice, in relation to an assessment
to tax, and if the same do not contain the details regarding the tax amount,
then the transportation done shall be viewed in contravention of the provisions
of Act and Rules for the purposes of detention.

The petitioner submitted that there is no requirement under the Central
Goods and Services Tax Act (‘CGST Act’) and Central Goods and Services
Tax Rules (‘CGST Rules’) to mention the tax amount separately in the e-
way bill FORM GST EWB-01 by the transporter.

The Hon’ble High Court in this regard observed that detention under
Section 129 of the CGST Act can be exercised only where a transportation
of goods is done in contravention of the provisions of the Act and Rules and
not merely because a document relevant for assessment does not contain
details of tax payment.

A person transporting goods is obliged to carry only the documents
enumerated in Rule 138(A) of GST Rules, during the course of transportation
which are the invoice or bill of supply or delivery challan and the copy of
e-way bill in physical form or e-way bill Number in electronic form. The
above stated rule clearly indicates that the e-way bill has to be in FORM
GST EWB-01. However, there is no field wherein the transporter is required
to indicate the tax amount payable in respect of the goods transported. If
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the statutorily prescribed form does not contain a field for entering the details
of the tax payable in the e-way bill, then the non-mentioning of the tax amount
cannot be treated to be done in contravention of the rules.

Since, in the present case, consignment was transported with valid
invoice indicating tax amount and e-way bill, there was no contravention by
the petitioner of any provision of the Act or Rule for the purpose of detention.

Therefore, detention of petitioner goods by the department was not
justified.

Que. 24 : Whether single E-way bill can be generated by
incorporating more than one invoice / transactions ?
Ans.: One E-way bill should always contain one invoice. For more
than one invoice supplier should issue Eway bill for each invoice. This
is being normal understanding and Act has not very strictly restricted
supplier, but if as per the policy and planning of GSTN that, transaction
accompanied by E-way bill directly would reflect in sales (GSTR 1),
then they have a problem in recording each invoice, therefore it is
suggested not to enter more than one invoice in E-way bill. Though
it is not a contravention of the provisions of the Act, hence court has
ordered to release truck and goods without imposing penalty but
against execution of simple Bond.

[50] Stove Kraft Pvt. Ltd., Kochi Vs. Asst. State Tax Officer &
Other (2021) 66 TLD 99 (Ker)

Non-compliance of E-way Bill provisions - Section 129 of GST Act,
2017 - the goods and vehicle detained on the ground that in the E-way bill
the petitioner had shown three invoices, while separate E-way bills were to
be generated for each invoice. The Kerala High Court held that though there
may be practical difficulty for the Department in tracking the invoices, when
multiple invoices are mentioned in one single E-way bill. But, it is not a case
where E-way bill does not mention all the invoices. In these circumstances,
the Court directed that the goods along with the vehicle shall be released
to the petitioner on executing a simple bond.
Final Outcome- Petition disposed of.
Relevant Provision -Sec. 129 of GST Act, 2017.

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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JUDGMENT
Petitioner is a dealer. The goods and vehicle have been detained; in the

E-way bill generated, petitioner has shown three invoices. Noting that
separate E-way bill will have to be generated to each of the invoices, goods
have been detained. It is to be noted that, it is not a case where E-way bill
does not mention all the invoices. There may be practical difficulty for the
Department in tracking the invoices, when multiple number of invoices are
mentioned in the E-way bill generated. Anyhow, I am of the view that goods
and vehicle shall be released to the petitioner on executing a bond. Though
the learned Government Pleader submits that the petitioner’s case will be
considered by the respondent by tomorrow. Taking note of the nature of the
issue, I am of the view that the goods along with vehicle shall be released
to the petitioner on executing simple bond.

The writ petition is disposed of.

Que. 25 : Whether goods and vehicle can be detained or
confiscated on a ground that consignor has not filed respective
returns ?
Ans.: No it can not be, since filing of returns or defaulter in returns
are not the jurisdiction and scope of the section 129 or 130. Hence
the same can not be exercised for detaining vehicle or confiscating
goods. The following HC judgments are quite clear and transparent
to understand scope of the section 129 /130 of the Act.

[51] Unitac Energy Solutions (I) Pvt. Ltd. Vs. Asst. State Tax
Officer & Others (2021) 66 TLD 100 (Ker)

Violation of provisions of Sec. 129 of GST Act - the goods and the
vehicle are detained on the ground that petitioner is a defaulter in filing GST
returns for last 5 months. The Kerala High Court held that it is not a valid
reason for detention of goods and the vehicle. Therefore, detention notice
is quashed, and respondent is directed to release the consignment forthwith.
Final Outcome- Petition disposed of.
Relevant Provision -Section 129 of GST Act, 2017.
JUDGMENT
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1. The petitioner is aggrieved by the alleged unlawful seizure and detention
of a consignment of goods by the 1st respondent. Ext. P3 is the detention
notice issued by the 1st respondent while detaining the said consignment of
goods carried on the vehicle bearing Registration No. KL-22D-2424. The
reason for detention is stated to be that the consignee, the petitioner herein,
was a return defaulter for the last five months. It is the contention of the
learned counsel for the petitioner that as per the provisions of Section 129
of the CGST Act, the reason shown in the detention notice can not be a
ground for detaining a consignment of goods in the course of transit.
2. I have heard the learned counsel for the petitioner as also the learned
Government Pleader for the respondents.
3. On a consideration of the facts and circumstances of the case and the
submissions made across the Bar, I find force in the contention of the learned
counsel for the petitioner that in terms of Section 129 of the CGST Act, the
reason shown by the respondents in Ext. P3 detention notice is not one that
can justify a detention. Accordingly, I quash Ext. P3 detention notice and
direct the respondents to release the consignment covered by Ext. P3 notice
to the petitioner forthwith on the petitioner producing a copy of this judgment
before the respondents.

❑

[52] Relcon Foundations (P) Ltd. Vs. Asst. State Tax Officer &
Others (2021) 66 TLD 101 (Ker)

Violation of provisions of Sec. 129 of GST Act - the vehicle carrying
the goods is detained on the ground that GSTR-3B and GSTR-1 was not
filed by petitioner. The counsel for the petitioner submitted that detention of
the vehicle u/s 129 of GST Act is not justified on this ground.

The Kerala High Court held that there is force in the above contention.
There is no justification for detaining the vehicle u/s 129 on the above ground.
Similarly, the said ground can not form the basis for issuing notice proposing
confiscation of goods, as the ingredients of offence covered by Sec. 130 are
not satisfied. Therefore, the impugned notice and order are quashed, and 1st
respondent is directed to forthwith release the goods and vehicle.
Final Outcome- Petition disposed of.

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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Relevant Provision -Sections 129 & 130 of GST Act, 2017.
JUDGMENT
1. Challenge in the writ petition is against Ext. P1 order and Ext. P4 notice
proposing confiscation of the goods belonging to the petitioner that were
detained while in transit. A perusal of Ext. P1 order would indicate that the
detention of the vehicle carrying the goods was on the ground that the GSTR-
3B returns had not been filed from June, 2018 and GSTR-1 had not been
filed from March, 2019. It is submitted by the learned counsel for the
petitioner that the said grounds can not be justified for detention of the vehicle
under Section 129 of the KGST Act.
2. I have heard the learned counsel for the petitioner as also the learned
Government Pleader for the respondents.
3. On a consideration of the facts and circumstances of the case and the
submissions made across the Bar, I find force in the contention of the learned
counsel for the petitioner that the reasons stated in Ext. P1 order can not
be a justification for detaining the goods in terms of Section 129 of the KGST
Act. Similarly, the said ground can not form the basis of Ext. P4 notice
proposing confiscation of the goods detained inasmuch as the ingredients of
the offence covered by Section 130 are not satisfied in the instant case. I,
therefore, dispose the writ petition by quashing Exts. P1 and P4 and direct
the 1st respondent to forthwith release the goods and the vehicle to the
petitioner on the petitioner producing a copy of the judgment before the said
respondent. I make it clear that nothing in this judgment will prevent the
respondents from initiating any penal action against the petitioner, if war-
ranted, by following the procedure under the GST Act.

Que. 26 : If driver catches or opt to reach destination from
different route, can the officer detain vehicle and goods on such
ground and reason ?
Ans.: The proper officer has no jurisdiction on option of route taken
by the transporter. Unless transporter is found delivering goods other
than consignee or if he is on route which is exactly opposite to the
destination, then only by establishing the same officer can propose
detention.
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[53] Kannangayathu Metals Vs. Asst. State Tax Officer &
Others (2021) 66 TLD 87(1) (Ker)

Violation of provisions of Sec. 129 of GST Act - the goods were
being transported from Pazhoor-Peppathy (Ker) to Vettoor Road,
Kaniyapuram (Ker). The vehicle is detained at Vazhayila on the ground that
it was on a different route. The counsel for petitioner submitted that there
is no mandate u/s 129 of GST Act for detaining goods merely because driver
took an alternate route to reach the destination, if the goods are covered
by valid E-way Bill.

The Kerala High Court agreeing with the above submission, held that
there can not be a mechanical detention of a consignment solely because the
driver has opted for a different route, other than what is normally taken by
other transporters. No doubt, if the vehicle is detained at a place that is
located on an entirely different route in a direction other than towards the
destination shown in E-way bill, then a presumption can be drawn that there
was an attempt for transportation of goods contrary to E-way Bill. In the
instant case, there is no such indication. Therefore, the petition is allowed,
and 1st respondent is directed to forthwith release the goods and vehicle.
Final Outcome- Petition allowed.

Que. 27 : When a penalty levied u/s 129(1)(a), then to whom
notice and order be served ? Further when limitation period for
filing appeal will start ?
Ans.: When penalty u/s 129(1)(a) (when consignor has come for-
ward), order must be served to the owner of the goods who is
aggrieved from the proceedings. More over from the date of service
of order to the person who is aggrieved from the penalty order, the
limitation of time for filing appeal will start. Simply serving an order
to driver or a person who is not related to penalty will not constitute
a proper service of notice or an order. The following HC orders are
quite clear and strict about the procedure.

[54] Jindal Pipes Ltd. Vs. State of U.P. & Others (2020) 64 TLD
267 (All)

Appeal u/s 107(1) of GST Act - the order pertaining to levy of penalty

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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u/s 129(1)(a) of GST Act was served on driver of the vehicle on 21-8-2018.
Appeal u/s 107(1) is filed against the said order by the petitioner-consignor
on 6-3-2019, which is dismissed as time barred. The petitioner submitted
that order dt. 21-8-2018 was served on driver of the vehicle and not on
the ‘person aggrieved’ on whom the order ought to have been served, and
therefore, the appeal filed on 6-3-2019 was well within limitation provided
u/s 107.

The Allahabad High Court held that the order was served on the driver
and, therefore, was definitely not served on the person aggrieved by the said
order. The service of the order on the driver is no service at all. Therefore,
the order dt. 20-8-2019 dismissing the appeal as time-barred is quashed.
The appeal shall now be entertained as having been filed within limitation
provided u/s 107.
Final Outcome- Petition allowed.
Relevant Provision -Section 107(1) & 129(1) of GST Act, 2017.

❑

[55] Patel Hardware Vs. Commissioner, State GST & Others
(2021) 66 TLD 102 (All)

Appeal u/s 107(1) of GST Act - penalty order dt. 12-2-2018 was
served on driver of the vehicle. The said order was communicated to the
petitioner on 25-5-2018, and thereafter petitioner filed appeal against the said
order, which is dismissed as time barred by treating that the period of
limitation commenced from 12-2-2018. The counsel for the petitioner
submitted that the statutory forum of second appeal did not exist as the
Tribunal was yet to be constituted under the Act. That position is admitted
by the State. Hence, the present writ petition is entertained on merits.

The Allahabad High Court observed that the language of Sec. 107(1)
of GST Act provides for limitation of 3 months from the date of commu-
nication of the order, and Sec. 107(4) provides for condonation of delay up
to one month and no more. Keeping in view the fact that the delay in filing
the appeal may not be condoned beyond a period of one month, the phrase
“communicated to such person” appearing in Sec. 107(1) commend a
construction that would imply that the order be necessarily brought to the
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knowledge of the person who is likely to be aggrieved. Unless such
construction is offered, the right of appeal would itself be lost. Any delay
of more than one month in such cases may not warrant such strict
construction. The impugned penalty order was served on driver of the vehicle,
while the penalty order is directed against the owner of the goods. Therefore,
for that reason it is held that the penalty order is not communicated to the
petitioner prior to 25-5-2018.
Final Outcome- Petition allowed.

Que. 28 : Can directions of High court be over looked and
security/ bond can be asked at higher side by the respondent?
Ans.: The court has directed to recover security up to tax and penalty
of the goods, but the officer (respondent) went beyond and asked for
Bond and security much higher than the value of Tax and penalty. The
court has shown its displeasure in asking such security and bond
beyond the directions of High court, hence instructed department to
follow directions of court strictly.

[56] R.K. International Vs. Union of India & Others (2021) 66
TLD 103 (All)

Violation of provisions of Sec. 129 of GST Act - in the petition filed
to challenge seizure of goods and the vehicle, the High Court by interim order
directed to release the goods subject to deposit of security or indemnity bond
of the value of tax and penalty. However, seizing authority asked for security
of Rs. 10,75,770/- and indemnity bond of same amount for release of goods.

The High Court held that interim order of Court is very clear. Therefore,
the seizing authority can not demand security or indemnity bond of higher
value. It is an act of harassment, which is highly depreciated, and a note of
caution is sounded to the department to be careful in dealing with such matters
and to follow directions of High Court in its true sense without intermeddling
with them. The seizing authority is directed to accept security and indemnity
bond of the value of tax and penalty, and to release goods and the vehicle
forthwith.
Final Outcome- Petition allowed.

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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Que. 29 : Can by filing appeal by depositing 10% in accordance
with section 107, goods and vehicle can be released?
Ans.: The appellant must furnish bank guarantee and bond of the value
mentioned in penalty order first, then only vehicle and goods can be
released. Simply by filing appeal and depositing 10% of the demand
goods can not be released.

[57] Smeara Enterprises Vs. State Tax Officer & Another (2021)
66 TLD 104 (Ker)

Violation of provisions of Sec. 129 of GST Act - against the order
imposing penalty u/s 129(3) of GST Act, a statutory appeal u/s 107 is filed
by paying 10% of disputed amount. It is contended that as the appellant has
resorted to statutory remedy of appeal by remitting 10% of disputed amount,
the recovery of balance amount is stayed as per Sec. 107(7), and therefore,
the goods are to be released. The learned Single Judge of High Court found
that mere on filing of appeal goods can not be released without any security.
The non-payment of amount of security would attract proceedings for
confiscation of goods u/s 130.

On appeal, Division Bench of High Court held that Sec. 107(7) provides
that where appellant has paid 10% of amount of tax in dispute, the recovery
proceedings for balance amount shall be deemed to be stayed. However,
merely because appellant has failed to furnish security, or to get the goods
released, by paying amount of tax and penalty, the confiscation proceedings
can not be proceeded, as he has filed an appeal by complying pre-requisite
conditions. To this extent, the judgment of Single Judge is clarified.

But, as per provision of Sec. 129, the goods can be released only on
complying provisions of Sec. 67(6), which is applicable by virtue of Sec.
129(2). The procedure for compliance of conditions stipulated u/s 67(6) is
provided under Rule 140 of GST Rules. Therefore, unless security as
contemplated u/s 129(2) read with Sec. 67(6) is furnished, or payment of
entire amount of tax and penalty is paid, the goods are not liable to be
released. Thus, the relief sought for release of the goods, pending disposal
of appeal, is not entertained.

Relevant Provision -Section 67, 107, 129 & 130 of GST Act, 2017.
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Que. 30 : Can without sharing documents and without providing
opportunity of cross examination, can officer proceed for levy
tax and penalty ?
Ans.: The officer concerned is bound to share documents and
opportunity to reply and furnish evidences against documents used in
levy of penalty. More over if required appellant should be given
opportunity to cross examine the facts and material used in imposing
penalty in the case. The respondent should share all necessary
documents and facts with the appellant or else it would be treated
contravention of principle of Natural justice.

[58] Thoppil Agencies Vs. Assistant Commissioner of Commer-
cial Taxes (2020) 65 TLD 337 (Kar)

Issue : Several documents relied upon by in the impugned order E were
neither brought to the notice of the petitioner nor was he permitted to cross-
examine the witnesses with reference to the said documents.

Facts : In addition to making submissions with regard to the various
contentions urged by the petitioner in the petition with reference to the
documents and the impugned order, petitioner submitted that impugned order
was violative of principles of natural justice. It was pointed out that perusal
of show-cause notice will indicate that only certain documents have been
referred and that the same has been duly replied to by the petitioner.
However, without giving any personal hearing to the petitioner and without
affording sufficient and reasonable opportunity to the petitioner, respondent
proceeded to pass impugned order placing reliance upon several documents
which were never brought to notice of petitioner prior to passing of impugned
order.

Held- The High Court without going into the legal and factual aspects
of the matter, was of the opinion that
1. Several documents and circumstances which were neither referred to

nor enumerated in the show cause notice at Annexure-B4 have been
relied upon by the respondent No. 1 in the impugned order.

2. It was also not in dispute that no opportunity of personal hearing was
given to the petitioner before passing the impugned order.

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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3. The material on record also indicates that several documents relied upon
by the respondent No. 1 in the impugned order at Annexure-E were
neither brought to the notice of the petitioner nor was he permitted to
cross-examine the witnesses with reference to the said documents.

4. Further, no opportunity to produce additional documents was given to
the petitioner.
The High Court held that aforesaid facts and circumstances indicate that

in the absence of sufficient and reasonable opportunity being granted in favour
of the petitioner, the impugned order is clearly in contravention of principles
of natural justice and that the same deserves to be set aside on this ground
alone and the matter deserves to be remitted back to the respondent No.
1 to consider and dispose off the same afresh in accordance with law after
providing sufficient and reasonable opportunity to the petitioner to put forth
his contentions and documents and to hear the petitioner before passing
suitable orders.

Que. 31 : Can an officer detain vehicle and goods for not having
continuous serial number on invoice ?
Ans.: No the goods can not be detained on the ground having no
continuous serial number on the invoices. This is not a reason to detain
vehicle and goods u/s 129 of the Act. Still The only thing has to be
taken care that consignor of the goods should have specific and
pertinent reply to the question raised by the respondent. The issue if
remains in doubt may be referred to jurisdictional officer for further
verification.

[59] Devices Distributors Vs. Assistant State Tax Officer (2021)
66 TLD 105 (Ker)

Issue : Goods detained as the Invoices accompanying the goods were
not of continuous serial number.

Facts : The objection of the respondent was essentially with regard to
the invoices that accompanied the transportation of the goods. It was found
that the tax invoices furnished, although carried serial numbers, they were
not consecutive for the three invoices. In particular, it was noticed that while
one invoice carried the serial number as 46000152. The other two invoices
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carried the serial numbers 53000029 and 53000030. The detaining authority,
therefore, suspected that the invoices carrying the serial numbers in between
the two sets of invoices indicated above might have been used for
transportation of other goods that were not brought to the notice of the
Department.

Held : In the instant case, E-way bills did accompany the goods. The
transportation was covered by tax invoices. The objection of the respondents
is only that the invoices did not bear continuous numbers and hence they
suspect that the invoices bearing serial numbers that fell between the numbers
on the invoices produced at the time of transportation, could have been used
for transportation of other goods that had not been brought to the notice of
the Department.

The High Court held that entertainment of such a doubt by the authority
cannot be a justification for detaining the goods in question, especially when
they were admittedly accompanied by tax invoices as also E-way bills that
clearly indicated the particulars that were required by Rule 46 of the GST
Rules. It is also relevant to note that the doubt entertained by the respondents
were, at any rate, in respect of goods that may have been transported under
cover of the invoices that numerically fell between the numbers shown in the
invoices that were carried along with the goods, and in that sense, pertained
to goods other than those that were actually detained. The detention in the
instant case cannot be justified under section 129 of the GST Act.

Que. 32 : Whether goods and vehicle can be detained for
mismatch in destination / specially when transaction is from
principal place to branch?
Ans.: When additional places of the consignee are registered in RC
and due to an error principal place has been mentioned in place of
branch or vise versa. No illegal transaction is carried out. No detention
or penalty can be imposed. It is advisable therefore that, at the time
of detention person from consignor side should appear and forward
explanation in writing or verbal about mismatch in destination.

[60] Same Deutzfahr India Pvt. Ltd. Vs. State of Telangana &
Others, 23rd September, 2020 (2021) 66 TLD 108 (Tel)

Practical Issues and Approach Towards E-Way Bill
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Violation of provisions of Sec. 129 of GST Act - petitioner
dispatched four tractors to its Depot at Hyderabad and issued E-way bill
for the same. The name of consignor and consignee is same. The address
of consignee is shown as Hayathnagar. The 3rd respondent detained vehicle
on the ground that there is mismatch between goods, documents and E-way
bill, and that the goods were being transported to Bongulur Village,
Ibrahimpatnam Mandal, Hyderabad, but as per E-way bill the destination
is Hayathnagar (Telangana).

The Telangana HC held that the petitioner has additional place of
business at Bongulur Village, Ibrahimpatnam Mandal, and goods were
dispatched to that address from Corp. office at Ranipet (TN). Thus, it can
not be said that petitioner was indulged in any illegal activity when tax invoice
shows that supplier is petitioner’s Corporate office at Ranipet (TN). There
was no occasion for 3rd respondent to collect tax and penalty from petitioner
on the ground that there is illegality in transport of goods, as it is merely a
stock transfer and there is no element of sale in it. The tax and penalty
collected from petitioner can not be allowed to be retained by respondents.
The Petition is allowed, and respondents are directed to refund the amount
collected from petitioner towards tax and penalty with interest @ 9% p.a.
Final Outcome- Petition allowed.

Accordingly, the Writ Petition is allowed; and respondents are directed
to refund within four (04) weeks the sum of Rs. 6,70,448/- collected towards
CGST and State GST and penalty from the petitioner with interest @ 9%
p.a. from 5-3-2020 till date of payment to petitioner by the respondents.
The 3rd respondent shall also pay costs of Rs. 1,500/- (Rupees One
Thousand and Five Hundred only) to the petitioner.
Points to be considered in initial / appeal reply.
1. Not intended to evade.
2. Mens rea.
3. Cross verification of statements.
4. E-way bill uploaded on portal covers complete information (no evasion)
5. Valuation can not be done without strong evidences.
6. Opportunity must be given.
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7. Technical or venial breach.
8. E-way bill must be submitted before detention.
9. False and forged documents.
10. Assumption or presumption will not decide penalty.

❑

Relevant extract of Finance Bill No. 15 of 2021 relating to
CGST Act, 2017 and IGST Act, 2017

Central Goods and Services Tax
99. Amendment of Section 7.

In the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017.)
(hereinafter referred as the Central Goods and Services Tax Act), in section
7, in sub-section (1), after clause (a), the following clause shall be inserted
and shall be deemed to have been inserted with effect from the 1st day of
July, 2017, namely:––

“(aa) the activities or transactions, by a person, other than an
individual, to its members or constituents or vice-versa, for cash,
deferred payment or other valuable consideration.

Explanation.––For the purposes of this clause, it is hereby clarified
that, notwithstanding anything contained in any other law for the time
being in force or any judgment, decree or order of any Court, tribunal
or authority, the person and its members or constituents shall be
deemed to be two separate persons and the supply of activities or
transactions inter se shall be deemed to take place from one such
person to another;”.

100. Amendment of Section 16.
In section 16 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, in sub-section

(2), after clause (a), the following clause shall be inserted, namely:––
“(aa) the details of the invoice or debit note referred to in clause (a)
has been furnished by the supplier in the statement of outward supplies
and such details have been communicated to the recipient of such
invoice or debit note in the manner specified under section 37;”.

101. Amendment of Section 35.
In section 35 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, sub-section
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(5) shall be omitted.
102. Substitution of new section for Section 44.

For section 44 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, the following
section shall be substituted, namely:––

“44. Annual return.
Every registered person, other than an Input Service Distributor, a

person paying tax under section 51 or section 52, a casual taxable
person and a non-resident taxable person shall furnish an annual return
which may include a self-certified reconciliation statement, reconciling
the value of supplies declared in the return furnished for the financial
year, with the audited annual financial statement for every financial year
electronically, within such time and in such form and in such manner
as may be prescribed:

Provided that the Commissioner may, on the recommendations of
the Council, by notification, exempt any class of registered persons
from filing annual return under this section:

Provided further that nothing contained in this section shall apply to
any department of the Central Government or a State Government or
a local authority, whose books of account are subject to audit by the
Comptroller and Auditor-General of India or an auditor appointed for
auditing the accounts of local authorities under any law for the time
being in force.”.

103. Amendment of Section 50.
In section 50 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, in sub-section

(1), for the proviso, the following proviso shall be substituted and shall be
deemed to have been substituted with effect from the 1st day of July, 2017,
namely:––

“Provided that the interest on tax payable in respect of supplies made
during a tax period and declared in the return for the said period
furnished after the due date in 78 accordance with the provisions of
section 39, except where such return is furnished after commencement
of any proceedings under section 73 or section 74 in respect of the
said period, shall be payable on that portion of the tax which is paid
by debiting the electronic cash ledger.”.
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104. Amendment of Section 74.
In section 74 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, in Explanation

1, in clause (ii), for the words and figures “sections 122, 125, 129 and 130”,
the words and figures “sections 122 and 125” shall be substituted.
105. Amendment of Section 75.

In section 75 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, in sub-section
(12), the following Explanation shall be inserted, namely:––

‘Explanation.––For the purposes of this sub-section, the expression
“self-assessed tax” shall include the tax payable in respect of details of
outward supplies furnished under section 37, but not included in the return
furnished under section 39.’.
106. Amendment of Section 83.

In section 83 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, for sub-
section (1), the following sub-section shall be substituted, namely:––

“(1) Where, after the initiation of any proceeding under Chapter XII,
Chapter XIV or Chapter XV, the Commissioner is of the opinion that
for the purpose of protecting the interest of the Government revenue
it is necessary so to do, he may, by order in writing, attach provisionally,
any property, including bank account, belonging to the taxable person
or any person specified in sub-section (1A) of section 122, in such
manner as may be prescribed.”.

107. Amendment of Section 107.
In section 107 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, in sub-

section (6), the following proviso shall be inserted, namely:––
“Provided that no appeal shall be filed against an order under sub-

section (3) of section 129, unless a sum equal to twenty-five per cent.
of the penalty has been paid by the appellant.”.

108. Amendment of Section 129.
In section 129 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, ––

(i) in sub-section (1), for clauses (a) and (b), the following clauses shall
be substituted, namely:––

“(a) on payment of penalty equal to two hundred per cent. of the
tax payable on such goods and, in case of exempted goods, on
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payment of an amount equal to two per cent. of the value of goods
or twenty-five thousandrupees, whichever is less, where the owner of
the goods comes forward for payment of such penalty;

(b) on payment of penalty equal to fifty per cent. of the value of the
goods or two hundred per cent. of the tax payable on such goods,
whichever is higher, and in case of exempted goods, on payment of
an amount equal to five per cent. of the value of goods or twenty-
five thousand rupees, whichever is less, where the owner of the goods
does not come forward for payment of such penalty;”;

(ii) sub-section (2) shall be omitted;
(iii) for sub-section (3), the following sub-section shall be substituted,
namely:––

“(3) The proper officer detaining or seizing goods or conveyance
shall issue a notice within seven days of such detention or seizure,
specifying the penalty payable, and thereafter, pass an order within a
period of seven days from the date of service of such notice, for
payment of penalty under clause (a) or clause (b) of sub-section (1).”;

(iv) in sub-section (4), for the words “No tax, interest or penalty”, the words
“No penalty” shall be substituted;
(v) for sub-section (6), the following sub-section shall be substituted,
namely:––

“(6) Where the person transporting any goods or the owner of such
goods fails to pay the amount of penalty under sub-section (1) within
fifteen days from the date of receipt of the copy of the order passed
under sub-section (3), the goods or conveyance so detained or seized
shall be liable to be sold or disposed of otherwise, in such manner and
within such time as may be prescribed, to recover the penalty payable
under sub-section (3):

Provided that the conveyance shall be released on payment by the
transporter of penalty under sub-section (3) or one lakh rupees,
whichever is less:

Provided further that where the detained or seized goods are
perishable or hazardous in nature or are likely to depreciate in value
with passage of time, the said period of fifteen days may be reduced
by the proper officer.”.
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109. Amendment of Section 130.
In section 130 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act,––

(a) in sub-section (1), for the words “Notwithstanding anything contained
in this Act, if “, the word “Where” shall be substituted;
(b) in sub-section (2), in the second proviso, for the words, brackets and
figures “amount of penalty leviable under sub-section (1) of section 129”,
the words “penalty equal to hundred per cent. of the tax payable on such
goods” shall be substituted;
(c) sub-section (3) shall be omitted.
110. Substitution of new section for Section 151.

For section 151 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, the
following section shall be substituted, namely: ––

“151. Power to call for information.
The Commissioner or an officer authorised by him may, by an order,

direct any person to furnish information relating to any matter dealt with in
connection with this Act, within such time, in such form, and in such manner,
as may be specified therein.”.
111. Amendment of Section 152.

In section 152 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act,––
(a) in sub-section (1),––

(i) the words “of any individual return or part thereof” shall be omitted;
(ii) after the words “any proceedings under this Act”, the words

“without giving an opportunity of being heard to the person
concerned” shall be inserted;

(b) sub-section (2) shall be omitted.
112. Amendment of Section 168.

In section 168 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, in sub-
section (2),––
(i) for the words, brackets and figures “sub-section (1) of section 44”, the
word and figures “section 44” shall be substituted;
(ii) the words, brackets and figures “sub-section (1) of section 151,” shall
be omitted.
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113. Amendment to Schedule II.
In Schedule II of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, paragraph

7 shall be omitted and shall be deemed to have been omitted with effect from
the 1st day of July, 2017.

Integrated Goods and Services Tax
114. Amendment of Section 16.

In the Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (13 of 2017), in
section 16, ––
(a) in sub-section (1), in clause (b), after the words “supply of goods or
services or both”, the words “for authorized operations” shall be inserted;
(b) for sub-section (3), the following sub-sections shall be substituted,
namely:––

“(3) A registered person making zero rated supply shall be eligible to
claim refund of unutilised input tax credit on supply of goods or services or
both, without payment of integrated tax, under bond or Letter of Undertaking,
in accordance with the provisions of section 54 of the Central Goods and
Services Tax Act or the rules made thereunder, subject to such conditions,
safeguards and procedure as may be prescribed:

Provided that the registered person making zero rated supply of goods
shall, in case of non-realisation of sale proceeds, be liable to deposit the
refund so received under this sub-section along with the applicable interest
under section 50 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act within thirty
days after the expiry of the time limit prescribed under the Foreign Exchange
Management Act, 1999 (42 of 1999.) for receipt of foreign exchange
remittances, in such manner as may be prescribed.

(4) The Government may, on the recommendation of the Council, and
subject to such conditions, safeguards and procedures, by notification,
specify––

(i) a class of persons who may make zero rated supply on payment
of integrated tax and claim refund of the tax so paid;

(ii) a class of goods or services which may be exported on payment
of integrated tax and the supplier of such goods or services may claim the
refund of tax so paid.”.

❑
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H${›–r` ]OQ> Edß Am`H$a

grE. Jm{od›X AJ´dmb

H$|–r` ]OQ> _| Am`H$a g{ gÂ]ßoYV Am_ Am`H$aXmVm H$m{
‡^modV H$aZ{ dmb{ H$˛N> _˛ª` ‡mdYmZ oZÂZoboIV h°ß :-

 odŒm _ßÃr oZ_©bm grVma_U Z{ ]OQ> ‡ÒVmdm| _| ‡À`j Am°a
A‡À`j H$am| _| AZ{H$m| gßem{YZ [{e oH$ {̀ JE h¢ & gdm©oYH$
gßem{YZ B›H$_ Q>°∑g _| ‡ÒVmodV h¢ &

 ]OQ> _| Am_ bm{Jm{ß H$m{ g]g{ AoYH$ CÂ_rX Am`H$a _| o_bZ{ dmbr N>yQ> g{ hm{Vr
h° & H$m{am{Zm gßH$Q> H${ Xm°amZ AmoW©H$ gßH$Q> g{ OyP ah{ Am_ AmX_r H$m{ ]OQ> _| H$a
AXm`Jr g{ H$m{B© amhV Zht o_br h° & odŒm _ßÃr Z{ Am`H$a Òb°] _| oH$gr ^r ]Xbmd
H$m EbmZ Zht oH$`m h° &

 H$m{am{Zm H$mb _| oOg Vah g{ Ka{by _mßJ H$_ h˛B© h° CgH$m{ ‡m{ÀgmohV H$aZ{ H${ obE
CÂ_rX Wr H$r odŒm _ßÃr H$m{B© H$a amhV X|Jr b{oH$Z ]∂S{ ]OQ>r` KmQ>{ g{ OyP ahr AW©
Ï`dÒWm H${ H$maU odŒm _ßÃr Z{ H$m{B© Om{oI_ Zht ob`m, BgH${ ]Om` C›hm|Z{ Am_
H$aXmVmAm{ß H$m{ [a{emoZ`m| g{ amhV X{Z{ H$r H$m{oee H$r h° &

 AMb gÂ[oŒm`m{ß H${ H´$` odH´$` [a ÒQ>mÂ[ S>≤̀ yQ>r Edß Ï`dhma _yÎ` _| AßVa

AMb gÂ[oŒm`m| H${ H´$` odH´$` H$r Xem _| ÒQ>mÂ[ S>≤̀ yQ>r H${ obE oZYm©oaV _yÎ` Edß
Ï`dhma _yÎ` _| Xg ‡oVeV g{ AoYH$ AßVa hm{Z{ [a ÒQ>mÂ[ S>≤̀ yQ>r _yÎ`mßH$Z H${ AmYma
[a H´${Vm Edß odH´${Vm H$m{ Am`H$a X{Zm hm{Vm h° & H$˛N> eVm{™ H${ [yam H$aZ{ [a 30 OyZ
2021 VH$ E{g{ Ï`dhmam| H${ obE AßVa H$r amoe H$m{ ]rg ‡oVeV H$aZ{ H$m ‡ÒVmd
h° &

 ahdmgr _H$mZ IarXZ{ [a N>yQ> o_bZ{ H$r g_` gr_m EH$ gmb Am°a ]∂TmB© JB©

[hbr ]ma A\$m{S>}]b ahdmgr _H$mZ IarXZ{ dmbm{ß H${ obE Am`H$a _| È. 1,50,000
H$r N>yQ> H$m ‡mdYmZ 31 _mM© 2021 H$m{ g_mflV hm{ ahm Wm & Cg{ EH$ df© H${ obE
]∂TmH$a 31 _mM© 2022 H$aZ{ H$m ‡ÒVmd h° & E{g{ _H$mZ H$r H$r_V È. 45 bmI
g{ AoYH$ Zht hm{Zm MmohE Edß E{g{ H$aXmVm H${ [mg [yd© _| H$m{B© ahdmgr _H$mZ Zht
hm{Zm MmohE &

 [˛amZ{ H${g [˛Zï Im{bZ{ H$r g_` gr_m N>ï dfm~ g{ KQ>mH$a VrZ df©

[˛amZ{ Am`H$a H${ H${g H$m{ [˛Zï Im{bZ{ H$r g_` gr_m gm_m›` H${g _| N>ï dfm~ g{ KQ>mH$a
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VrZ df© H$aZ{ H$m ‡ÒVmd h° & [a›V˛ È. [Mmg bmI ‡oVdf© g{ AoYH$ H$m H$a A[dßMZ
hm{Z{ H$r Xem _| g_` gr_m _| H$m{B© [oadV©Z Zht oH$`m J`m h° & C∫$ ‡ÒVmd ÒdmJV
`m{Ω` h° &

 Am∞oS>Q> H$r gr_m [mßM H$am{∂S g{ ]∂T>mH$a Xg H$am{∂S

95% g{ AoYH$ ‡moflV`mß Edß IM© oS>oOQ>b _m‹`_ g{ H$aZ{ dmb{ H$aXmVmAm| H${ obE
B›H$_ Q>°∑g Am∞oS>Q> H$r gr_m [mßM H$am{∂S g{ ]∂T>mH$a Xg H$am{∂S H$aZ{ H$m ‡ÒVmd h° &
C∫$ ‡ÒVmd g{ oS>oOQ>b _m‹`_ g{ ˛̂JVmZ H$aZ{ H$m{ ‡m{ÀgmhZ o_b{Jm &

 o¤Vr` A[rb ^r \${gb{g

\${gb{g Ag{g_|Q> Edß \${gb{g ‡W_ A[rb bmJy H$aZ{ H${ ]mX A] o¤Vr` A[rb
Om{ Am`H$a A[rbr` ‡moYH$aU H${ [mg hm{Vr h° Cg{ ^r \${gb{g H$aZ{ H$m ‡ÒVmd
h° & ^odÓ` hr ]VmEJm `h ‡ÒVmd oH$VZm C[`m{Jr hm{Vm h° &

 [r.E\$. ˛̂JVmZ g_` [a Zht H$aZ{ [a oZ`m{∫$m H$m{ Am`H$a _| N>yQ> Zht

oZ`m{∫$m ¤mam H$_©Mmoa`m| H${ [r.E\$. Edß A›` bm^H$mar `m{OZmAm{ß H${ obE H$r JB©
H$Q>m°oV`m| H$m gÂ]ßoYV E∑Q> H${ A›VJ©V g_` [a ˛̂JVmZ Zht H$aZ{ [a oZ`m{∫$m H$m{
Am`H$a _| N>yQ> Zht o_b{Jr &

 H$m{odS> g{g bmJy Zht, gaMmO© _| d•o’ Zht

C¿M Am`H$aXmVmAm| H${ gaMmO© _| d•o’ Zht H$r OmZm Edß H$m{odS> g{g Zht bJm`m
OmZm, oOgH$r gÂ^mdZmEß Ï`∫$ H$r Om ahr Wrß, Om{ CoMV h° &

 [|eZYmar Am`H$aXmVmAm| H$m{ Am`H$a oaQ>Z© ^aZ{ g{ N>yQ>

75 df© g{ AoYH$ Am ˛̀ H${ doaÓR> [|eZYmar Am`H$aXmVmAm| H$m{ Am`H$a oaQ>Z© ^aZ{
g{ N>yQ> oZYm©oaV eVm{™ H$m{ [yU© H$aZ{ [a ‡XmZ H$r J`r h° & CZH${ H$aXmo`Àd H$r H$Q>m°oV
ÒÃm{V [a Am`H$a H${ Í$[ _| H$r OmEJr & C∫$ ‡ÒVmd g{ Bg l{Ur H${ Am`H$aXmVmAm|
H$m{ amhV o_b{Jr &

 gmbmZm 2.5 bmI g{ ¡`mXm [r.E\$. H${ „`mO [a Q>°∑g

]OQ> ‡ÒVmd H${ AZ˛gma AJa H$m{B© H$_©Mmar gmb^a _| 2.5 bmI g{ ¡`mXm [rE\$
_| `m{JXmZ H$aVm h° Vm{ Cgg{ AoO©V „`mO [a Q>°∑g bJ{Jm & ha _hrZ{ Xm{ bmI È[ {̀
g{ H$_ Am` dmbm| [a BgH$m ‡^md Zht [∂S{Jm & C¿M Am` dmb{ H$_©Mmoa`m| ¤mam AoO©V
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Am` H${ obE Q>°∑g N>yQ> H$m{ VH$©gßJV ]ZmZ{ H$r oXem _| ^odÓ` oZoY ([rE\$) _| 2.5
bmI È[E g{ AoYH$ H${ gmbmZm `m{JXmZ [a AoO©V „`mO [a H$a N>yQ> H$m{ ‡oV]ßoYV
H$aZ{ H$m ‡ÒVmd aIm J`m h° & `h oZ`_ EH$ A‡°b 2021 H$m{ `m BgH${ ]mX H${ `m{JXmZ
H${ obE bmJy hm{Jm & È. 2.5 bmI VH$ H${ `m{JXmZ g{ AoO©V „`mO [a H$m{B© Q>°∑g
Zht bJ{Jm &

 A\$m{S>}]b hmCqgJ ÒH$r_ ‡m{O{∑Q> H${ _m›` hm{Z{ H$r oVoW 31 _mM© 2021 g{ ]∂T>mH$a
31 _mM© 2022 H$a Xr JB© h° &

 ahdmgr _H$mZ H${ „`mO H$r N>yQ> H${ obE F$U 31 _mM© 2021 VH$ ÒdrH$•V hm{Zm
AmdÌ`H$ Wm, Bg g_` gr_m H$m{ ]∂TmH$a 31 _mM© 2022 H$a oX`m J`m h° &

 50 bmI VH$ Am_XZr dmb{ H$aXmVmAm| H${ obE oS>Ò[˛Q> a{gm{b˛eZ g|Q>a Im{bZ{ H$m
E{bmZ oH$`m h° &

 odŒm_ßÃr Z{ EZAmaAmB© H$m{ H$a ‡mdYmZm{ß H${ H$maU Am ahr oX∏$Vm| H$m{ Xya H$aZ{ H${
obE OÎX hr ZE oZ`_m| H$m{ Zm{oQ>\$mB© H$aZ{ H$m ^am{gm oX`m h° &

 Ï`o∫$JV H$aXmVmAm| H${ ]OmE odŒm _ßÃr H$m ‹`mZ Bg ]ma ¡`mXm ÒQ>mQ>©A[ Am°a C⁄m{Jm|
[a ¡`mXm ahm h° & C›hm|Z{ ÒQ>mQ>©A[ H$r H$a amhV H$m{ EH$ gmb Am°a ]∂Tm oX`m h° & A]
C›h| 31 _mM© 2022 VH$ H$a Zht X{Zm hm{Jm &

 EH$ H$am{∂S H${ ]OmE [mßM H$am{∂S È[E H$r gmbmZm ‡moflV`mß dmb{ M°oaQ>{]b Q≠ÒQ> Om{ ÒH$yb
Am°a AÒ[Vmb MbmV{ h°ß, C›h| Am` H$a Zht X{Zm hm{Jm &

 Am`H$a XmVmAm| H$m{ [hb{ g{ ^a{ h˛E oaQ>Z© \$m∞_© o_b|J{ & A] H$°o[Q>b J{Z Am°a obÒQ>{S>
H$ß[oZ`m| H${ e{̀ a g{ ‡mflV Am`, [m{ÒQ> Am∞o\$g g{ ‡mflV Am` Am°a ]¢H$ g{ ‡mflV Am`
^r \$m∞_© _| [hb{ g{ hr hm|Jr &

 H$a XmVmAm| H$m{ X{ar g{ B›H$_ Q>°∑g oaQ>Z© Edß oadmB¡S> BZH$_ Q>°∑g oaQ>Z© ^aZ{ H$r g_`
gr_m Om{ H$a oZYm©aU df© g_mflV hm{Z{ H${ oXZ VH$ C[b„Y Wr, Cg{ VrZ _mh [yd© H$a
oX`m J`m & A] 31 _mM© H$r g_` gr_m H$m{ KQ>mH$a 31 oXgß]a H$a oX`m J`m h° &

dV©_mZ odf_ AmoW©H$ [oaoÒWoV`m| _| H$˛b o_bmH$a Am`H$a g{ gÂ]ßoYV
g›V˛obV ]OQ> [{e oH$`m J`m h° &

❑
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Union Budget 2021 & Income Tax
CA. Govind Agrawal

The first union budget of the decade has been presented for the first
time in paperless mode. It is presented in the background of ‘COVID-19’
pandemic. Present finance bill proposes 86 clauses to amend the direct
taxation laws. Budget proposals will impact existing 70 sections , amendment
to 4 provisions are to be applied retrospectively. Tax rates as applicable for
A.Y. 21-22 shall continue to apply for AY 22-23 and subsequent years.

Major proposals made in the budget as regards Income Tax affecting
common man are as under:-
1. Relief to Senior Citizens – Sec. 194P

As a relief to senior citizens, Section 194P has been inserted for
taxpayers aged 75 years or more, having income only from pension and
interest on deposits,  it is proposed to exempt them from the requirement
of filing of income tax if the full amount of tax payable has been deducted
by the paying bank. However a declaration is required to be submitted, It
is a welcome move.
2. The Income Tax Settlement Commission

The Hon’ble Finance Minister made a significant change to the well
existing scheme of Settlement of Cases. The Finance Bill 2021 proposed the
discontinuation of Income Tax Settlement Commission with immediate effect
i.e. 1st February’2021. It is proposed to discontinue Income-tax Settlement
Commission (ITSC) and to constitute Interim Board of settlement for pending
cases.

The Income Tax Settlement Commission (ITSC) was a quasi-judicial
body set up under the Income Tax Act. The objective of setting up of ITSC
was to settle the tax liabilities in complicated cases, avoiding endless and
prolonged litigation. The taxpayer could approach the ITSC during the
pendency of assessment proceedings, subject to certain prescribed condi-
tions. For making an application before the ITSC, the tax and interest on
additional income disclosed before the ITSC has to be paid. The order
passed by the ITSC is conclusive and no appeal to any authority can be made
against the order.

(19)
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3. Faceless Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT) – Sec. 255
In order to disposal of ITAT appeal with greater efficiency, transparency

and accountability, it is proposed to the make the ITAT faceless and
jurisdiction-less. It is proposed to insert new sub-sections in the section 255
of the Act so as to provide that the Central Government may notify a scheme
and a National Faceless Income- tax Appellate Tribunal Centre shall be
established, All the communication between the Tribunal and the appellant
shall be made electronically. Wherever personal hearing is needed, it shall
be done through video-conferencing.

If properly implemented this move can achieve following objectives :-
(a) Eliminate the interface between the ITAT and parties / counsel to the

appeal in the course of proceeding
(b) Optimum utilization of the resources through economies of scale.
(c) Appellate system with dynamic jurisdiction.

However the desire to achieve these ambitions through technological
integration in judicial processes will be tested by time.
4. Proposals regarding Affordable Housing
(a)  Date of sanction of loan – Extended (Sec. 80EEA)

The first-time home buyers of residential house property not exceeding
Rs. 45 lakh have been provided a deduction of up to Rs. 1,50,000 in respect
of interest on housing loan sanctioned by a bank or housing finance company
during the period 1st April 2019 to 31st March 2021 under Section 80EEA
of the IT Act,

It is proposed to extend the date for sanction of loan from 31st March
2021 to 31st March 2022.
(b) Tax Holiday period – Extended

In continuation of the measures to boost affordable housing the period
for obtaining the project approval has been extended by one year upto 31
March 2022. The other conditions for project eligibility such as construction
to be completed within 5 years from the date of approval shall still continue.
(c) Notified affordable housing project

The existing provision of the section 80-IBA of the Act provides that
profits and gains derived from the business of building affordable housing

Article : Union Budget 2021 & Income Tax
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project subject to certain conditions be allowed 100% deduction. One of
the conditions is that the project is approved by the competent authority after
the 1st day of June 2016 but on or before the 31st day of March 2021.
To help migrant labourers and to promote affordable rental, it is proposed
to:
i. Allow deduction under section 80-IBA of the Act also to such housing

projects notified by the Central Government.
ii. Extend the outer time limit i.e. 31st March 2021 for getting these

projects approved be extended  to 31st March 2022.
These welcome measures would help in ensuring ‘housing for all’ and

also boost the demand for affordable housing.
5. Tax Audit limit U/s 44AB

In order to incentivize non-cash transactions and to promote digital
economy it was provided in the last budget that the threshold limit for getting
the books of accounts audited for a person carrying on business was
increased from one crore rupees to five crore rupees in cases where:-
(i) Aggregate of all receipts in cash during the previous year does not

exceed five per cent of such receipt;
AND
(ii) Aggregate of all payments in cash during the previous year does not

exceed five per cent of such payment.
In this budget It is proposed to increase the threshold from five crore

rupees to ten crore.
Threshold limit of Rs. 10 crore to get the books of accounts audited

may sound good at the first instance but it was very well observed that due
to inherent conditions of the provision stated above, not even a small fraction
of the assesses were able to derive any benefit.
6. Provisional attachment in Fake Invoice cases – Sec. 281B

As per the provisions of Section 281B Assessing Officer may provi-
sionally attach any property of the assessee, in order to protect the interest
of revenue upon proper approval.

It is proposed to include penalty proceedings under section 271AAD
under this umbrella provided the following conditions are satisfied:
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i. Amounts of penalty likely to be imposed exceeds rupees two crore,
ii. Proper approval from specified higher authority is obtained,
iii. Such attachments are Provisional and valid for 6 months,
iv. Section allows the assessee to furnish a bank guarantee.
7. Late payment of Employees’ contribution to labour welfare funds

Allowablity of delayed deposit of employee’s contribution towards
various welfare funds has been a debatable issue since last decade. Divergent
views have been expressed by High Courts in this regard, A Division Bench
of the Kerala High Court in the case of CIT Vs. M/s. Merchem Ltd. (2015)
378 ITR 443 held in favour of the Revenue while Rajasthan High Court in
the case of CIT Vs. M/s. Udaipur Dugdh Utpadak Sahakari Sangh Ltd. and
in many other cases held in favour of the Assessee. There are several
decisions of High Courts & ITAT mostly in favour of the assessee.

Amidst ongoing judicial controversy respected Finance Minister thought
it fit to propose insertion of Explanation to Section 36(1)(va)(i) and Section
43B so as to disallow the deduction of payment towards employees
contribution after due date under respective acts.

It will be pertinent to note that the proposed amendment is bought by
way of insertion of Explanation which reads “that the provisions of section
43B shall not apply and shall be deemed never to have been applied for the
purposes of determining the “due date” under the said clause”

However in the finance bill under the proposed amendment it is stated
as under

“This amendment will take effect from 1st April, 2021 and will,
accordingly, apply in relation to the assessment year 2021-2022 and
subsequent assessment years.”

Form reading of the above, intention of the government is not very clear
and it will again create controversy.
8. Levy of TDS on Purchase of Goods – Sec. 194Q

In order to widen the scope of TDS, it is proposed to levy a TDS of
0.1% on a purchase transaction exceeding Rs. 50 lakh in a year. In order
to reduce the compliance burden, it is also proposed to provide that the
responsibility of deduction shall lie only on the persons whose turnover
exceeds Rs. 10 crore.

Article : Union Budget 2021 & Income Tax
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In the recent past provision of TCS under section 206C (1H) were
made applicable on similar lines. Practical difficulties were faced by the
assesses in making the compliance of TCS provisions.

Now after the applicability of TDS provisions, TCS provisions on the
same transactions will not be applicable.
9. Cash allowance in lieu of Leave Travel Concession (LTC)

It is proposed to grant cash allowance to the employees equivalent to
their LTC component by permitting them to incur expenditure on purchase
of goods or services which are liable for 12% or more GST rate. Such
specified expenditure shall be reckoned against their LTC entitlement and
shall not exceed Rs. 36000 per person or 1/3 of specified expenditure,
whichever is less.
10. Increase in safe harbor limit for primary sale of residential units

The existing law permits an accepted variation of 10% in the stamp duty
valuation and transaction value.   In this budget a short-term relaxation has
been provided to accept variation of 20% in the stamp duty valuation and
transaction value. This will enable real estate developers to liquidate their
unsold inventory at rates less than 20% of the prevailing stamp duty valuation
without any impact on taxable income of the transferor and transferee. This
proposal will certainly give new life to stagnant real estate sector.
11. Dispute Resolution Committee

It has been proposed to setup a Dispute Resolution Committee (DRC)
to provide early tax certainty to small and medium taxpayers. The scheme
shall cover cases where the returned income is upto fifty lakhs and aggregate
variation proposed is upto ten lakhs.
12. Unit Linked Insurance Policy (ULIP) – Sec. 10(10D)

Considering the instances that high net worth individuals are claiming
exemption under said section by investing in ULIP with huge premium, the
Finance Bill 2021 has proposed that the exemption under Section 10(10D)
shall not be available with respect to any ULIP issued on or after the 01-
02-2021, if the amount of premium payable during the term of the policy
exceeds Rs. 2,50,000 per annum.
13. Interest of Provident Fund account

It has been proposed that the exemption shall not be available for the
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interest income accrued during the previous year on the recognised and
statutory provident fund in the account of the person to the extent it relates
to the contribution made by the employees in excess of Rs. 2,50,000 in a
previous year.
14. Tax proceedings made faster to reduce litigation burden
 Time-limit for issuing notices for initiating scrutiny proceedings been

reduced to three months from the end of financial year in which return
is filed (earlier six months). Even the time-limit for completing scrutiny
assessments has been reduced to nine months from the end of
assessment year for cases pertaining to AY 2021-22 onwards. Also,
time for processing of returns has been reduced to nine months.

 The reassessment time limits have been relaxed from six years to three
years barring specific cases where the cases can be reopened upto ten
years.

 The time limit for filing of belated return or revised return is proposed
to be reduced by 3 months. Now the belated or revised return can be
filed on or before December 31 of the A.Y. or before the completion
of the assessment, whichever is earlier.

Particulars Present Due   Revised Due
Dates   Dates

Filing of original ITR 31-7-2021   No Change
31-10-2021
30-11-2021

Filing of belated or revised ITR 31-03-2022   31-12-2021

Processing of return U/s 143(1) 31-03-2023   31-12-2022

Issue of notice for scrutiny 30-09-2022   30-06-2022
assessment U/s 143(2)

Completion of scrutiny assessment 31-03-2023   31-12-2022
U/s 143(3)

Completion of best judgment 31-03-2023   31-12-2022
assessment U/s 144

Article : Union Budget 2021 & Income Tax
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15. Extension of date of incorporation for eligible start up claiming
tax holiday

In order to support the start-up ecosystem in the Country, the sunset
period of qualifying conditions has been further extended by a period of one
year.
16. Rationalisation of provisions of Minimum Alternate Tax (MAT)

No MAT for foreign companies earning dividend income from India.
17. Charitable Trusts & Institutions
Raising of prescribed limit for exemption U/s 10 (23C) (iiiad) & (iiiae)
of the Act
 Clause (23C) of section 10 of the Act provides for exemption of income

received by any person on behalf of different funds or institutions etc.
specified in different sub-clauses.

 Section 10 (23C)(iiiad) provides for the exemption for the income
received by any person on behalf of university or educational institution
as referred to in that sub-clause. The exemptions under the said sub-
clause are available subject to the condition that the annual receipts of
such university or educational institution do not exceed the annual
receipts as may be prescribed.

 Similarly, section 10(23C)(iiiae) provides for the exemption for the
income received by any person on behalf of hospital or institution as
referred to in that sub-clause. The exemptions under the said sub-clause
are available subject to the condition that the annual receipts of such
hospital or institution do not exceed the annual receipts as may be
prescribed.

 The presently prescribed limit for these two sub-clauses is Rs 1 crore
as per Rule 2BC of the Income-tax Rule.
In order to provide benefit to small trust and institutions, it has been

proposed that the threshold limit of annual receipts for claiming exemption
under sub-clause (iiiad) and (iiiae) shall be increased to Rs 5 crore.

Under present difficult situations, proposals in the Union Budget
as regards Income Tax can be termed as ‘Balanced’.

❑
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Notification u/s 3 r/w Section 5 of CGST Act, 2017 amend-
ing No. 2/2017-Central Tax dated 19-6-2017 notifying
amendment to jurisdiction of Central Tax officers

No. 02/2021-Central Tax
G.S.R. 18(E). New Delhi, Dated 12th January, 2021 - In exercise

of the powers conferred under section 3 read with section 5 of the Central
Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017) and section 3 of the
Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (13 of 2017), the Govern-
ment, hereby makes the following notification further to amend the notification
of the Government of India, Ministry of Finance, Department of Revenue
No. 2/2017-Central Tax, dated the 19th June, 2017, published in the Gazette
of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Subsection (i) vide number G.S.R.
609(E), dated the 19th June, 2017, namely: -

In the said notification, -
(I). in Table I, -
(a) against Sl. No. 7, in column (4), for 7.4.2 and the entries relating thereto,

the following shall be substituted, namely: -

(4)

“7.4.2 Commissioner (Appeals I) Delhi and Additional
Commissioner (Appeals II) Delhi”;

(b) against Sl. No. 14, in column (4), for 14.4.1 and the entries relating
thereto, the following shall be substituted, namely: -

(4)

“14.4.1 Commissioner (Appeals II) Mumbai and Additional
Commissioner (Appeals I) Mumbai”;

(II). in Table III, the following shall be inserted at the end, namely: -
“Note 1: The Commissioner (Appeals I) Delhi mentioned in Column

(4) for entries at Sl. No. 7.4.1 and 7.4.2 shall have jurisdiction over Delhi
I and Delhi II mentioned in Column (2) at Sl. No. 13 and 14 of Table III;

Note 2: The Commissioner (Appeals II) Mumbai mentioned in Column
(4) for entries at Sl. No. 14.4.1 and 14.4.2 shall have jurisdiction over
Mumbai I and Mumbai II mentioned in Column (2) at Sl. No. 31 and 32

(20)
No. 02/2021-Central Tax dated 12-1-2021
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of Table III.”
Note : The principal Notification No. 2/2017-Central Tax, dated the 19th
June, 2017, published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section
3, Sub-section (i) vide number G.S.R. 609(E), dated the 19th June, 2017
and was last amended vide notification No. 04/2019 –Central Tax, dated
29th January, 2019, published vide number G.S.R. 64 (E), dated the 29th
January, 2019.
[Published in the Gazette of India dated 12-1-2021]

❑

Chhattisgarh Notification : Extension of time limit for
FORM-18 Part-C,Year 2016-17 upto 10-02-2021

No. F 10-59/2020/CT/V (1) Dated 29th January 2021 - In exercise
of the powers conferred by clause (ii) of sub-section (1) of section 15-B
of the Chhattisgarh Value Added Tax Act, 2005 (No. 2 of 2005), the State
Government, hereby, makes the following amendment in this departments
notification No. F-10-59/2020/CT/V (135), dated 24-12-2020, namely :-

AMENDMENT
In the said notification,-
For the figures and punctuation “31-01-2021”, wherever they occur the

figures and punctuation “10-02-2021” shall be substituted.
❑

Chhattisgarh Notification : Extension of time limit for
FORM-18 - Year 2016-17 upto 10-02-2021

No. F 10-59/2020/CT/V ( 2) Dated 29th January 2021 - In exercise
of the powers conferred by clause (ii) of sub-section (1) of section 15-B
of the Chhattisgarh Value Added Tax Act, 2005 (No. 2 of 2005), the State
Government, hereby, makes the following further amendment in this depart-
ments notification No. F-10-59/2020/CT/V (136), dated 24-12-2020,
namely :-

AMENDMENT
In the said notification,-
For the figures and punctuation “31-01-2021”, wherever they occur the

figures and punctuation “10-02-2021” shall be substituted.
❑

(21)

(22)
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Relevant extract from Budget Speech of FM
Indirect Tax Proposals

GST
174. Before I come to my Indirect Tax proposals, I would like to appraise
the House on GST. The GST is now four years old, and we have taken
several measures to further simplify it. Some of the measures include:
i.  nil return through SMS,
ii. quarterly return and monthly payment for small taxpayers,
iii. electronic invoice system,
iv.  validated input tax statement,
v. pre-filled editable GST return, and
vi.  staggering of returns filing.

The capacity of GSTN system has also been enhanced. We have also
deployed deep analytics and Artificial Intelligence to identify tax evaders and
fake billers and launched special drives against them.
175. The results speak for themselves. We have made record collections in
the last few months.
176. The GST Council has painstakingly thrashed out thorny issues. As
Chairperson of the Council, I want to assure the House that we shall take
every possible measure to smoothen the GST further, and remove anomalies
such as the inverted duty structure.
Custom Duty Rationalization
177. Our Custom Duty Policy should have the twin objective of promoting
domestic manufacturing and helping India get onto global value chain and
export better. The thrust now has to be on easy access to raw materials and
exports of value added products.
178. Towards this, last year, we started overhauling the Customs Duty
structure, eliminating 80 outdated exemptions. I also thank everyone who
responded overwhelmingly to a crowd-sourcing call for suggestions on this
revamp. I now propose to review more than 400 old exemptions this year.
We will conduct this through extensive consultations, and from 1st October
2021, we will put in place a revised customs duty structure, free of distortions.
I also propose that any new customs duty exemption henceforth will have
validity up to the 31st March following two years from the date of its issue.

(23)
Budget Speech of FM
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Electronic and Mobile Phone Industry.
179. Domestic electronic manufacturing has grown rapidly. We are now
exporting items like mobiles and chargers. For greater domestic value
addition, we are withdrawing a few exemptions on parts of chargers and sub-
parts of mobiles. Further, some parts of mobiles will move from ‘nil’ rate
to a moderate 2.5%.
Iron and Steel
180. MSMEs and other user industries have been severely hit by a recent
sharp rise in iron and steel prices. Therefore, we are reducing Customs duty
uniformly to 7.5% on semis, flat, and long products of non-alloy, alloy, and
stainless steels. To provide relief to metal re-cyclers, mostly MSMEs, I am
exempting duty on steel scrap for a period up to 31st March, 2022. Further,
I am also revoking ADD and CVD on certain steel products. Also, to provide
relief to copper recyclers, I am reducing duty on copper scrap from 5% to
2.5%.
Textile
181. The Textiles Sector generates employment and contributes significantly
to the economy. There is a need to rationalize duties on raw material inputs
to manmade textiles. We are now bringing nylon chain on par with polyester
and other man-made fibers. We are uniformly reducing the BCD rates on
caprolactam, nylon chips and nylon fiber & yarn to 5%. This will help the
textile industry, MSMEs, and exports, too.
Chemicals
182. We have calibrated customs duty rates on chemicals to encourage
domestic value addition and to remove inversions. Apart from other items,
we are reducing customs duty on Naptha to 2.5% to correct inversion.
Gold and Silver
183. Gold and silver presently attract a basic customs duty of 12.5%. Since
the duty was raised from 10% in July 2019, prices of precious metals have
risen sharply. To bring it closer to previous levels, we are rationalizing custom
duty on gold and silver.
Renewable Energy
184. In Part A, we have already acknowledged that solar energy has huge
promise for India. To build up domestic capacity, we will notify a phased
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manufacturing plan for solar cells and solar panels. At present, to encourage
domestic production, we are raising duty on solar invertors from 5% to 20%,
and on solar lanterns from 5% to 15%.
Capital Equipment and Auto Parts
185. There is immense potential in manufacturing heavy capital equipment
domestically. We will comprehensively review the rate structure in due
course. However, we are revising duty rates on certain items immediately.
We propose to withdraw exemptions on tunnel boring machine. It will attract
a customs duty of 7.5%; and its parts a duty of 2.5%. We are raising customs
duty on certain auto parts to 15% to bring them on par with general rate
on auto parts.
MSME Products
186. We are proposing certain changes to benefit MSMEs. We are increasing
duty from 10% to 15% on steel screws and plastic builder wares. On prawn
feed we increase it from 5% to 15%. We are rationalizing exemption on
import of duty-free items as an incentive to exporters of garments, leather,
and handicraft items. Almost all these items are made domestically by our
MSMEs. We are withdrawing exemption on imports of certain kind of
leathers as they are domestically produced in good quantity and quality,
mostly by MSMEs. We are also raising customs duty on finished synthetic
gem stones to encourage their domestic processing.
Agriculture Products
187. To benefit farmers, we are raising customs duty on cotton from nil to
10% and on raw silk and silk yarn from 10% to 15%. We are also
withdrawing end-use based concession on denatured ethyl alcohol. Currently,
rates are being uniformly calibrated to 15% on items like maize bran, rice
bran oil cake, and animal feed additives.
188. There is an immediate need to improve agricultural infrastructure so that
we produce more, while also conserving and processing agricultural output
efficiently. This will ensure enhanced remuneration for our farmers. To
earmark resources for this purpose, I propose an Agriculture Infrastructure
and Development Cess (AIDC) on a small number of items. However, while
applying this cess, we have taken care not to put additional burden on
consumers on most items.

❑

Budget Speech of FM
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Memorandum explaining the provisions in FINANCE BILL,
2021

Goods and Service Tax
Note:
(a) CGST Act, 2017 means Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017
(b) IGST Act, 2017 means Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017
Amendments carried out in the Finance Bill, 2021 will come into effect from
the date when the same will be notified, as far as possible, concurrently with
the corresponding amendments to the similar Acts passed by the States and
Union territories with Legislature.
I. AMENDMENTS IN THE CGST ACT, 2017:

S. Amendment Clause of
No. the Finance

Bill, 2021

1. A new clause (aa) in sub-section (1) of Section 7 [99]
of the CGST Act is being inserted, retrospectively
with effect from the 1st July, 2017, so as to ensure
levy of tax on activities or transactions involving
supply of goods or services by any person, other
than an individual, to its members or constituents
or vice-versa, for cash, deferred payment or other
valuable consideration.

2. A new clause (aa) to sub-section (2) of the section [100]
16 of the CGST Act is being inserted to provide
that input tax credit on invoice or debit note may
be availed only when the details of such invoice or
debit note have been furnished by the supplier
in the statement of outward supplies and
such details have beencommunicated to the
recipient of such invoice or debit note.

3. Sub-section (5) of section 35 of the CGST Act is [101]
being omitted so as to remove the mandatory
requirement of getting annual accounts

(24)
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S. Amendment Clause of
No. the Finance

Bill, 2021

audited and reconciliation statement submitted
by specified professional.

4. Section 44 of the CGST Act is being substituted [102]
so as to remove the mandatory requirement of
furnishing a reconciliation statement duly audited
by specified professional and to provide for filing
of the annual return on selfcertification basis. It
further provides for the Commissioner to exempt
a class of taxpayers from the requirement of
filing theannual return.

5. Section 50 of the CGST Act is being amended, [103]
retrospectively, to substitute the proviso to sub-section
(1) so as to charge interest on net cash liability with
effect from the 1st July, 2017.

6. Section 74 of the CGST Act is being amended so as [104]
make seizure and confiscation of goods and conveyances
in transit a separate proceeding from recovery of tax.

7. An explanation to sub-section (12) of section 75 [105]
of the CGST Act is being inserted to clarify that
“self-assessed tax” shall include the tax payable in
respect of outward supplies, the details of which
have been furnished under section 37, but not
included in the return furnished under section 39.

8. Section 83 of the CGST Act is being amended so [106]
as to provide that provisional attachment shall remain
valid for the entire period starting from the initiation
of any proceeding under Chapter XII, Chapter XIV
or Chapter XV till the expiry of a period of one
year from the date of order made thereunder.

Memorandum - FINANCE BILL, 2021
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S. Amendment Clause of
No. the Finance

Bill, 2021

9. A proviso to sub-section (6) of section 107 of the [107]
CGST Act is being inserted to provide that no
appeal shall be filed against an order made under
sub-section (3) of section 129, unless a sum equal
to twenty-five per cent. of penalty has been paid
by the appellant.

10. Section 129 of the CGST Act is being amended [108]
to delink the proceedings under that section relating
to detention, seizure and release of goods and
conveyances in transit, from the proceedings under
section 130 relating to confiscation of goods or
conveyances and levy of penalty.

11. Section 130 of the CGST Act is being [109]
amended to delink the proceedings under that
section relating to confiscation of goods or
conveyances and levy of penalty from the
proceedings under section 129 relating to detention,
seizure and release of goods and conveyances in transit.

12. Section 151 of the CGST Act is being substituted [110]
to empower the jurisdictional commissioner to call for
information from any person relating to any matter
dealt with in connection with the Act.

13. Section 152 of the CGST Act is being amended so [111]
as to provide that no information obtained under
sections 150 and 151 shall be used for the purposes
of any proceedings under the Act without giving
an opportunity of being heard  to the person
concerned.
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S. Amendment Clause of
No. the Finance

Bill, 2021

14. Section 168 of the CGST Act is being amended [112]
to enable the jurisdictional commissioner to
exercise powers under section 151 to call for
information.

15. Consequent to the amendment in section 7 of the [113]
CGST Act paragraph 7 of Schedule II to the CGST
Act is being omitted retrospectively, with effect
from the 1st July, 2017.

II. AMENDMENTS IN THE IGST ACT, 2017:

S. Amendment Clause of
No. the Finance

Bill, 2021

1. Section 16 of the IGST Act is being amended [114]
so as to:

(i) zero rate the supply of goods or services to a
Special Economic Zone developer or a Special
Economic Zone unit only when the said
supply is for authorised operations;

(ii) restrict the zero-rated supply on payment of
integrated tax only to a notified class of taxpayers
or notified supplies of goods or services; and

(iii) link the foreign exchange remittance in case of
export of goods with refund.

❑

Memorandum - FINANCE BILL, 2021
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  OrEgQ>r aoOÒQ≠{eZ H${ ‡mdYmZm| _| gßem{YZ

Ama.Eg. Jm{̀ b
(gXÒ` gß[mXH$ _ßS>b, Q>rEbS>r)

dV©_mZ ‡oH´$`m :

A^r `h ‡oH´$`m h° oH$ H$mam{]mar ¤mam Amd{XZ H$aZ{ [a AmYma
H$mS>© _| XO© _m{]mBb Zß]a [a Am{Q>r[r AmVm h° Am°a `h A[bm{S> H$aZ{ [a aoOÒQ≠{eZ hm{Vm
h° &

\$Or© H$ß[oZ`m| H$m{ am{H$Z{ H${ obE OrEgQ>r _{ A] ZE H$mam{]mar H$m aoOÒQ≠{eZ ]m`m{_°oQ≠H$
[hMmZ H${ ]mX hr hm{Jm, X{Z{ hm|J{ q\$Jqa‡Q> &

\$Or© H$ß[oZ`m| H${ aoOÒQ≠{eZ am{H$Z{ H${ obE H$|– Z{ OrEgQ>r H${ oZ`_m| _| ]∂S>m ]Xbmd
H$a oX`m h°, A] H$mam{]mar H$m{ OrEgQ>r H$m aoOÒQ≠{eZ ]m`m{_{oQ≠H$ [hMmZ gmo]V H$aZ{ H${
]mX hr o_b{Jm &  BgH${ obE C›h| q\$Jaq‡Q> H$m{ ÒH$°Z H$a A[bm{S> H$amZm hm{Jm, H$|– ¤mam
22 oXgß]a H$m{ Omar oH$E JE Zm{oQ>o\$H${eZ _| aoOÒQ≠{eZ oZ`_m| _| Bg gß]ßY _| ‡mdYmZ H$a
oXE h¢, hmbmßoH$ Bg{ bmJy H$aZ{ _| H$˛N> oXZ bJ|J{, ∑`m|oH$ BgH${ obE [m{Q>©b [a ‡m{g{g A[bm{S>
H$aZm h° Am°a Bg{ AmYma gmBQ> g{ ^r qbH$ oH$`m OmEJm oOgg{ ]m`m{_{oQ≠H$ [hMmZ H$m{ qbH$
oH$`m Om gH${ &

`h hm{Jr aoOÒQ≠{eZ H$r ZB© ‡oH´$`m

ZE gßem{oYV oZ`_m| H${ AZ˛gma A] aoOÒQ≠{eZ H${ obE ]m`m{_°oQ≠H$ [hMmZ H$amZ{,
q\$Ja‡qQ> ÒH$°Za H${ gmW hr d{]H${_ H${ _m‹`_ g{ \$m{Q>m{ qIMdmH$a AmZbmBZ A[bm{S> H$aZm
hm{Jm &

❖ `oX H$m{B© ]m`m{_{oQ≠H$ [hMmZ Zht H$amVm h° Vm{ H$mam{]mar H$m{ AmYma H$mS>©, \$m{Q>m{J´m\$
d A›` XÒVmd{Om| H$r gÀ`mo[V H$m∞[r H$o_eZa ¤mam Zm{oQ>\$mB g|Q>a [a ^m°oVH$ Í$[ g{ OmH$a
A[Zm ]m`m{_°oQ≠H$ gÀ`m[Z H$amZm hm{Jm &

❖ `oX H$mam{]mar [mQ>©Zaoe[ H$ßgZ© `m H$ß[Zr h° Vm{ E{gr oÒWoV _| g^r [mQ>©Zg© `m g^r
S>m`a{∑Q>g© H$m{ d{aro\$H${eZ H$amZm hm{Jm &

❖ `oX H$m{B©  Ï`dgmB©  ]m`m{_°oQ≠H$  [hMmZ  Zht H$amVm `m CZH$r [hMmZ \${b hm{Vr OmVr
h° `m CZH$m ]m`m{_°oQ≠H$ AW{o›Q>H${eZ \${b hm{ OmVm h° Vm{ E{gr oÒWoV _| od^mJr` AoYH$mar

(25)
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Ï`dgmB© H${ Ï`dgm` ÒWb [a OmH$a gÀ`m[Z H${ [ÌMmV≤ hr [ßOr`Z Omar H$a|J{ &  gÀ`m[Z
H${ Xm°amZ H$mam{]mar H$m{ dhmß C[oÒWV ahZm hm{Jm &  ̀ hm±> ̀ h Vœ` _hÀd[yU© h° oH$ E{g{ d{aro\$H${eZ
_| Ï`dgmB© H$m{ Òd ß̀ Ï`o∫$JV Í$[ g{ C[oÒWV hm{Zm AoZdm ©̀ hm{Jm &

BZ[˛Q> Q>°∑g H{́$oS>Q> H${ ‡mdYmZm| _| gßem{YZ :

❖ O] g{ OrEgQ>r bmJy h˛Am h° Cgr oXZ g{ BZ[˛Q> Q>°∑g H{́$oS>Q> H$m{ ÒdrH$ma H$aZ{ H${ oZ`_m|
_| bJmVma [oadV©Z oH$E Om ah{ h¢ &  [yd© _| `h oZ`_ bm`m J`m Wm oH$ `oX Am[H${ OrEgQ>rAma
2-E _| oOVZr BZ[˛Q> Q>°∑g H{́$oS>Q oa‚b{∑Q> hm{ ahr h° CgH${ 120 ‡oVeV H${ ]am]a VH$
Am[ BZ[˛Q> Q>°∑g H{́$oS>Q ∑b{_ H$a gH$V{ h¢ ]mX _| Bg{ 1 OZdar 2020 g{ KQ>mH$a 110
‡oVeV H$a oX`m J`m & 1 OZdar, 2021 g{ Bg{ KQ>mH$a 105 ‡oVeV H$a oX`m J`m h° &
qH$V˛ ỳoZ`Z ]OQ> H${ ¤mam Bg{ [˛Zï gßem{oYV oH$`m OmH$a `h ‡mdYmZ bmE JE h¢ oH$ oOVZm
H{́$oS>Q OrEgQ>rAma 2-E _| oXI{Jm CVZm hr H{́$oS>Q Am[ ∑b{_ H$a gH$|J{ &

❖ BZ[˛Q> Q>°∑g H{́$oS>Q ∑b{_ H$aZ{ H${ obE EH$ _hÀd[yU© eV© OrEgQ>r E∑Q> _| `h Om{∂S
Xr JB© h° oH$ `oX _mb H${ gflbm`a Z{ A[Z{ OrEgQ>rAma-1 _| Am[H$m BZdm∞Bg XO© Zht
H$am h° Vm{ Am[H$m{ BZ[˛Q> Q>°∑g H{́$oS>Q Zht o_b{Jm & ‡ÒVmodV gßem{YZ H${ [yd© ∑`m|oH$ OrEgQ>r
E∑Q> _| E{g{ ‡mdYmZ OrEgQ>r ÍÎg _| W{ E∑Q> _| Zht W{ BgobE Ï`dgmB© CgH$m [mbZ Zht
H$aV{ W{ Cg_| H$gmdQ> h{V˛ `h ‡mdYmZ E∑Q> _| hr Om{∂S> oXE JE h¢ A] `oX odH{́$Vm Ï`dgmB©
A[Z{ OrEgQ>rAma-1 _| BZdmBg H$r oS>Q>{b Zht S>mbV{ h¢ Vm{ E{gr oÒWoV _| H{́$Vm Ï`dgmB©
H$m{ BZ[˛Q> Q>°∑g H{́$oS>Q o]ÎH$˛b Zht o_b{Jm &

❖ EH$ ]h˛V hr _hÀd[yU© Edß amhV ‡XmZ H$aZ{ dmbm gßem{YZ `h ‡ÒVmodV h° oH$ [yd©
_| `oX oH$gr Ï`dgmB© Z{ g_` g{ oaQ>Z© ‡ÒV˛V Zht oH$`m h° Vm{ E{gr oÒWoV _| C›h| o]Zm BZ[˛Q>
Q>°∑g H{́$oS>Q H$m{ ∑b{_ oH$E [yU© amoe [a „`mO X{Z{ H$r Xmo`Àd AmVm Wm Bg h{V˛ OrEgQ>r
H$mCßogb H${ ¤mam `h H$hm J`m Wm oH$ A] BZ[˛Q> Q>°∑g H{́$oS>Q ∑b{_ H$aZ{ H${ [ÌMmV≤ Om{
amoe odbß] g{ O_m h˛B© h° Cg [a hr „`mO bJ{Jm qH$V˛ E∑Q> _| Cg{ gßem{YZ H${ oXZmßH$ g{
bmJy oH$`m J`m Wm qH$V˛ ‡ÒVmodV ‡mdYmZm| _| `h Ò[Ô H$a oX`m J`m h° oH$ `h ‡mdYmZ
OrEgQ>r H${ bmJy hm{Z{ H${ oXZmßH$ g{ bmJy hm{ J`m h° AWm©V `oX Am[H${ ¤mam odbß] g{ oaQ>Z©
‡ÒV˛V oH$`m J`m h° Vm{ E{gr oÒWoV _| oOVZm H$a Am[H$m X{̀  Wm Cgr [a „`mO Am[H$m{
bJ{Jm &

B©-d{ o]b g{ gß]ßoYV ‡mdYmZm| _| gßem{YZ ï

gßem{YZ H${ [yd© 100 oH$_r H$r Xyar H${ ob {̀ B©-d{ o]b H$r [mÃVm 1 oXZ H$r hm{Vr

OrEgQ>r aoOÒQ≠{eZ H${ ‡mdYmZm| _| gßem{YZ
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Wr &  emgZ H$m{ `h OmZH$mar ‡mflV hm{ ahr Wr, oH$ MyßoH$ 100 oH$._r. H$r Xyar AoYH$V_
5-6 KßQ>{ _| hr V` H$r Om gH$Vr h° &  AVï ]h˛V g{ Q≠mßg[m{Q>©a ¤mam EH$ hr B©-d{ o]b [a
2 g{ 3 \${a{ bJm ah{ W{ &  AVï A] 200 oH$_r H$r Xyar g{ H${ ob {̀ B©-d{ o]b H$r d{oboS>Q>r
1 oXZ H$r H$a Xr JB© h° &

❖  50 hOma g{ AoYH$ _yÎ` H$r gm_J´r H${ [oadhZ [a B©-d{ o]b bJVm h°, BgH$r d°YVm
100 oH$._r. H${ obE EH$ oXZ hm{Vr h°, E{gr oeH$m`V| Am ahr Wr oH$ H$B© H$mam{]mar EH$
hr B©-d{-o]b [a EH$ hr oXZ _| Xm{-VrZ \${a{ bJmH$a Q>°∑g Mm{ar H$a ah{ W{ &  BgobE A]
EH$ oXZ H${ obE B©d{ o]b [a A] 200 oH$._r. VH$ H$m g\$a _m›` hm{Jm & `h ‡mdYmZ
oXZmßH$ 1-1-2021 g{ bmJy hm{ J {̀ h¢ &

❖ OrEgQ>r _| dV©_mZ _| Jm∂Sr am{H${ OmZ{ H${ [ÌMmV≤ AoZoÌMVH$mb VH$ CgH$m oS>Ò[m{Ob
Zht hm{Vm Wm Bg_| H$gmdQ> bmZ{ H${ obE `h oZ`_ bmE JE h¢ oH$ Jm∂Sr H$m{ am{H${ OmZ{ `m
_mb H$m{ OflV oH$E OmZ{ H${ 7 oXZ H${ ^rVa Zm{oQ>g Omar H$aZm hm{Jm VWm Zm{oQ>g gd© hm{Z{
H${ 7 oXZ H${ ^rVa AoZdm ©̀ Í$[ g{ [{ZÎQ>r H$m AmX{e [moaV H$aZm hm{Jm Bgg{ Ï`dgmo``m|
Edß Q≠mßg[m{Q>©a H$m{ amhV o_b{Jr VWm CZH$m dmhZ erK´ hr oZa_˛∫$ hm{ gH${Jm &

❖ dV©_mZ _| B© d{ o]b H${ ‡mdYmZm| H{$ AZwgma `oX oH$gr Ï`dgm` `m Q≠mßg[m{Q>© H${ ¤mam
C›h| Zm{oQ>g oH$E OmZ{ H${ 14 oXZ VH$ H$a Edß [{ZÎQ>r H$r amoe O_m Zht H$r OmVr Wr Vm{
E{gr oÒWoV _| CZH${ ‡H$aU H$m{ Ymam 129 g{ Ymam 130 _| hÒVmßVoaV H$a oX`m OmVm Wm
VWm C›h| 100 ‡oVeV H$a Edß 100> ‡oVeV [{ZÎQ>r H${ ]Om` _mb H$r [yar H$r_V H$r
[{ZÎQ>r O_m H$aZr [∂SVr Wr `h ‡mdYmZ o]ÎH$˛b hr AÏ`dhmoaH$ Edß ]h˛V hr JbV Wm
Bg ‡mdYmZ H$m{ g_mflV oH$E OmZ{ h{V˛ ‡ÒVmdZm Xr JB© h°

❖ OrEgQ>r B© d{ o]b H$r [{ZÎQ>r g_` g{ O_m Zht H$aZ{ [a _mb Edß dmhZ H$m{ ]{Mm
OmH$a Cgg{ ‡mflV amoe H$m{ [{ZÎQ>r h{V˛ g_m`m{oOV H$aZ{ H${ ‡mdYmZ  bmE JE h¢ A] `oX
[{ZÎQ>r AmX{e Ï`m[mar H${ ¤mam ‡mflV oH$E OmZ{ H${ 15 oXZ H${ ^rVa CZH${ ¤mam AJa [{ZÎQ>r
H$r amoe O_m Zht H$r OmVr h° Vm{ E{gr oÒWoV _| CZH$m dmhZ Edß _mb Xm{Zm| ]{M{ OmZ{ H$r
H$m ©̀dmhr ‡maß̂  oH$E OmZ{ H${ ‡mdYmZ bmE JE h¢ &

❖ EH$ _hÀd[yU© gßem{YZ `h oH$`m J`m h° oH$ `oX oH$gr Q≠mßg[m{Q>©a H${ ¤mam [{ZÎQ>r H$r
amoe AWdm Í. 1,00,000/- Xm{Zm| _| g{ Om{ H$_ hm{ dh O_m H$a oX`m OmVm h° Vm{ E{gr
oÒWoV _| dmhZ H$m{ oZa_˛∫$ H$a oX`m OmEJm &
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❖ dV©_mZ _| AJa Í. 10,00,000/- H$r [{ZÎQ>r bJr h° Vm{ dmhZ V] VH$ oZa_˛∫$
Zht oH$`m OmVm Wm O] VH$ oH$ Í. 10,00,000/- H$r [{ZÎQ>r O_m Zht H$a Xr OmE
qH$V˛ A] Í. 10,00,000/- `m EH$ bmI Om{ ^r Xm{Zm| _| g{ H$_ hm{ AWm©V EH$ bmI
O_m H$aZ{ [a dmhZ H$m{ oZa_˛∫$ H$a oX`m OmEJm VWm _mb H$m{ OflV aIm OmEJm Bg ‡H$ma
Q≠mßg[m{Q>©a H$m{ bß]{ g_` VH$ dmhZ H$m{ oS>[mQ>©_|Q> _| aIZ{ H$r AmdÌ`H$Vm Zht hm{Jr &

❖ dV©_mZ _| AJa B© d{ o]b H${ ‡mdYmZm| H$m [mbZ Zht H$aZ{ H${ H$maU Í. 5,00,000/
- H$r [{ZÎQ>r bJr h° VWm Í. 5,00,000/- H$m H$a bJm h° Vm E{gr oÒWoV _| [{ZÎQ>r H${
10 ‡oVeV H${ ]am]a AWm©V Í. 50,000/- O_m H$aH${ A[rb H$r Om gH$Vr Wr qH$V˛
ZE oZ`_m| H${ AZ˛gma A] H$a Edß [{ZÎQ>r ‡WH$-‡WH$ Zht bJmB© OmH$a Xm{Zm| o_bmH$a Í.
10,00,000/- H$r [{ZÎQ>r bJ{Jr VWm Í. 10,00,000/- H${ 25 ‡oVeV H${ ]am]a
AWm©V 2,50,000/- È[E O_m H$aZ{ [a hr A[rb ‡ÒV˛V H$r Om gH${Jr Bg ‡H$ma Ohmß
[hb{ Í. 50,000/- _| hr A[rb ‡ÒV˛V hm{ OmVr Wr A] CgH$r OJh 2,50,000/
- È[E O_m H$aZ{ hm|J{ &

❖ dV©_mZ _| `h ‡mdYmZ h° oH$ `oX oH$gr Ï`dgmB©  H$m{ B©-d{-o]b H${ ‡mdYmZm| H$m [mbZ
Zht H$aZ{ H${ H$maU H$m{B© Zm{oQ>g oX`m OmVm h° VWm E{g{ Zm{oQ>g H$m{ Omar H$aZ{ H${ 14 oXZ
H${ ^rVa CZH${ ¤mam H$a Edß [{ZÎQ>r H$r amoe O_m Zht H$r OmVr h° Vm{ E{gr oÒWoV _| CZH${
‡H$aU _| OrEgQ>r AoYoZ`_ H$r Ymam 130 H${ VhV H$m ©̀dmhr ‡maß̂  H$a Xr OmVr Wr VWm
C›h| _mb H$r H$r_V H${ ]am]a H$a Edß [{ZÎQ>r bJm Xr OmVr Wr &  A] 14 oXZ H${ ^rVa
[{ZÎQ>r H$r amoe O_m Zht oH$ {̀ OmZ{ H$r oÒWoV _| ‡H$aU H$m{ Ymam 130 _| hÒVmßVoaV H$aZ{
g{ gß]ßoYV ‡mdYmZ hQ>m oX {̀ J {̀ h¢ &

❖ aoOÒQ≠{eZ oZaÒV H$aZ{ H${ oZ`_ _| ^r ]Xbmd h˛E h¢ Am°a A] `oX H$mam{]mar ¤mam JbV
H{́$oS>Q b{V{ h° Vm{ aoOÒQ≠{eZ oZaÒVrH$aU H$r H$m ©̀dmhr ‡maß̂  H$r Om gH${Jr d aoOÒQ≠{eZ Zß]a
gÒ[{›S> oH$ {̀ OmZ{ H$r oÒWoV _| Ï`dgmB© B©-d{-o]b S>mCZbm{S> Zht H$a [mEßJ{, gÒ[|eZ oÒWoV
_| oa\$ßS> ^r Zht o_b{Jm &

❖ EH$ ]h˛V hr _hÀd[yU© [oadV©Z `h oH$`m J`m h° oH$ dV©_mZ _| OrEgQ>rAma-9] H${db
MmQ>©S>© AH$mCßQ>|Q>  H${ ¤mam `m H$mÒQ> AH$mCßQ>|Q> H${ ¤mam hr ^am Om gH$Vm Wm qH$V˛ A] E{gr
H$ßS>reZ H$m{ hQ>m oX`m J`m h° ZE ‡mdYmZ `h bmE JE h¢ oH$ Ï`m[mar 9 Edß 9] H$m{ g{Î\$
goQ>©\$mB© H$a gH$|J{ & Bg ‡H$ma dV©_mZ _| OrEgQ>r Am∞oS>Q> H${ obE MmQ>©S>© AH$mCßQ>|Q>≤g g{
Am∞oS>Q> H$amZ{ H$r ]m‹`Vm g_mflV H$a Xr JB© h° &

OrEgQ>r aoOÒQ≠{eZ H${ ‡mdYmZm| _| gßem{YZ
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❖ [˛amZ{ oZ`_m| H${ AZ˛gma oH$gr ^r Q>°∑g{]b [g©Z H${ ¤mam OrEgQ>r AoYoZ`_ H$r Ymam
62, 63, 64, 67, 73 Edß 74 H${ ‡mdYmZm| H$m CÑßKZ oH$ {̀ OmZ{ H$r oÒWoV _| emgH$r`
amOÒd H$r g˛ajm h{V˛ E{g{ Ï`dgmB©̀ m| H$r ‡m∞[Q>r© H$m{ ‡m{odOZbr AQ>°M oH$`m Om gH$Vm Wm &

❖ qH$V˛ ZE ‡ÒVmodV ‡mdYmZm| H${ AZ˛gma `oX H$m{B© ^r E{gm Ï`o∫$ Mmh{ dh Ï`dgm`
H$m _mobH$, S>m`a{∑Q>a, H$ß[Zr g{H${́Q≠r, MmQ>©S>© AH$mCßQ>|Q>, ES>Ïhm{H${Q>, H$a gbmhH$ma `m H$m{B©
A›` Ï`o∫$, Om{ oH$ OrEgQ>r H${ oZÂZ H$m`m} ß_| obflV h°, oOZH${ ¤mam E{g{ gßÏ`dhmam| g{ bm^
‡mflV oH$`m hm{ CZH$r ‡m∞[Q>r© ]¢H$ H${ AH$mCßQ> BÀ`moX ‡m{odOZbr AQ>°M oH$E Om gH$|J{ &

❖ `oX oH$gr Ï`dgmB© H${ ¤mam o]Zm o]b Omar oH$ {̀ _mbm| H$m odH$´̀  oH$`m OmVm h°,
`m CZH${ ¤mam JbV Edß \$Or© o]b Omar H$a _mbm| H$m odH$´̀  oH$`m OmVm h°;

❖ _mbm| `m g{dmAm| gflbmB© oH$ {̀ o]Zm o]b Omar oH$ {̀ OmV{ hm|;

❖ _mbm| `m g{dmAm| H$m{ ‡mflV oH$ {̀ o]Zm BZ[˛Q> Q>°∑g H{́$oS>Q H$m ∑b{_ oH$`m J`m hm{

❖ BZ[˛Q> god©g oS>ÒQ≠r„ ỳQ>a H${ ‡H$aU _| JbV BZ[˛Q> Q>°∑g H{́$oS>Q H$m ∑b{_ H$a ob`m
hm{.

❖ ‡m[Q>r© H$m{ ‡mÏhrOZbr AQ>°M H$aZ{ H${ ‡mdYmZm| H$m Xm`a{ _| d•o’ H$a Xr JB© h°ï-

❖ [yd© _| Ag{g_{›Q> g{ gß]ßoYV M{flQ>a-12 H$r Ymam 62, 63 Edß 64 hr Bg_| emo_b
Wr, [a›V˛ ‡ÒVmodV ‡mdYmZm| _| M{flQ>a-12 H${ g_ÒV YmamAm| H$m{ emo_b H$a ob`m J`m
h° &

❖ [yd© _| ode{f OmßM Edß _mb H${ [oadhZ H${ Xm°amZ OmßM g{ gß]ßoYV M{flQ>a-14 H$r Ymam
67 hr Bg_| emo_b Wr, [a›V˛ ‡ÒVmodV ‡mdYmZm| _| M{flQ>a-14 H${ g_ÒV YmamAm| H$m{ emo_b
H$a ob`m J`m h° &

❖ [yd© _| _mßJ Edß oaH$dar g{ gß]ßoYV M{flQ>a-15 H$r Ymam 73 Edß 74 hr Bg_|$emo_b
Wr, [a›V˛ ‡ÒVmodV ‡mdYmZm| _| M{flQ>a-15 H${ g_ÒV YmamAm| H$m{ emo_b H$a ob`m J`m
h° &

❖ OrEgQ>r H$r Ymam 122 1 H${ AßVJ©V dh H$m ©̀ Bg ‡H$ma h¢ o]Zm o]b Omar oH$E
_mb, g{dmAm| H$r Am[yoV© H$aZm, oXbdmB© Omar H$a X{Zm qH$V˛ _mb H$r gflbmB© Zht H$aZm
AWm©V _mb H$r gflbmB© ‡mflV oH$E o]Zm `m g{dm ‡mflV oH$E o]Zm BZ[˛Q> Q>°∑g H{́$oS>Q ∑b{_
H$aZm BÀ`moX &

❑
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(2021) 66 TLD 73 In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble A.K. Jayasankaran Nambiar, J.

Asharaf Ali. K.H
Vs.

Assistant State Tax Officer & Others
WP(C).No.: 21582 of 2020 (W)

October 13, 2020

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Misclassification - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - The
allegation of mis-classification of goods cannot warrant a detention
of the goods under Section 129 of the GST Act.

On a consideration of the facts and circumstances of the case as
also the submissions made across the Bar, I find force in the contention
of the learned counsel for the petitioner that the allegation of mis-
classification of goods cannot warrant a detention of the goods under
Section 129 of the GST Act. In my view, if the respondents feel that there
has been a mis-classification of the goods, then it is for them to prepare
a report based on the physical verification done by them, get the
petitioner to sign on the same after recording his objections, if any, to
the findings recorded therein, and thereafter forward a copy of the said
report to the Assessing Officer of the petitioner, who can consider the
said report and objections at the time of finalising the assessment in
relation to the petitioner. The detention of the goods in transit cannot
be justified for the said reasons. [Para 3]
Sri. P.N. Damodaran Namboodiri & Shri. Hrithwik D. Namboothiri,
Advocates for the petitioner.
Dr. Thushara James, GP for the respondent.

:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

Asharaf Ali. K.H Vs. Assistant STO (Ker)
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(2021) 66 TLD 74 In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble K. Vinod Chandran, J.

Sameer Mat Industries & Other
Vs.

State Of Kerala & Others
WP(C).No.: 36413 of 2017 (B)

November 20, 2017
Deposition : In favour of Petitioner

Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in
transit - Misclassification and under valuation - Section 129 of CGST
Act, 2017 - The issue of mis-classification and under valuation has
to be gone into by the respective assessing officers and not by the
detaining officer.

Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in
transit - Jurisdiction - The specific power invoked in issuing the notice
for detention is under the CGST/SGST which is applicable only to the
intra-state movement of goods.

Writ petition allowed
The petitioners shall be permitted release of the goods on the

execution of simple bond without sureties.
There is no doubt that the authorities appointed by the State have

been empowered to implement the provisions of the enactments which
regulates the inter-State as also the intra-State trade. However the
specific power invoked in issuing the impugned notice is under the
CGST/SGST which is applicable only to the intra-state movement of
goods.
Sri. M. Gopikrishnan Nambiar, Sri. P. Gopinath, Sri. K. John Mathai, Sri.
Joson Manavalan, Sri. Kuryan Thomas, Sri. Paulose C. Abraham & Sri. Raja
Kannan, Advocates for the petitioners.
Senior Government Pleader Dr. Thushara James for R1 & R2, Sri. Bobby
John, Advocate for R3.

:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏
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(2021) 66 TLD 75 In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble A.K. Jayasankaran Nambiar, J.

Alfa Group
Vs.

Assistant State Tax Officer & Others
WP(C).No.: 30798 of  2019(Y)

November 18, 2019

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - MRP - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - There is no provision
under the GST Act which mandates that the goods shall not be sold
at prices below the MRP declared thereon.

Detention Order quashed
When the statutory scheme of the GST Act is such as to facilitate

a free movement of goods, after self assessment by the assessees
concerned, the respondents cannot resort to an arbitrary and statutorily
unwarranted detention of goods in the course of transportation. Such
action on the part of department officers can erode public confidence
in the system of tax administration in our country and, as a consequence,
the country’s economy itself. The High Court quashed the detention
order and directed the respondents to forthwith release the goods
belonging to the petitioner and also directed the Commissioner, Kerala
State Taxes Department, Thiruvananthapuram to issue suitable
instructions to the field formations so that such unwarranted detentions
are not resorted to in future.

Smt. Blossom Mathew, Advocate for the petitioner.
:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

Alfa Group Vs. Assistant STO (Ker)
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(2021) 66 TLD 76 In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble Dama Seshadri Naidu, J.

Asianet Digital Network Private Ltd.
Vs.

Assistant State Tax Officer & Others
WP(C).No.: 38747 of 2018

November 29, 2018

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Mismatch between delivery challan and e-way bill - Section
129(1)(a) of CGST Act, 2017 - The Department’s demand on the
petitioner to comply with Section 129(1)(a) cannot be faulted - The
Department’s insisting on both the penalty and tax covering all the
set-top boxes cannot be sustained.

Writ Petition allowed
Under these circumstances, I hold that the Department's demand

on the petitioner to comply with Section 129(1)(a) cannot be faulted.
At any rate, the Department's insisting on both the penalty and tax
covering all the set-top boxes cannot be sustained. To be specific, the
petitioner has already shown in the delivery challan 200 set-top boxes
and mentioned its value as well. So for the remaining boxes, that is 600,
the cost was not reflected. Subject to further adjudication of the issue
before the State Tax Officer, the petitioner could provide a bank
guarantee and personal bond under Section 129(1)(a) for the amount
to be confined to the 600 set-top boxes.
Sri. Saji Varghese, Advocate for the petitioner.
Dr. Thushara James, GP., Sri Sreelal N, Warrier, SC for the respondents.

:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

www.dineshgangrade.com



2021) 77

(2021) 66 TLD 77 In the High Court of Gujarat
Hon’ble Ms. Harsha Devani & Ms. Sangeeta K. Vishen, JJ.

Insha Trading Company
Vs.

State of Gujarat
R/Special Civil Application No. 16901 of 2019

October 18, 2019

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Confiscation of Goods or Conveyances - Section 130 of CGST Act,

2017 - The driver of the conveyance had duly produced the e-way bill
as well as the invoice - Nothing has been pointed out to show that there
was any discrepancy in the e-way bill or the tax invoice - In the light
of the Circular dated 13-4-2018, since, no discrepancies were found, the
conveyance was required to be allowed to move further.

Writ petition allowed
For the forgoing reasons, the petition succeeds and is accordingly,

allowed. The order dated 8-4-2019 issued by the third respondent under
section 130 of the CGST Act as well as the order of demand of tax and
penalty dated 29-1-2019, issued in Form GST MOV-09 are hereby
quashed and set aside and the third respondent is directed to forthwith
release the conveyance and goods in question. [Para 8]

It is clarified that the fact that this court has ordered release of the
goods and conveyance will not, in any manner, come in the way of the
respondents in proceeding against the petitioner in connection with the
contravention of any provisions of the GST Acts and the rules. [Para 8.1]
Mr. Chetan K. Pandya (1973) for the Petitioner(s) No. 1
Advance Copy Served To Government Pleader/PP(99) for the Respondent(s)
No. 1. Notice Served By DS(5) for the Respondent(s) No. 1,2,3

:: JUDGMENT ::

The Judgment of Court was delivered by MS. HARSHA DEVANI, J.:
[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the

Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]
❏

Insha Trading Co. Vs. State of Gujarat (Guj)

www.dineshgangrade.com



 Tax Law Decisions (Vol. 6678

(2021) 66 TLD 78 In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble P.B. Suresh Kumar, J.

Age Industries (P) Ltd.
Vs.

Asst. State Tax Officer
WP(C).No.: 1680 of 2018

January 18, 2018

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Goods cannot be detained merely for infraction of Rule 138(2)

of the State SGST Rules - The first reason on which the goods are
detained, viz, that the goods were not accompanied by the document
provided for under Rule 138(2) State SGST Rules is unsustainable.

Writ petition allowed
Power of detention contemplated under Section 129 of the SGST

Act can be exercised only in respect of goods which are liable to be
confiscated under Section 130 of the SGST Act; that there is no taxable
supply when goods are transported on delivery chalans so long as the
authenticity of the delivery chalan is not doubted and that therefore,
such goods cannot be detained merely for infraction of Rule 138(2) of
the State SGST Rules.

In the result, the writ petition is allowed, the impugned detention
is held to be illegal and the respondent is directed to release the
consignment to the petitioner forthwith. It is, however, made clear that
this judgment will not preclude the respondent from initiating proceedings
against the petitioner for imposition of penalty contemplated under the
SGST Act for non-compliance of the provisions contained in the State
SGST Rules, if such imposition is provided under law. [Para 6]
Sri. Harisankar V. Menon, Smt. Meera V. Menon & Smt. K. Krishna,
Advocates for the petitioner.
Sr. Government Pleader Sri. V.K. Shamsudheen for the respondent.

:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

www.dineshgangrade.com



2021) 79

(2021) 66 TLD 79 In the High Court of Patna
Hon’ble Jyoti Saran & Partha Sarthy, JJ.

Ram Charitra Ram Harihar Prasad
Vs.

State of Bihar & Others
Civil Writ Jurisdiction Case No.: 11221 of 2019

August 6, 2019

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
E-way bill - Validation - Detention of goods - Amended Rule 138

as notified in the gazette dated 7-3-2018 enables a consignor of goods
to validate his E-WAY BILL and which was done by the petitioner
before the order of detention passed under Section 129.

The document at Annexure -A series would confirm that the goods
were tax paid and thus the exercise had to be regulated under the
provisions of Section 129(1)(b) which provides for a lenient applicability
of the penal provisions and understandably because the tax amount on
the goods has already been paid by the dealer.

Perhaps this important aspect of the matter has eluded the
assessing authority while carrying out the exercise. In our opinion the
entire exercise is dehors the provisions of amended Rule 138 as notified
in the gazette dated 7-3-2018 which enables a consignor of goods to
validate his E-WAY BILL.

In our considered opinion, once the assessing authority i.e. the
Deputy Commissioner, State Tax has recorded in his proceedings that
the E-WAY BILL has been generated, meaning thereby the goods carried
a valid E-WAY BILL, the proceedings ought to have been brought to a
close, rather than to perpetuate the illegality as done in the present case.
Mr. Jayanta Ray Chaudhury, Adv. & Mr. Binay Kumar, Adv. for the
petitioner.  Mr. Vikash Kumar, SC-11 for the respondents.

:: ORAL JUDGMENT ::

The Judgment of the Court was delivered by JYOTI SARAN, J. :
[Full text of the judgment not produced here. For full text of the

judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]
❏

Ram Charitra Ram Harihar Vs. State of Bihar (Patna)

www.dineshgangrade.com



 Tax Law Decisions (Vol. 6680

(2021) 66 TLD 80 Appellate Authority, GST, Himachal Pradesh
Rohit Chauhan, Addl. Commissioner, State Taxes & Excise (Gr-I)-cum-

Appellate Authority, GST (Appeals)
Om Dutt

Vs.
ACST&E-cum-Proper Officer

Appeal No. : 012/2019
February 14, 2020

Deposition : In favour of Appellant
E-way bill - Procedural lapse - Penalty for certain offences -

Section 122 and 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - Due to breakdown of goods
carrying vehicle the goods were transshipped to another vehicle -
Therefore, appellant should have updated the part-B of EWB before
resuming his journey  liable to pay miner penalty.

Appeal allowed
Due to breakdown of goods carrying vehicle the goods were

transshipped to another vehicle. The e-way bill of the consignment
which was produced before the proper officer pertains to the previous
vehicle. The only mistake the e-way bill part-B was that the number of
the vehicle in which the goods were transshipped had not been entered
at the time of inspection of the vehicle. The appellant updated the e-
way bill and the number of the second vehicle was updated in the part-
B of the e-way bill. Despite the updation of the part-B of EWB the Ld.
Respondent detained the vehicle and imposed tax/penalty.

The Ld. respondent has imposed penalty in a mechanical manner
and has ignored the corrected and updated e-way bill as produced by
the appellant. Therefore, the tax/penalty under section 129(3) of the
CGST/HPGST Act, 2017 imposed is unsustainable.

The tax and penalty deposited by the appellant under section
129(3) may be refunded and a penalty of Rs. Ten Thousand only (Rs.
10,000) is imposed on the taxpayer under section 122(xiv) of the Act.
Sh. Rajeev Prabhakar, Advocate for the Appellant.
Shri Sanjay Kumar, ACST&E, Proper Officer for the Department.

[Full text of the Order not produced here. For full text of the Order
login to www.dineshgangrade.com]                                   ❏

www.dineshgangrade.com



2021) 81

(2021) 66 TLD 81 Appellate Authority, GST, Himachal Pradesh
Rohit Chauhan, Addl. Commissioner, State Taxes & Excise (Gr-I)-cum-

Appellate Authority, GST (Appeals)
Integrated Constructive Solutions

Vs.
ACST&E-cum-Proper Officer Chamba Circle

Appeal No. : 018/2019
February 14, 2020

Deposition : In favour of Appellant
E-way bill - Procedural lapse - Penalty for certain offences -

Section 122 and 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - Due to breakdown of goods
carrying vehicle the goods were transshipped to another vehicle -
Therefore, appellant should have updated the part-B of EWB before
resuming his journey  liable to pay miner penalty.

Appeal allowed
Due to breakdown of goods carrying vehicle the goods were

transshipped to another vehicle. The e-way bill of the consignment
which was produced before the proper officer pertains to the previous
vehicle. The only mistake the e-way bill part-B was that the number of
the vehicle in which the goods were transshipped had not been entered
at the time of inspection of the vehicle. The appellant updated the e-
way bill and the number of the second vehicle was updated in the part-
B of the e-way bill. Despite the updation of the part-B of EWB the Ld.
Respondent detained the vehicle and imposed tax/penalty.

The Ld. respondent has imposed penalty in a mechanical manner
and has ignored the corrected and updated e-way bill as produced by
the appellant. Therefore, the tax/penalty under section 129(3) of the
CGST/HPGST Act, 2017 imposed is unsustainable.

The tax and penalty deposited by the appellant under section
129(3) may be refunded and a penalty of Rs. Ten Thousand only (Rs.
10,000) is imposed on the taxpayer under section 122(xiv) of the Act.

[Full text of the Order not produced here. For full text of the Order
login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

Integrated Constructive Vs. ACST&E (AA-HP)

www.dineshgangrade.com



 Tax Law Decisions (Vol. 6682

(2021) 66 TLD 82 In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble Dama Seshadri Naidu, J.

Sabitha Riyaz
Vs.

Union of India & Others
WP(C).No.: 34874 of 2018

October 31, 2018

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
E-way bill - Typographical error in distance - The High Court in

view of Circular No.64/38/2018-GST, dated 14th September 2018
directed the respondents to release the goods.

Writ petition allowed
Indeed, the Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs has come

across many minor discrepancies in the e-way bills, resulting in summary
detention of the goods. Then, it has issued this circular.

I reckon the distance between Kerala and Uttarakhand is a matter
of record and thus verifiable. As I have already noted, the e- way bill
showed the distance as 280 Kms, instead of 2800 Kms—one zero
missing. This cannot be anything other than a typographical error, and
a minor at that.

Under these circumstances, I hold that the 11th respondent will
consider the petitioner’s request for release in terms of the circular,
expeditiously. With these observations, I dispose of the writ petition.
Dr. K.P. Pradeep, Smt. Neena Arimboor, Smt. Rani Mumthas, Sri. Sanand
Ramakrishnan, Smt. Anjana Kannath & Sri. T.T. Biju, Advocates for the
petitioner.
Sri. N. Nagaresh, Assistant Solicitor General for the respondents.

:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

www.dineshgangrade.com



2021) 83

(2021) 66 TLD 83(1) In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble Dama Seshadri Naidu, J.

Daily Express
Vs.

Assistant State Tax Officer & Others
WP(C).No.: 35665 of 2018

November 29, 2018

Deposition : In favour of the Department
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - Transporter - Section
129(1)((b) applies to all other persons interested in the goods than the
consignor - If the petitioner (transporter) is interested, then it answers
that description. [The *DB also confirmed this judgment on 4-2-2020]

Writ petition dismissed
Smt. S. Sujini, Advocate for the petitioner.
Dr. Thushara James, GP for the respondents.

:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

(2021) 66 TLD 83(2) In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble K.Vinod Chandran & Ashok Menon, JJ.

*Daily Express
Vs.

Assistant State Tax Officer & Others
WA No.: 253 of 2019

February 4, 2019

Deposition : In favour of the Department
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - Transporter - The Division
Bench confirmed the single bench judgment that the provisions under
Section 129(1)(b) applies to the transporter as person interested in
the goods and therefore notices of detention do not suffer from any

Daily Express Vs. Assistant STO (Ker)

www.dineshgangrade.com



 Tax Law Decisions (Vol. 6684

legal infirmity calling for interference.
Could the transporter having no tax liability, for the goods

transported, face detention, seizure and penalty, as provided under
Section 129 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (“CGST
Act” for brevity)?, is the question that arises for consideration in this
appeal over WP(C) No.35665/2018 before us. [Para 1]

We cannot accept the argument of the appellant for the reason that
Section 129(1) makes it adequately clear that any person who is
interested in the goods shall be liable under Section 129(1)(b). Particularly,
a reading of Section 129(6) would indicate that where a person
transporting any goods or the owner of the goods, fails to pay the
amount of tax and penalty as provided in sub-Section (1) within 14 days
of such detention or seizure, further proceedings shall be initiated in
accordance with the provisions of Section 130. This would undoubtedly
indicate action not only against the goods, but also against the
transporter. [Para 7]

The non-obstante clause in Section 129 indicate that neither
Section 126, nor the general provision of penalty under Section 125, or
Section 122 would apply in cases where Section 129 is attracted. Section
126 refers to ‘minor breaches’. Explanation(a) to section 126 states that
a breach shall be considered a ‘minor breach’, if the amount of tax
involved is less than five thousand rupees. Hence for that reason alone,
Section 126 is not attracted in the instant case. [Para 8]

The learned Single Judge had rightly dismissed the Writ Petition
refusing to find any infirmity in Exts.P5 to P7 notices and therefore,
the Writ Appeal is without any merits and requires to be dismissed, which
we do. [Para 9]

:: JUDGMENT ::

The Judgment was delivered by Ashok Menon, J. -
[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

www.dineshgangrade.com



2021) 85

(2021) 66 TLD 85 Appellate Authority, GST, Himachal Pradesh
Rohit Chauhan, Addl. Commissioner, State Taxes & Excise (Gr-I)-cum-

Appellate Authority, GST (Appeals)
Godrej Consumer Products Ltd., Solan

Vs.
ACST&E-cum-Proper Officer, Circle Baddi-II

Appeal No. : 005/2019, Order No.: 2986/91
February 11, 2020

Deposition : In favour of Appellant
E-way bill - The mistake in entering distance in E-way bill is a

typographic error and may be treated as a minor one.
Sh. Vijay Dhiman, Asst. Manager for the Appellant.
Shri Deep Chand, ASTEO, Shri Ajay Kumar, ASTEO, Proper Officer for
the Department.

:: ORDER ::

7. As per the circumstantial evidence and as per the decision of Hon’ble
Kerala High Court [SABITHA RIYAZ (2021) 66 TLD 82 (Ker)], it appears
that the mistake in entering distance in E-way bill is a typographic error and
may be treated as a minor one. Therefore, the appeal of the appellant is
accepted and the order of the Assistant Commissioner State Taxes & Excise
- Cum proper officer Baddi Circle-II is set aside. The additional demand
of Rs. 1,54,798/- (IGST - 77,399/- + penalty INR 77,399/-) deposited by
the appellant may be refunded and the penalty of Rs. 500/- under SGST
and Rs. 500/- under CGST u/s 125 of CGST/HPGST Act, 2017 is imposed
on the Appellant in accordance to CBIC Circular No. 64/38/2018-GST,
dated 14th Sep 2018 and the State Circular No. 12-25/2018-19-EXN-
GST-(575)-6009-6026 dated 13th March 2019. The judgment in this case
was reserved on 4-1-2020 and is released today.

Parties be informed accordingly.
[Full text of the Order not produced here. For full text of the Order

login to www.dineshgangrade.com]
❏

Godrej Consumer Vs. ACST&E (AA-HP)

www.dineshgangrade.com



 Tax Law Decisions (Vol. 6686

(2021) 66 TLD 86 In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble A. Muhamed Mustaque, J.

Rai Prexim India Private Limited
Vs.

State of Kerala & Others
WP(C).No.: 39022 of 2018

December 4, 2018
Deposition : In favour of Petitioner

E-way bill - Human error - If a human error which can be seen
on naked eye is detected, such human error cannot be capitalised for
penalisation.

Writ petition disposed of
If a human error which can be seen on naked eye is detected, such

human error cannot be capitalised for penalisation. Normally, this Court
could not have persuaded to accept the contention on prima facie value
as it is a matter for decision by competent authority and this Court can
only order release of the vehicle and goods as against Bank guarantee.
But I am persuaded to adopt a different course for the simple reason
that if the petitioner had paid the IGST in accordance with the value
as shown in the original bill, goods cannot be detained and shall be
released to the petitioner. Therefore, the following orders are issued.

On verification, if it is found that the petitioner had paid the IGST
in accordance with the value shown in Ext.P4, the vehicle and the goods
shall be released to the petitioner on executing a simple bond. However,
if it is found that the petitioner had not paid the IGST according to the
value shown in Ext.P4, the petitioner’s goods and vehicle need be
released only on furnishing bank guarantee.

This writ petition is disposed of as above
Dr. K.P. Pradeep, Smt. Anjana Kannath, Smt. Neena Arimboor, Smt. Rani
Mumthas, Sri. Sanand Ramakrishnan & Sri. T.T. Biju, Advocates for
petitioner. Smt. Thushara James, Government Pleader for the respondent.

:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

www.dineshgangrade.com



2021) 87

(2021) 66 TLD 87(1) In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble A.K. Jayasankaran Nambiar, J.

Kannangayathu Metals
Vs.

Assistant State Tax Officer & Others
WP(C).No.: 30185 of 2019

November 8, 2019

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
E-way bill - Alternate route - There cannot be a mechanical

detention of a consignment solely because the driver of the vehicle
had opted for a different route, other than what is normally taken by
other transporters of goods covered by similar e-Way bills.
Sri.Tomson T. Emmanuel, Advocate for the petitioner.
M.M. Jasmine, GP for the respondents.

:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

(2021) 66 TLD 87(2) In the High Court of Telangana
Hon’ble M.S. Ramachandra Rao & T. Amarnath Goud, JJ.

Commercial Steel Company
Vs.

The Assistant Commissioner of State Tax
Writ Petition No.: 2161 of 2020

March 4, 2020
Deposition : In favour of Petitioner

E-way bill - There is no material placed on record by the 1st
respondent to show that any attempt was made by the petitioner to
deliver the goods at a different place - Wrong destination is not a
ground to detain the vehicle carrying the goods or levy tax or penalty.

Writ petition allowed
Shaik Jeelani Basha, Advocate for the petitioner.
G.P. for Commercial Tax TG.

Kannangayathu Metals Vs. Assistant STO (Ker)

www.dineshgangrade.com
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:: ORDER ::

The Order of the Court was made by M.S. RAMACHANDRA
RAO, J. :

[Full text of the Order not produced here. For full text of the Order
login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

(2021) 66 TLD 88 In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble Alexander Thomas, J.

M.R. Traders
Vs.

Assistant State Tax Officer (INT) State GST & Others
WP(C).No.: 2713 of 2020(L)

January 31, 2020

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
E-way bill - Address - The address shown in the invoice is

different from the address shown in the E Way bill etc. is only a clerical
mistake and is not a serious mistake which should justify the detention
and penalty proceedings.

Writ petition disposed of
The 1st respondent shall taken take into consideration the vital

contention urged by the petitioner that the so called error pointed out
by the respondent for issuing Ext. P4 order, that the address shown in
the invoice is different from the address shown in the E Way bill etc.
is only a clerical mistake and is not a serious mistake which should
justify the detention and penalty proceedings and also the contentions
raised by the petitioner on the basis.
Sri. Krishna Prasad S., Smt. Rohini Nair & Smt. Sneha Manjooran,
Advocates for the petitioner.
Smt. M.M, Jasmine, Govt. Pleader for the respondents.

:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

www.dineshgangrade.com



2021) 89

(2021) 66 TLD 89 In the High Court of Allahabad
Hon’ble Bharati Sapru & Saumitra Dayal Singh, JJ.

Ramdev Trading Company and Another
Vs.

State of U.P. and 3 Others
Writ Tax No.: 779 of 2017

November 30, 2017

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - TDF - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - TDF is absent and
that the goods have been mis-described is not a valid ground for
imposing penalty.

Writ petition allowed
At the stage of seizure the detaining authority had not applied his

mind, nor formed any opinion as to intention to evade tax. The only
allegation made in the seizure order is to the effect that the TDF is
absent and that the goods have been mis-described. There is no
allegation whatsoever as to the intention of the petitioner to evade tax.

In absence of any allegation or evasion of tax being made against
the petitioner at the stage of detention and seizure and even at the stage
of issuance of notice of penalty, it is difficult to sustain the penalty.

The goods were infact being transported from Rajasthan to Assam
as disclosed in the Tax Invoice and other documents found accompanying
the goods. The breach was purely technical.

The seizure order as also the penalty order are wholly unsustainable
and are hereby quashed. The goods and vehicle may be released
forthwith without furnishing any security. Writ petition is allowed.
Shubham Agrawal, Advocate for the petitioners.
C.S.C., A.S.G.I. for the respondents.

:: ORDER ::

[Full text of the Order not produced here. For full text of the Order
login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

Ramdev Trading Co. Vs. State of U.P. (All)

www.dineshgangrade.com



 Tax Law Decisions (Vol. 6690

(2021) 66 TLD 90 Appellate Authority, GST, Himachal Pradesh
Rohit Chauhan, Addl. Commissioner, State Taxes & Excise (Gr-I)-cum-

Appellate Authority, GST (Appeals)
Bhushan Power & Steel Limited

Vs.
ACST&E (Proper Officer), Circle Mall Road

Appeal No. : 007/2019, 008/2019 & 009/2019, Order No.: 2980-85
February 11, 2020

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
E-way bill - E-way bill is invalid only if Part-B of E-way bill is

not filled or a considerable time to update the Part-A of e-way bill has
gone by - When consignment of goods is accompanied with an invoice
or any other specify document and also an e-way bill, proceeding
u/s 129 of the GST Act may not be initiated - Therefore, imposition
of tax/ penalty by the respondent is harsh and unsustainable.

Appeal allowed
Rule 138(10) says that validity of e-way bill may be extended within

8 hours from the time of its expiry but in the instant cases the vehicle
was practically apprehended in almost 08 to 09 hours of the expiry of
the e-way bill, prima facie it appears that, the appellant has been not
given reasonable opportunity to update the Part-A of e-way bill. It was
noted that Part-B of the e-way bill was duly filled which puts to rest
on any doubts about the intention of the appellant to evade tax.
Secondly, Circular No. 64/38/2018-GST dated 14th of September, 2018
issued by the Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs and the
circular of Government of Himachal Pradesh dated 13-3-2019 valid
from 14-9-2018 clearly states the issue. [Para 15]
Sh. Rakesh Sharma,Adv. for the Appellant.
Ms. Poonam Thakur, ACST&E, Proper Officer for the Department.

:: ORDER ::

[Full text of the Order not produced here. For full text of the Order
login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

www.dineshgangrade.com



2021) 91

(2021) 66 TLD 91 In the High Court of Gujarat
Hon’ble J.B. Pardiwala & Bhargav D. Karia, JJ.

Synergy Fertichem Pvt. Ltd.
Vs.

State of Gujarat
R/Special Civil Application No.: 4730 of 2019, 6125 of 2019 &

6118 of 2019
February 19, 2020

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Confiscation of Goods or Conveyances - Suspicion - Section 130

of CGST Act, 2017 - Merely on suspicion, the authorities may not be
justified in invoking Section 130 of the Act straightway - If the
authorities are of the view that the case is one of invoking Section
130 of the Act at the very threshold, then they need to record their
reasons for such belief in writing.

Writ petition disposed of
It is now for the applicants to make good their case that the show

cause notice, issued in GST-MOV-10, deserves to be discharged.
In view of the above, this writ application stands disposed of. Rule

is made absolute to the aforesaid extent.
For the reasons recorded in the Special Civil Application No. 4730

of 2019, the Special Civil Application No. 6125 of 2019 and the Special
Civil Application No.6118 of 2019 also stands disposed of.
Uchit N. Sheth (7336) for the Petitioner(s) No. 1, 2.
Mr. Soham Joshi, LD. AGP for the Respondent(s) No. 1, 2.

:: COMMON ORAL ORDER ::

The Order of the Court was made by J.B. PARDIWALA, J. :
[Full text of the order not produced here. For full text of the Order

login to www.dineshgangrade.com]
❏

Synergy Fertichem Vs. State of Gujarat (Guj)

www.dineshgangrade.com



 Tax Law Decisions (Vol. 6692

(2021) 66 TLD 92(1) In the High Court of Karnataka
Hon’ble Mrs. S. Sujatha, J.

Shree Enterprises & Another
Vs.

Commercial Tax Officer, Shivamogga
Writ Petition No.: 6445 of 2019 & 7370 of 2019 (T-RES)

March 14, 2019
Deposition : In favour of Petitioner

Confiscation - Section 130 of CSGT Act, 2017 - It is well settled
law that unless the tax and penalty are quantified, no confiscation
order could be passed - It is necessary to provide opportunity.
Sri. Harish V.S., Advocate for the petitioner.
Sri. Vikram A. Huilgol, HCGP for the respondent.

:: ORDER ::

[Full text of the order not produced here. For full text of the Order
login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

(2021) 66 TLD 92(2) In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble Dama Seshadri Naidu, J.

Noushad Allakkat
Vs.

The State Tax Officer (WC) & Others
WP(C).No.: 32237 of 2018

October 4, 2018

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Penalty - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - The non-production
of goods is not a ground for imposition of penalty and there would be
no requirement to distinguish on facts the decision in Madhu M.B.

:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

www.dineshgangrade.com
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(2021) 66 TLD 93 In the High Court of Madras
Hon’ble Dr. Anita Sumanth, J.

G. Murugan
Vs.

Government of India & Another
W.P. No.: 4106 of 2019 & W.M.P. No.: 4609 & 4613 of 2019

February 14, 2019

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Non-speaking order - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - The
non-speaking order of detention cannot be sustained and the same
is quashed.

Writ petition allowed
Thus, detention/seizure is provided for only in cases where the

Department is prima facie convinced that there is a contravention of
the provisions of the Act and the Rules. The order of detention has to
reflect the reasons for which the seizure of the conveyance/goods has
been effected. [Para 9]

Though Section 107 of the Act provides for appeals or revisions
that may be filed by any person aggrieved by any decision or order
passed under this Act by an adjudicating authority, I am not inclined,
in the circumstances of the present case, to relegate the petitioner to
the statutory remedy provided. Any appeal that the petitioner might file
would have to assume the contraventions that the impugned order is
based upon since the impugned order is incomplete and wholly non-
speaking, leaving even mandatory fields in the order, blank. [Para 12]
Mr. K. Krishnamoorthy, Advocate for the petitioner.
Mr. Dhana Madhri, Government Advocate for the respondent.

:: ORDER ::

[Full text of the Order not produced here. For full text of the Order
login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

G. Murugan Vs. Government of India (Mad)
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 Tax Law Decisions (Vol. 6694

(2021) 66 TLD 94 In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble A.K. Jayasankaran Nambiar, J.

Polycab India Limited
Vs.

State of Kerala & Others
WP(C).No.: 31965 OF 2019(U)

November 27, 2019

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Possibility/Assumption - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - The
goods were detained on the ground of possibility of evasion of
payment of IGST and further the consignee of the goods was an
unregistered dealer - Reasons not sufficient for detention.

Writ petition disposed of
On a consideration of the facts and circumstances of the case as

also the submissions made across the Bar and taking note of the factual
circumstances narrated above, I am of the view that there was no
justification for detention of the goods in terms of Section 129 of the
CGST/SGST Act. This is more so because the reasons stated in the
detention order are wholly irrelevant for the purposes of S.129 of the
Act. I therefore, direct the 3rd respondent to release the goods and
vehicle to the petitioner, on the petitioner producing a copy of this
judgment, before the said respondent. The 3rd respondent may thereafter,
forward the files to the adjudicating authority for an adjudication under
Section 130 of CGST/SGST Act.
Sri. A. Kumar, Sri. P.J. Anil Kumar, G. Mini, Sri. P.S. Sree Prasad, Job
Abraham & Sri. Ajay V.Anand, Advocates for the petitioner.
Smt. Thushara James; G.P. for the respondents.

:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

www.dineshgangrade.com
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(2021) 66 TLD 95 In the High Court of Karnataka
Hon’ble Mrs. S. Sujatha, J.

Bright Road Logistics
Vs.

Commercial Tax Officer (Enforcement-09), South Zone, Bangalore
Writ Petition No. : 50631/2019 (T-RES)

November 12, 2019

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Natural justice - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - The
respondent having issued show-cause notice calling upon the petitioner
to file objections, cannot turn around and take a decision that the
petitioner has no locus standi either to file objections or to putforth
dispute on behalf of the consignor/consignee or the owner of the
conveyance - The order impugned is against the principles of natural
justice which is the fundamental parameter required to be observed
by the quasi- judicial authority.

Hence, the petitioner is at liberty to file any additional objections
to the show-cause notice issued u/s 129(1)(b) of the Act. The respondent
shall consider the preliminary objections as well as final/additional
objections to be filed by the petitioner, in accordance with law and an
appropriate order shall be passed in an expedite manner. [Para 7]

Accordingly, the impugned order is quashed and the proceedings
are restored to the file of the respondent. [Para 8]

All the rights and contentions of the parties are left open.
Writ petition disposed of

Ms. Veena J. Kamath, Adv. for M/s. Kamath & Kamath, Advs. for the
petitioner.
Sri Vikram Huilgol, Adv. for the respondent.

:: ORDER ::

[Full text of the Order not produced here. For full text of the Order
login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

Bright Road Logistics Vs. CTO (Kar)
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 Tax Law Decisions (Vol. 6696

(2021) 66 TLD 96 In the High Court of Gujarat
Hon’ble Ms. Harsha Devani & Ms. Sangeeta K. Vishen, JJ.

F.S. Enterprise
Vs.

State of Gujarat
R/Special Civil Application No. : 7061 of 2019 with 7062 of 2019 with

7063 of 2019 with 7064 of 2019
October 11, 2019

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Deficiency in the lorry receipt - Section 129 of CGST Act,
2017 - Carrying the lorry receipt is not a requirement prescribed
under rule 138A(1) of the rules - Detention was without authority of
law.

Insofar as the Lorry Receipt issued by the transporter is concerned,
carrying the same is not a requirement prescribed under rule 138A(1)
of the rules. It was submitted that under the circumstances, in the
absence of any statutory provision empowering the respondents to make
an order of detention under section 129(1) of the CGST Act for any
deficiency in the lorry receipt issued by the transporter, the impugned
order of detention is without authority of law.

Prima facie, the contention raised by the learned advocate for the
petitioner appears to be valid. Under the circumstances, a prima facie
case has been made out for grant of interim relief as prayed for in the
petition. [Para 3]
Uchit N. Sheth (7336) for the Petitioner(s) No. 1.
Mr. Trupesh Kathiriya, Assistant Government Pleader (1) for the Respondent(s)
No. 1, 2

:: COMMON ORAL JUDGMENT ::

The Judgment of the Court was delivered by MS. HARSHA DEVANI,
J. :

[Full text of the judgment not produced here. For full text of the
judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

www.dineshgangrade.com
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(2021) 66 TLD 97 In the High Court of Calcutta
Hon’ble Shekhar B. Saraf, J.

Bansal Earthmovers Pvt. Ltd.
Vs.

Assistant Commissioner State Goods & Service Tax & Ors.
WPA No. 82 of 2019

December 5, 2019

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Service of Notice - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - Notice
for imposition of penalty requires to be served upon the person on
whom the penalty is to be imposed.

WPA disposed of
On an interpretation on first principles, it is clear that notice for

imposition of penalty requires to be served upon the person on whom
the penalty is to be imposed. Furthermore, an opportunity of hearing
has to be granted. In the event, such hearing is not granted, the same
would definitely amount to violation of principles of natural justice.
[Para 12]

It is trite law that the Circular issued by the Central Board of
Indirect Tax and Customs is only binding upon the authorities and not
upon the assessee. I have to mention here that the Circular and the Form
are not complying with the mandatory provision of giving notice to the
person who is the owner of the goods and upon whom the imposition
of penalty is to be made. [Para 14]

The matter has been remitted to the concerned officer for a
reasoned decision.
Mr. Boudhayan Bhattacharyya, Mr. Anindya Bagchi & Mr. Partha Pratim
Saha for the Petitioner.
Mr. Subir Kr. Saha & Mr. Bikramiditya Ghosh for the State.

:: ORDER ::

[Full text of the Order not produced here. For full text of the Order
login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

Bansal Earthmovers Vs. Asst. Comm. State GST (Cal)
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 Tax Law Decisions (Vol. 6698

(2021) 66 TLD 98 In the High Court of Allahabad
Hon’ble Munishwar Nath Bhandari & Vikas Kunvar Srivastav, J.

Gaurav Agro Kendra
Vs.

State of U.P. & Ors.
Misc. Bench No.: 34276 of 2019

December 11, 2019
Deposition : In favour of Petitioner

Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in
transit - E-way bill - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - E-way bill
procedure during 1-2-2018 to 31-3-2018 was not applicable - Ignorance
of the judgment of a superior Court on the similar issue cannot be
expected rather the appellate authority needs to be careful in future.

Writ petition disposed of
The main contention raised therein was that the notification to

apply E-Way bill was not made known to the assessee. Mandate to apply
mechanism of E-way bill was earlier circulated by the Government in
the year 2017 but then it was kept in abeyance. The notification to apply
E-way bill mechanism was revised subsequently but was not notified to
the assessee. In absence of information of application of E-way bill
mechanism, the petitioner made the transaction, as per the procedure
then existing with required declaration. The document in that regard
were not considered by the Assessing Authority as well as by the
Appellate Authority as compliance of E-way bill system was not made
by the petitioner though it was not notified by the Government.

The impugned orders are accordingly set aside with remand of the
case to the Assessing Authority to examine the matter afresh in light
of the law propounded by this Court. It would be without applying E-
way bill mechanism. [Para 5]
Yogesh Chandra Srivastava & Shubham Agrawal for the petitioner.
C.S.C. for the respondents.

:: ORDER ::

[Full text of the Order not produced here. For full text of the Order
login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

www.dineshgangrade.com
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(2021) 66 TLD 99 In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble A. Muhamed Mustaque, J.

Stove Kraft Pvt. Limited
Vs.

Assistant State Tax Officer & Other
WP(C).No.: 3957 of 2019

February 11, 2019

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Multiple number of invoices mentioned in the e-way bill -
Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - The goods along with vehicle shall
be released to the petitioner on executing simple bond.

Writ petition disposed of
Petitioner is a dealer. The goods and vehicle have been detained;

in the e-way bill generated, petitioner has shown three invoices. Noting
that separate e-way bill will have to be generated to each of the invoices,
goods have been detained. It is to be noted that, it is not a case where
e-way bill does not mention all the invoices. There may be practical
difficulty for the Department in tracking the invoices, when multiple
number of invoices mentioned in the e-way bill generated. Anyhow, I
am of the view that goods and vehicle shall be released to the petitioner
on executing a bond. Though the learned Government Pleader submits
that the petitioner’s case will be considered by the respondent by
tomorrow. Taking note of the nature of the issue, I am of the view that
the goods along with vehicle shall be released to the petitioner on
executing simple bond.
Sri. Aji V. Dev, Smt. O.A. Nuriya, Sri. Alan Priyadarshi Dev & Sri. M.G.
Shaji, Advocates for the petitioner.
M.M. Jasmine, Government Pleader for the respondents.

:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

Stove Kraft Vs. Assistant STO (Ker)
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 Tax Law Decisions (Vol. 66100

(2021) 66 TLD 100 In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble A.K. Jayasankaran Nambiar, J.
Unitac Energy Solutions (I) Pvt. Ltd.

Vs.
Assistant State Tax Officer & Others

WP(C).No.: 28573 of 2019(V)
October 29, 2019

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Return defaulter - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - The
reason for detention was stated to be that the consignee was a return
defaulter for the last five months - Detention notice quashed.

The petitioner is aggrieved by the alleged unlawful seizure and
detention of a consignment of goods. The reason for detention is stated
to be that the consignee, the petitioner herein, was a return defaulter
for the last five months.

On a consideration of the facts and circumstances of the case and
the submissions made across the Bar, I find force in the contention of
the learned counsel for the petitioner that in terms of Section 129 of
the CGST Act, the reason shown by the respondents in Ext. P3 detention
notice is not one that can justify a detention. Accordingly, I quash Ext.
P3 detention notice and direct the respondents to release the consignment
covered by Ext. P3 notice to the petitioner forthwith on the petitioner
producing a copy of of this judgment before the respondents. [Para 3]
Smt. Blossom Mathew, Advocate for the petitioner.
Dr. Thushara James, Government Pleader for the respondents.

:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

www.dineshgangrade.com
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(2021) 66 TLD 101 In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble A.K. Jayasankaran Nambiar, J.

Relcon Foundations (P) Ltd.
Vs.

Assistant State Tax Officer & Others
WP(C).No.: 30102 OF 2019(K)

November 8, 2019

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Non-filing of returns - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - Non-
filing of returns cannot be a ground for detaining the goods in terms
of Section 129 similarly, the said ground cannot form the basis of
notice proposing confiscation of the goods.

On a consideration of the facts and circumstances of the case and
the submissions made across the Bar, I find force in the contention of
the learned counsel for the petitioner that the reasons stated in Ext.P1
order cannot be a justification for detaining the goods in terms of
Section 129 of the KGST Act. Similarly, the said ground cannot form
the basis of Ext.P4 notice proposing confiscation of the goods detained
inasmuch as the ingredients of the offence covered by Section 130 are
not satisfied in the instant case. I, therefore, dispose the writ petition
by quashing Exts.P1 and P4 and directing the 1st respondent to
forthwith release the goods and the vehicle to the petitioner on the
petitioner producing a copy of the judgment before the said respondent.
I make it clear that nothing in this judgment will prevent the respondents
from initiating any penal action against the goods, if warranted, by
following the procedure under the GST Act. [Para]
Sri. Ramesh Cherian John, Advocate for the petitioner.
Dr. Thushara James, Government Pleader for the respondents.

:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

Relcon Foundations Vs. Assistant STO (Ker)
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 Tax Law Decisions (Vol. 66102

(2021) 66 TLD 102 In the High Court of Allahabad
Hon’ble Saumitra Dayal Singh, J.

Patel Hardware
Vs.

Commissioner, State G.S.T. and 2 Others
Writ Tax No.: 1388 of 2018

December 10, 2018

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Service of order -  Penalty order was served on the driver of the

truck while the penalty order is directed against the owner of the
goods - The Appellate Authority may condone the delay and proceed
to decide the appeal as expeditiously as possible.

Writ petition allowed
The language of Section 107(1) of the Act provides for a period

of limitation of three months from the date of communication of the
order. Then Section 107(4) of the Act limits the period for which delay
may be condoned in filing of such appeal to a period of one month and
no more. [Para 7]

Keeping in mind the fact that the delay in filing the appeal may
not be condoned beyond the period of one month from the expiry of
period of limitation, the phrase “communicated to such person”
appearing in Section 107(1) of the Act commend a construction that
would imply that the order be necessarily brought to the knowledge of
the person who is likely to be aggrieved. Unless such construction is
offered, the right of appeal would itself be lost though a delay of more
than a month would in all such cases be such as may itself not warrant
such strict construction. [Para 8]
Ved Prakash Singh, Advocate for the petitioner.
C.S.C. for the respondents.

:: ORDER ::

[Full text of the Order not produced here. For full text of the Order
login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

www.dineshgangrade.com
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(2021) 66 TLD 103 In the High Court of Allahabad
Hon’ble Pankaj Mithal & Ashok Kumar, J.

R.K. International
Vs.

Union of India and 3 Others
Writ Tax No.: 1411 of 2018

November 12, 2018

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Indemnity bond - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - The interim
order of the court dated 4-10-2018 is very clear - It only directs for
furnishing security of indemnity bond of the value of the tax and
penalty and therefore the Assistant Commissioner can not demand
security or indemnity bond of any higher value.

Writ petition allowed
In the present case, it is the owner who has come forward for

release of the goods and the vehicle and therefore in the light of the
interim direction of this court, security or indemnity bond equal to the
amount of the purposed tax and penalty alone as mentioned above could
have been demanded by the Assistant Commissioner (Commercial Tax),
instead he has unnecessarily asked for security/indemnity bond of heavy
amount of Rs. 10,75,770/-.

We would like to observe that the impugned order is nothing but
an act of harassment at the hands of the authorities of the Commercial
Tax. Such highhandedness on part of the authorities is highly depreciated
and a note of caution is sounded to the department to be careful in
dealing with such matters and to follow the directions issued by the High
Court in its true sense without intermedling with them.
Naveen Chandra Gupta, Advocate for the petitioner.
C.S.C., A.S.G.I., Om Prakash Srivastava for the respondents.

:: ORDER ::

[Full text of the Order not produced here. For full text of the Order
login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

R.K. International Vs. Union of India (All)

www.dineshgangrade.com



 Tax Law Decisions (Vol. 66104

(2021) 66 TLD 104 In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble C.K. Abdul Rehim & Mrs. Anu Sivaraman, JJ.

Smeara Enterprises
Vs.

State Tax Officer & Another
WA. No.: 2291 of 2019

November 11, 2019

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Confiscation - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - No
proceedings for confiscation of the goods as contemplated under
section 130 can be proceeded until disposal of the statutory appeal.

Writ appeal disposed of
The provision under section 129 is clear and unambiguous that the

goods under detention can be released only on compliance with the
provisions of sub-section (6) of section 67 of the Act, which is made
applicable with respect to the condition under section 129, by virtue of
section 129(2) of the Act. The procedure for compliance of the
conditions stipulated under section 67(6) is literally provided under
section 140 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017.
Therefore, unless the security as contemplated under section 129(2),
read with section 67(6), is furnished with; or payment of the entire
amount of tax and penalty imposed under section 3 is made, the goods
are not liable to be released. Therefore the relief sought for the release
of the goods, pending disposal of the appeal, cannot be entertained.
Sri. K.N. Sreekumaran, Sri. P.J. Anilkumar (A-1768) & Sri. N.
Santhoshkumar, Advocates for the petitioner.
Sr. GP. Sri. Mohammed Rafiq for the respondents.

:: JUDGMENT ::

[Full text of the Judgment not produced here. For full text of the
Judgment login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

www.dineshgangrade.com
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(2021) 66 TLD 105 In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble A.K. Jayasankaran Nambiar, J.

Devices Distributors
Vs.

Assistant State Tax Officer & Others
W.P(C).No.: 14969 of 2020

July 23, 2020

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Invoices did not bear continuous numbers - Doubt/Suspicion
- Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - The entertainment of doubt by the
authority cannot be a justification for detaining the goods when
transportation accompanied tax invoices as also e-way bills.

Writ petition allowed
On a consideration of the rival submissions, I find that the power

to detain a vehicle in the course of transit is specified in section 129
of the GST Act, and applies inter alia to cases where any person
transports goods in contravention of provisions of the Act or Rules. As
per the Act and Rules, a person transporting goods is obliged to carry
the documents that are mentioned in section 68 of the GST Act, read
with rule 138 of the GST Rules. Accordingly such a person is required
to carry a copy of the tax invoice, together with a copy of the e-way
bill, while transporting the goods either inter-State or intra-State. The
form of the invoice is specified in section 31 of the CGST Act read with
rule 46 of the GST Rules. In the instant case, it is not in dispute that
e-way bills did accompany the goods. It is also not in dispute that the
transportation was covered by tax invoices. The objection of the
respondents is only that the invoices did not bear continuous numbers
and hence they suspect that the invoices bearing serial numbers that
fell between the numbers on the invoices produced at the time of
transportation, could have been used for transportation of other goods
that had not been brought to the notice of the Department. [Para 4]

In my view, the entertainment of such a doubt by the authority
cannot be a justification for detaining the goods in question, especially
when they were admittedly accompanied by tax invoices as also e-way

Devices Distributors Vs. Assistant STO (Ker)
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bills that clearly indicated the particulars that were required by rule 46
of the GST Rules. It is also relevant to note that the doubt entertained
by the respondents were, at any rate, in respect of goods that may have
been transported under cover of the invoices that numerically fell
between the numbers shown in the invoices that were carried along with
the goods, and in that sense, pertained to goods other than those that
were actually detained. The detention in the instant case cannot be
justified under section 129 of the GST Act. [Para 5]

I therefore allow this writ petition and direct the respondents to
forthwith release the goods detained by Ext.P4 notice, on the petitioner
producing a copy of this judgment before them. The Government
Pleader shall communicate the gist of the directions in this judgment
to the respondents for enabling an expeditious release of the vehicle and
the goods. [Para 5]
Sri. Joseph Markose (SR.), Sri. V. Abraham Markos, Sri. Mathews
K.Uthuppachan, Sri. Abraham Joseph Markos, Sri. Isaac Thomas, Sri. P.G.
Chandapillai Abraham, Shri.Alexander Joseph Markos & Shri. Sharad
Joseph Kodanthara, Advocates for the petitioner.
Smt. Thushara James, Govt. Pleader for the respondents.

:: JUDGMENT ::

The petitioner, who is a distributor of home appliances of various
brands, has approached this Court aggrieved by Ext.P4 detention notice
under the GST Act that was served on him while goods were being
transported from Kottayam to Thiruvananthapuram at his instance. A perusal
of Ext.P4 detention notice indicates that the objection of the respondent is
essentially with regard to the invoices that accompanied the transportation
of the goods. It was found that the tax invoices furnished, although carried
serial numbers, they were not consecutive for the three invoices. In particular,
it was noticed that while one invoice carried the serial number as 46000152.
The other two invoices carried the serial numbers 53000029 and 53000030.
The detaining authority, therefore, suspected that the invoices carrying the
serial numbers in between the two sets of invoices indicated above might have
been used for transportation of other goods that were not brought to the
notice of the Department. Reference is also made in the detention notice to
the ‘Revised Invoice Rules, 2017, which, according to the learned Senior
Counsel for the petitioner, has no relevance to the facts in the instant case.

www.dineshgangrade.com
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2. I have heard the learned counsel for the petitioner and the Government
Pleader for the respondents.
3. Learned Government Pleader would refer to Rule 46(1)(b) of the GST
Rules that specifies the requirement of a tax invoice containing a consecutive
serial number not exceeding 16 characters in one or multiple series, containing
alphabets or numerals or specific characters respectively, and any combination
thereof, to point out that in the instant case, the tax invoices did not contain
a combination of alphabets, numerals, and specific characters. It is contended,
therefore, that insofar as the tax invoices that accompanied the goods did
not conform to the requirement of R.46, the detention could not be seen as
unjustified.
4. On a consideration of the rival submissions, I find that the power to
detain a vehicle in the course of transit is specified in Section 129 of the GST
Act, and applies inter alia to cases where any person transports goods in
contravention of provisions of the Act or Rules. As per the Act and Rules,
a person transporting goods is obliged to carry the documents that are
mentioned in Section 68 of the GST Act, read with Rule 138 of the GST
Rules. Accordingly such a person is required to carry a copy of the tax
invoice, together with a copy of the e-way bill, while transporting the goods
either interstate or intrastate. The form of the invoice is specified in Section
31 of the CGST Act read with Rule 46 of the GST Rules. In the instant case,
it is not in dispute that e-way bills did accompany the goods. It is also not
in dispute that the transportation was covered by tax invoices. The objection
of the respondents is only that the invoices did not bear continuous numbers
and hence they suspect that the invoices bearing serial numbers that fell
between the numbers on the invoices produced at the time of transportation,
could have been used for transportation of other goods that had not been
brought to the notice of the Department.
5. In my view, the entertainment of such a doubt by the authority cannot
be a justification for detaining the goods in question, especially when they
were admittedly accompanied by tax invoices as also e-way bills that clearly
indicated the particulars that were required by Rule 46 of the GST Rules.
It is also relevant to note that the doubt entertained by the respondents were,
at any rate, in respect of goods that may have been transported under cover
of the invoices that numerically fell between the numbers shown in the invoices
that were carried along with the goods, and in that sense, pertained to goods
other than those that were actually detained. The detention in the instant case

Devices Distributors Vs. Assistant STO (Ker)
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cannot be justified under Section 129 of the GST Act.
I therefore allow this writ petition and direct the respondents to forthwith

release the goods detained by Ext.P4 notice, on the petitioner producing a
copy of this judgment before them. The Government Pleader shall communicate
the gist of the directions in this judgment to the respondents for enabling an
expeditious release of the vehicle and the goods.

❏

(2021) 66 TLD 108 In the High Court of Telangana
Hon’ble M.S. Ramachandra Rao & T. Amarnath Goud, JJ.

Same Deutzfahr India P. Ltd.
Vs.

State of Telangana
W.P. No.: 13392/2020

September 23, 2020

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Stock transfer - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - There was
no occasion for the respondent to collect tax and penalty from the
petitioner on the pretext that there is illegality in the transport of
goods as it would merely amount to stock transfer and there is no
element of sale of goods or services in it.

Writ petition allowed
Once it is clear that petitioner has additional place of business in

the State of Telangana in Bongulur village, Ibrahimpatnam Mandal and
the goods were being transported to that address from its Corporate
office at Ranipet, Tamil Nadu State, it cannot be said that the petitioner
was indulging in any illegal activity when the tax invoice shows that
the supplier is the petitioner’s Corporate office in Ranipet, Tamil Nadu
State and that it was shipped to its Depot in Bongulur village in
Ibrahimpatnam Mandal.The payment by the petitioner of the tax and
penalty demanded by 3rd respondent was obviously under economic
duress apprehending that the 3rd respondent was likely to confiscate the
goods and arrest its officials under the Act. [Para 14]

In any event, now that 3rd respondent is made aware that petitioner
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has the principal Office at Tamil Nadu and principal place of business
at Hayatnagar and additional place of business at Bongulur village,
Ibrahimpatnam Mandal, the tax and penalty collected from the petitioner
cannot be allowed to be retained by respondents. [Para 16]

Accordingly, the Writ Petition is allowed; and respondents are
directed to refund within four (04) weeks the sum of Rs.6,70,448/-
collected towards CGST and State GST and penalty from the petitioner
with interest @ 9%a. from 05-03-2020 till date of payment to petitioner
by the respondents. The 3rd respondent shall also pay costs of Rs.1,500/
- (Rupees One Thousand and Five Hundred only) to the petitioner. [Para
17]
Vedula Srinivas, Advocate for the petitioner.
G.P. for Commercial Tax TG.

:: ORDER ::

The Order of the Court was made by M.S. RAMACHANDRA
RAO, J. :

[Full text of the Order not produced here. For full text of the Order
login to www.dineshgangrade.com]

❏

(2021) 66 TLD 109 In the High Court of Allahabad
Hon’ble Pankaj Bhatia, J.

Ranchi Carrying Corporation
Vs.

State Of U.P. And 2 Others
Writ Tax No. - 657 of 2020

December 7, 2020

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Service of Notice - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - Service
of notice on the driver or a fixation of the copy of the order on the
truck in question is none of the methods prescribed under Section 169
GST Act.

The counsel for the petitioner argues that none of the notices as
are required to be served under Section 129 of the GST Act have been
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served upon the petitioner, as such the proceedings initiated and
concluded against the petitioner are ex-parte proceeding.

The service on the driver or a fixation of the copy of the order on
the truck in question is none of the methods prescribed under Section
169 GST Act and thus it is clear that the orders were never served and
the proceedings were held ex-parte.
A perusal of the impugned order shows that at no point of time, was
the petitioner granted an opportunity of submitting his reply and the
grounds taken by the petitioner before the Appellate Authority were not
considered recording them to be an afterthought. Thus, on a plain
reading, a failure of natural justice has been occasioned to the petitioner.
Aditya Pandey for the petitioner.
C.S.C. for the respondent.

:: ORDER ::

The instructions are taken on record.
The present petition has been filed for the following reliefs:-

“I. Issue a suitable writ, order or direction in the nature of certiorari
quashing the impugned order dated 31-8-2020 passed by the respondent
no.2 in Appeal No. KNP3/72/2020 Assessment Year 2019-20 under the
provisions of section 130 of U.P. Goods and Services Tax Act in
relation to the vehicle.
II. Issue a suitable writ, order or direction in the nature of certiorari
quashing the order dated 23-1-2020 Form GST MOV-09 related to
vehicle.
III. Issue a suitable writ, order or direction in the nature of certiorari
quashing the entire proceedings initiated by the respondent authorities
in relation to vehicle under section 129 and 130 against the petitioner
as the same has been initiated in contravention of the provisions of
the integrated Goods and Services Tax Act/Rules and in contravention
of the circulars issued by the Central Government which are binding
on the respondents.”

The counsel for the petitioner argues that none of the notices as are
required to be served under Section 129 of the GST Act have been served
upon the petitioner, as such the proceedings initiated and concluded against
the petitioner are ex-parte proceeding.
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On the basis of the said averments, this Court vide order dated 26-
11-2020 had granted the Standing Counsel time to obtain instructions with
regard to the averments on account of nonservice of the notices and no
opportunity of hearing.

The Standing Counsel Sri Jagdish Mishra, on the basis of instructions,
states that the order dated 6-1-2020 was got served on the driver of the
truck in question and secondly the order MOV-06 and MOV-07 was also
served on the driver of the truck and with regard to the order dated 23-
1-2020, MOV-09, the same was neither served on the driver nor on the
owner and was served through a fixation on the truck in question.

Counsel for the petitioner argues that Section 169 of the GST Act
provides for the manner of service of notice in certain circumstances, the same
is quoted hereinbelow:-
“(1) Any decision, order, summons, notice or other communication
under this Act or the rules made thereunder shall be served by any
one of the following methods, namely:-
(a) by giving or tendering it directly or by a messenger including a
courier to the addressee or the taxable person or to his manager or
authorised representative or an advocate or a tax practitioner holding
authority to appear in the proceedings on behalf of the taxable person
or to a person regularly employed by him in connection with the
business, or to any adult member of family residing with the taxable
person; or
(b) by registered post or speed post or courier with acknowledgement
due, to the person for whom it is intended or his authorised
representative, if any, at his last known place of business or residence;
or
(c) by sending a communication to his e-mail address provided at
the time of registration or as amended from time to time; or
(d) by making it available on the common portal; or
(e) by publication in a newspaper circulating in the locality in
which the taxable person or the person to whom it is issued is last
known to have resided, carried on business or personally worked for
gain; or
(f) if none of the modes aforesaid is practicable, by affixing it in
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some conspicuous place at his last known place of business or
residence and if such mode is not practicable for any reason, then
by affixing a copy thereof on the notice board of the office of the
concerned officer or authority who or which passed such decision or
order or issued such summons or notice.
(2) Every decision, order, summons, notice or any communication
shall be deemed to have been served on the date on which it is
tendered or published or a copy thereof is affixed in the manner
provided in sub-section (1).”

He thus submits that the service on the driver or a fixation of the copy
of the order on the truck in question is none of the methods prescribed under
Section 169 GST Act and thus it is clear that the orders were never served
and the proceedings were held ex-parte.

A perusal of the provisions of Section 169 makes it clear that a manner
is specifically provided for service of notices. It is well settled that whenever
a manner is prescribed, the thing should be done in that manner alone.

In respect of the order passed by the Appellate Authority dated 31-
8-2020, the counsel for the petitioner submits that at the time of the filing
of the appeal, the petitioner had submitted the requisite documents justifying
his stand, however, the Appellate Authority held that as no reply was filed
to the notices sent, the grounds taken in the appeal appear to be afterthought
and thus the appeal was also dismissed.

A perusal of the impugned order shows that at no point of time, was
the petitioner granted an opportunity of submitting his reply and the grounds
taken by the petitioner before the Appellate Authority were not considered
recording them to be an afterthought. Thus, on a plain reading, a failure of
natural justice has been occasioned to the petitioner.

Accordingly, the order dated 31-8-2020 and the order dated 23-1-
2020 are set aside with a liberty to the respondents to conclude proceedings
against the petitioner, in accordance with law.

As the notices have now been served upon the petitioner, the petitioner
shall file a fresh reply to the same within a period of three weeks and the
respondents shall pass fresh orders, as expeditiously as possible, preferably
within a period of four weeks from the date of filing of the objections, in
accordance with law.
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The petition is disposed off.
❏

(2021) 66 TLD 113 In the High Court of Allahabad
Hon’ble Anil Kumar & Saurabh Lavania, JJ.

Swastik Traders
Vs.

State of U.P. & Ors.
Misc. Bench No.: 19798 of 2019

July 22 2019

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Natural justice - Section 129 of CGST Act, 2017 - The
judgment and order has been passed without hearing to the petitioner,
as such, the same is in violation of principles of natural justice - The
matter is remanded back to the Appellate Authority.

Writ petition allowed
Further, Natural justice is a branch of public law. It is a formidable

weapon which can be wielded to secure justice to citizens. Rules of
natural justice are “basic values” which a man has cherished throughout
the ages. They are embedded in our constitutional framework and their
pristine glory and primacy cannot be allowed to be submerged by
exigencies of particular situations or cases. Principles of natural justice
control all actions of public authorities by applying rules relating to
reasonableness, good faith and justice, equity and good conscience.
Natural justice is a part of law which relates to administration of justice.
Rules of natural justice are indeed great assurances of justice and
fairness. [Para 17]

The golden rule which stands firmly established is that the doctrine
of natural justice is not only to secure justice but to prevent miscarriage
of justice. Its essence is good conscience in a given situation; nothing
more-but nothing less. [Para 18]
Cases referred :
* Bishambhar Nath Kohli Vs. State of U.P., AIR 1955 SC 65
Himanshu Suryavanshi & Amithabh Agrawal for the petitioner.
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C.S.C. for the respondent.
:: ORDER ::

Heard Shri Amitabh Agarwal, learned counsel for the petitioner and
learned Standing Counsel.

Facts in brief of the present case are that the petitioner is a registered
dealer having GSTIN No.09ABYFS0479C1ZN under the relevant provisions
of Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 and deals in purchase and sale of
Aluminium Section, Aluminium Sheets and their related hardware goods.

During the year 2017-18, one of the consignment of the sale made by
the petitioner vide Tax Invoice No.GR-17-18/224 dated 16-12-2017
disclosing sale of Aluminium Section weighing 4013.16 Kgs. was being
transported to the purchasing customer i.e. Maa Kripa Plywood & Hardware
of Faizabad having GSTIN No.09AUXPM8745R1Z2 through Truck No.UP-
70 DT/5611. The said truck was intercepted by Mobile Squad Officer vide
Interception Memo No.13 dated 17-12-2017.

The Assistant Commissioner, State Tax, Mobile Squad Unit, Faizabad
was not satisfied with the explanation made by the petitioner and goods as
well as vehicle were seized under Section 129 (1) of the UPGST Act vide
Seizure Memo No.14 dated 19-12-2017 merely on the ground that Tax
Invoice discloses the sale of Aluminium Section only whereas Aluminium
Section and Aluminium Composite Sheets were found in the vehicle in
question.

Apart from seizing the goods and vehicle, Mobile Squad Officer issued
a show cause notice being No.014 dated 19-12-2017 under Section 129
(3) of UPGST Act proposing to levy demand tax @ 18% on the total
valuation of goods of Rs.6,66,665/- i.e. amounting to Rs.1,20,000/- and
equivalent amount of penalty of Rs.1,20,000/- (cumulatively Rs.2,40,000/
-) which was deposited by the petitioner by the Demand Draft.

The petitioner was not satisfied with the levy of demand of tax and
penalty to the tune of Rs.2,40,000/- as the relevant documents were duly
produced at the time of interception of the vehicle by the Mobile Squad
Officer. As such, the petitioner preferred First Appeal before the Additional
Commissioner, Grade-II (Appeals) Ist, Commercial Tax, Ayodhya. By order
dated 12-3-2019 served on 18-4-2019, the appeal was dismissed and the
order dated 19-12-2017 passed under Section 129 (3) of the UPGST Act
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was upheld.
From the perusal of the record, the position which emerges is that the

judgment and order dated 12-3-2019 has been passed without hearing to
the petitioner, as such, the same is in violation of principles of natural justice.

Natural justice is an important concept in administrative law. In the
words of Megarry J it is “justice that is simple and elementary, as distinct
from justice that is complex, sophisticated and technical”. The principles of
natural justice or fundamental rules of procedure for administrative action are
neither fixed nor prescribed in any code. They are better known than
described and easier proclaimed than defined.

Natural justice is another name for common-sense justice. Rules of
natural justice are not codified cannone. But they are principles ingrained into
the conscience of man. Natural justice is the administration of justice in a
common-sense liberal way. Justice is based substantially on natural ideals and
human values. The administration of justice is to be freed from the narrow
and restricted considerations which are usually associated with a formulated
law involving linguistic technicalities and grammatical niceties. It is the
substance of justice which has to determine its form.

The expressions “natural justice” and “Legal justice” do not present a
watertight classification. It is the substance of justice which is to be secured
by both, and whenever legal justice fails to achieve this solemn purpose,
natural justice is called in aid of legal justice. Natural justice relieves legal
justice from unnecessary technicality, grammatical pedantry or logical
prevarication. It supplies the omissions of a formulated law. As Lord
Buckmaster said, no form or procedure should ever be permitted to exclude
the presentation of a litigant’s defense.

The adherence to principles of natural justice as recognized by all
civilized States is of supreme importance when a quasi-judicial body embarks
on determining disputes between the parties, or any administrative action
involving civil consequences is in issue. There principles are well settled. The
first and foremost principle is what is commonly known as audi alteram
partem rule. It says that no one should be condemned unheard. Notice is
the first limb of this principle. It must be precise and unambiguous. It should
apprise the party determinatively of the case he has to meet. Time given for
the purpose should be adequate so as to enable him to make his
representation. In the absence of a notice of the kind and such reasonable
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opportunity, the order passed becomes wholly vitiated. Thus, it is but essential
that a party should be put on notice of the case before any adverse order
is passed. against him. This is one of the most important principles of natural
justice. It is after all an approved rule of fair play. The concept has gained
significance and shades with time. When the historic document was made
at Runnymede in 1215, the first statutory recognition of this principle found
its way into the “Magna Carta”. the classic exposition of Sir Edward Coke
of natural justice requires to “vocate, interrogate and adjudicate”. In the
celebrated case of Cooper v. Wandsworth Board of Works the principles
was thus stated:

“Even God himself did not pass sentence upon Adam before he was
called upon to make his defense. ‘Adam’(says God), ‘where art thou?
hast thou not eaten of the tree whereof, I commanded thee that thou
shouldest not eat ?”

Since then the principle has been chiselled, honed and refined, enriching
its content. Judicial treatment has added light and luminosity to the concept,
like polishing of a diamond.

It is not possible to define precisely and scientifically the expression
“natural justice”. Though highly attractive and potential, it is a vague and
ambiguous concept and, having been criticised as “sadly lacking in precision,
has been consigned more than once to the lumberroom. It is a confused and
unwarranted concept and encroaches on the field of ethics. Though eminent
judges have at times used the phrase “the principles of natural justice”, even
now the concept differs widely in countries usually described as civilised.

It is true that the concept of natural justice is not very clear and therefore,
it is not possible to define it; yet the principles of natural justice are accepted
and enforced. In reply to the aforesaid criticism against natural justice, Lord
Reid in the historical decision of Ridge V. Baldwin (1963) 2 All ER 66 (HL)
observed:

“In Modern times opinions have sometimes been expressed to the
effect that natural justice is so vague as to be practically meaningless.
But I would regard these as tainted by the perennial fallacy that because
something cannot be cut and dried or nicely weighed or measured
therefore it does not exist……”

Further, Natural justice is a branch of public law. It is a formidable
weapon which can be wielded to secure justice to citizens. Rules of natural
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justice are “basic values” which a man has cherished throughout the ages.
They are embedded in our constitutional framework and their pristine glory
and primacy cannot be allowed to be submerged by exigencies of particular
situations or cases. Principles of natural justice control all actions of public
authorities by applying rules relating to reasonableness, good faith and justice,
equity and good conscience. Natural justice is a part of law which relates
to administration of justice. Rules of natural justice are indeed great
assurances of justice and fairness.

The golden rule which stands firmly established is that the doctrine of
natural justice is not only to secure justice but to prevent miscarriage of
justice. Its essence is good conscience in a given situation; nothing more-
but nothing less.

As Lord Denning in the case of Kandaa v. Govt. of Malaya, 1962 AC
322 observed that “if the right to be heard is to be a real right which
is worth anything, it must carry with it a right in the accused person
to know the case which is made against him. .He must know what
evidence has been given and what statements have been made affecting
him; and then he must be given a fair opportunity to correct or
contradict them.”

Hon’ble the Apex Court in the case of Bishambhar Nath Kohli Vs.
State of U.P., AIR 1955 SC 65 held that “in revision proceedings, the
Custodian General accepted new evidence produced by one party, but
no opportunity was given to the other side to meet with the same. The
Supreme Court held that the principles of natural justice were violated.”
For the foregoing reasons, writ petition is allowed and the impugned order
dated 12-3-2019 passed by opposite party no.3 is set aside. The matter
is remanded back to the Appellate Authority to decide the same within a
period of eight weeks from the date of receiving a certified copy of this order.
The petitioner shall not take any unnecessary adjournment before the
Appellate Authority.

❏
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(2021) 66 TLD 118 In the High Court of Kerala
Hon’ble C.K. Abdul Rehim & R. Narayana Pisharadi, JJ.

VE Commercial Vehcles Ltd.
Vs.

Union of India & Others
W.A. No.: 1703 of 2019

August 2, 2019

Deposition : In favour of Petitioner
Detention, seizure and release of goods and conveyances in

transit - Enchashment of bank Guarantee - Section 129 of CGST Act,
2017  - The High Court opined that the interest of justice on equitable
basis can be achieved by issuing a direction to the respondents not
to encash the bank Guarantee furnished by the appellant, if ultimately
the adjudication goes against them and if penalty is imposed in such
proceedings, until the expiry of 14 days from the date of service of
order on such adjudication.

However, we make it clear that, the appellant will be at liberty to
take appropriate challenges against the order imposing penalty, if any
passed against them, either in the writ petition or in any other
appropriate proceedings. The appellant will also be entitled to seek
appropriate interim relief in any such proceedings, if the order imposing
penalty is challenged, as mentioned above, for restraining encashment
of the bank Guarantee, pending such challenge. [Para 5]

We are of the considered opinion that the interest of justice on
equitable basis can be achieved by issuing a direction to the respondents
not to encash the bank Guarantee furnished by the appellant, if
ultimately the adjudication goes against them and if penalty is imposed
in such proceedings, until the expiry of 14 days from the date of service
of order on such adjudication. [Para 6]
Sri. A. Kumar, Smt. G. Mini (1748), Sri. Ajay V. Anand, Sri. P.J. Anilkumar
& Sri. P.S. Sree Prasad for the petitioner.
Sri. Mohammed Rafiq, Sr. G.P. & Sri. R. Prasanth Kumar, C.G.C. for the
respondent.
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:: JUDGMENT ::

The Judgment of the Court was delivered by ABDUL REHIM, J. :
The petitioner in W.P (C) No.14719/2019 is challenging the interim

order passed by the Single Judge, dated 29th May, 2019. The respondents
herein are the respondents in the writ petition.
2. The appellant challenged validity of Section 129 of the Central Goods
and Services Tax Act, 2017 (CGST Act for short), to the extent it provides
imposition of tax and penalty in the manner as set out therein, in cases where
there are only mere technical breaches or contraventions of the provisions
of the Act and where there is no evasion of tax, the above said provision
was challenged as illegal and violative of Article 14 and 300 A of the
Constitution of India. Inter alia, the appellant challenged Ext.P11 notice issued
requiring them to appear for an adjudication proceedings initiated under
Section 129 (1) of the CGST Act based on interception of goods transported
and Ext.P4 notice issued. Evidently, the appellant sought for an interim relief
in the writ petition to direct the respondents not to encash the Bank Guarantee
furnished by the petitioner at the time of release of the intercepted goods.
The learned Single Judge had passed the impugned order by observing that,
the appellant can work out their remedies under law against any order which
may be passed against pursuant to Ext.P11 and will be entitled to obtain
orders from the appropriate forum. It was observed that, the appellant had
already obtained release of the detained goods by complying with the
requirement contemplated under Section 129 of the CGST Act. Since the
appellant had already chosen to get release of the detained goods by
complying with that procedure, granting of any interim order as prayed for
would amount to deviate from the order of release made under Ext.P8, which
is in compliance with Section 129. It was found that, even if an order is passed
on completion of the adjudication, the appellant has got remedy under the
statute. On the other hand, the learned Judge observed that, putting any
restrainment on encashment of Bank Guarantee may result in deviating the
conditions under which the release was already ordered.
3. Assailing the impugned order, learned counsel for the appellant contended
that, encashment of the Bank Guarantee on the basis of order if any passed
to the extent of imposing penalty, will in turn defeat the purpose of the writ
petition itself. Since the power conferred by virtue of Section 129 to impose
penalty for technical violation itself is under challenge in the writ petition, it
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was only just and proper in the interest of justice that the Single Judge ought
to have restrained the respondents from encashing the Bank Guarantee, till
the writ petition is disposed of. It is pointed out that in an identical case
another learned Judge of this court had passed Ext.P12 order restraining
encashment of the Bank Guarantee till the disposal of the writ petition.
According to learned counsel, it was improper on the part of the learned
Single Judge in not following the order passed in a similar case.
4. While appreciating the above said contentions, we take note of the fact
that the writ petition was filed at a stage after release of the goods on the
appellant furnishing the Bank Guarantee with respect to the security deposit
demanded through Ext.P4 notice. As observed by the learned Single Judge,
release of the goods was effected on the basis of the Bank Guarantee
furnished, in compliance with the requirement under Section 129 of the CGST
Act. Now the adjudication proceedings is pursued. The interim relief sought
for in the writ petition is to restrain encashment of the Bank Guarantee. If
it is granted, it will amount to an order in anticipation that the adjudication
will culminate in imposition of penalty. If such an anticipatory restrainment
is put on the respondents, as observed by the learned Single Judge, that will
be in a manner defeating the interest of the respondents who ordered release
of the goods by securing the probable amount which may be due after the
adjudication, in accordance with the provisions contained in Section 129 of
the Act. Therefore we do not find any illegality, error or impropriety in the
judgment of the learned Single Judge.
5. However, we make it clear that, the appellant will be at liberty to take
appropriate challenges against the order imposing penalty, if any passed
against them, either in the writ petition or in any other appropriate
proceedings. The appellant will also be entitled to seek appropriate interim
relief in any such proceedings, if the order imposing penalty is challenged as
mentioned above, for restraining encashment of the Bank Guarantee, pending
such challenge.
6. We are of the considered opinion that the interest of justice on equitable
basis can be achieved by issuing a direction to the respondents not to encash
the Bank Guarantee furnished by the appellant, if ultimately the adjudication
goes against them and if penalty is imposed in such proceedings, until the
expiry of 14 days from the date of service of order on such adjudication.

❏
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